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Editor’s Note

The entire New Mexico Historical Review from 1926 to the fall 2013 issue is
now available online on the Open Journals System hosted by the University of New Mexico Libraries. All journal content is searchable and can be
downloaded. Current subscribers who have purchased digital access may
pass through the electronic gate by entering at the correct prompt an email
address registered with the Review website; those browsing the web can
search the Review database and purchase issues and articles online with a
credit card. Likewise, anyone interested in a subscription may buy one with a
credit card. The Review staff hopes that presence and distribution on the OJS
will enhance the journal’s profile online, facilitate and accelerate scholarly
research and production on the history and culture of New Mexico and the
Greater Southwest, and earn the Review additional revenues. Twenty-firstcentury digital storage and electronic distribution, however, do not alter or
revise the scholarly mission and editorial values instituted by Lansing B.
Bloom and Paul A. F. Walter in the first Review published in 1926. Rigorous
peer review and intensive in-house development and production remain the
scholarly and editorial cornerstones of the New Mexico Historical Review, a
publisher of scholarly monographs on the history and culture of New Mexico
and the Greater Southwest.
Special thanks go to several individuals on the Review and Library staffs
for bringing this archival project to fruition. For three years, Cindy Tyson,
administrative assistant at the Review, has contracted with vendors and engaged engineers and technicians whose services and expertise were critical
to scanning thousands of journal pages, building the Review site on the OJS,

uploading the PDF files to it, entering descriptive copy, subscription data,
and payment options, and particularly researching and enabling the credit
card payment capability. Without her dedication and attention, this project
would have floundered and stalled. Three managing editors have also engaged
the OJS initiative. Margaret Ann Frisbee, now assistant professor of history
at Metropolitan State University in Denver, first explored the various electronic or digital options available to the Review and participated in the early
discussions with potential site providers. While the editor anxiously squirmed
and fidgeted in his seat, Meg never once blinked as the Review staff peered
into electronic circuitry of the digital frontier. Jennifer McPherson attended
meetings to discuss the initial stages of the website. Donna Schank Peterson,
the current managing editor, has applied her remarkable organizational skills,
daily diligence, and clear foresight to the thousand and one niggling problems
and details that materialize with the launching of a complex digital project.
She resolved all of them with her usual intelligence, resourcefulness, and
grace. Under her supervision, Review editorial assistants (Mike Burns, Willy
Carleton, L. Candolin Cook, Kara McCormack, Christopher Steinke, and
especially Margaret DePond) performed the meat and potatoes of uploading all of the PDF files, cross-checking tables of contents with PDF files,
proofreading the site, and checking it for bugs and glitches.
In the Library, Dr. Michael Kelly, now interim dean of the UNM Libraries, first alerted the Review editor to the OJS and put him in touch with Prof.
Kevin Comerford, digital initiatives librarian, who embraced the Review
project, assembled the site, and mounted the journal. Almost weekly he and
his assistant, Jonathan Wheeler, consulted with the Review staff to customize
the site, install the commerce capabilities, and resolve glitches and root out
bugs once the site went live. Professor Comerford and Jon have been patient,
professional, helpful, and resolute. The Review staff deeply appreciates their
devotion to this digital enterprise and their ongoing attention to the smooth
operation of the site.

Shooting Down the Highway

william lucas and route 66 in new mexico
Jason Stuart

T

hree ribbons of highway recede into the West under an unforgiving sun
from which there is no shelter—no shade, no clouds, only a bright strip
of sky above the macadam and the barren landscape. The first two ribbons,
hidden from view in the foreground, are the east- and westbound lanes of
Interstate 40. The highway is dotted with traffic; the roof of a truck peers
over the railing, which separates the modern highway from its precursor
dominating the frame (see ill. 1). This is Route 66, a road extant a few miles
west of Albuquerque but generally empty and unused. It is a ghost highway
running through the myth-memory of a society that needed to move more
quickly than the old two-lane road would allow.1

ill. 1. nine mile hill (west of
Albuquerque toward rio puerco,
new mexico), may 1975
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy
PICT 986-012-0046, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center
for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque)

1
Jason Stuart is a PhD student in American History at the University of New Mexico. His research
focuses on the cultural history of the United States during the Cold War, with specific emphases
on the built environment, suburbia, and the West.
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For photographer William Lucas, the highway was a thread that ran
through his life, connecting the Oklahoma of his youth to the New Mexico
of his art. Route 66 in New Mexico was the subject of his best-known photographs; it was also, or at least highways in general were, the source of his
livelihood as a professional mover. Lucas left very few statements about his
photography. The pictures must speak for him—probably as he had intended.
The highway deeply entwined multiple dimensions of his life and its heavy
presence in his oeuvre was therefore no accident. The Mother Road, as
Americans came to label Route 66, was a metaphor for life, the long westward
journey toward inevitable sunset. It was a symbol of the western landscape,
and of nostalgia and loss. For Lucas, Route 66 was also a physical embodiment
of photography, not only as a subject but as a way to get there. “The great
thing about photography,” according to well-known and widely published
photographer Miguel Gandert, “is that you’ve got to be there.” That meant
getting out on the road.2
Lucas was born in Red Oak, Oklahoma, on 13 June 1926. During World
War II, he served in the cavalry of the U.S. Army. One may assume his rural
background as a westerner gave him plenty of experience with horses. His duties
revolved around training others to load pack mules at Fort Riley, Kansas. The
army used mules quite extensively during the war, particularly in Italy and the
China-Burma-India theater. Much like the large-format cameras that he would
use and the disappearing highway on which his lens so often gazed, this wartime
experience suggests a recurring theme in Lucas’s life: a connection to things
that seemed to have outlived their usefulness in a society that was constantly
embracing rapid technological change. This analysis in no way suggests that
Lucas was a Luddite or even that he consciously embraced outmoded technologies. Perhaps this choice was a natural and common experience for those
Americans whose lives spanned the middle decades of the twentieth century.
In any case, it is a pattern worth noting for what it might tell us about either
Lucas himself, or the society in which he lived (see ill. 2).3
After the war, while at Oklahoma A&M College in Stillwater, which became Oklahoma State University after 1957, Lucas met his future wife, Joye.
He was recalled to the army during the Korean War and served for a time at
Fort Sill, Oklahoma. By 1952, Lucas was again a civilian. He and Joye, now
married, were living in Oklahoma City, where Lucas worked for General
Electric. He disliked the job, so when a friend in Santa Fe suggested the
couple take up residence there, they went with little hesitation. Lucas found
employment at Mayflower in Santa Fe; he would remain with the moving
company until his retirement in 1987. Not long after settling in New Mexico,
he became an artist.4
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The history of art in twentieth-century New
Mexico is rich and varied. Nineteenth-century
artists had shown a keen interest in documenting
the Pueblo Indians, and photography emerged as a
prime tool to preserve what they viewed as a disappearing and picturesque piece of America. Charles
Lummis and A. C. Vroman were among the more
well-known photographer-ethnologists who went to
great lengths to capture Pueblo subjects on film.
By the 1890s, Taos was already becoming a destination for painters. Georgia O’Keeffe, probably the
state’s best-known artist, came out of this scene in
the 1930s, but she was hardly the only respected
ill. 2. william j. lucas, c.
painter associated with the community. Robert
1986
Henri, John Sloan, W. Herbert Dunton, Marsden (Photograph courtesy Joye Lucas)
Hartley, Ernest Blumenschein, Bert Greer Phillips,
and many others also helped make Taos a vibrant art community during the
early decades of the twentieth century. Santa Fe became closely linked to the
Taos artists’ colony and soon hosted its own vibrant artistic community. Even
well-known artists, such as Edward Hopper, from other parts of the country
found New Mexico rife with stimulating subjects and spent extended periods
working there. 5
Photography also remained an intimate part of New Mexico’s artistic output,
and helped shape the state’s (and particularly Santa Fe’s) image for much of
the nation. Edward Weston, already an established photographer when he
first came to New Mexico, made images around the state for several years.
Like Weston, Ansel Adams and Paul Strand were caught up within the Taos
circle that orbited around Mabel Dodge Luhan and made significant artistic
breakthroughs while in the area. For Adams, the sojourn resulted both in his
first book, Taos Pueblo (1930), a joint work with the noted Southwestern author
Mary Austin, and a final decision to make photography his career. Adams
credited Strand, whom he met in Taos, with refocusing him on the landscape
photography that would become his trademark. While in New Mexico, Strand
grew significantly as a landscape photographer, and he developed techniques
there that would shape his output for the rest of his life.6
New Mexican artists continued to produce a significant, though less widely
known, body of work even after the heyday of the Taos-Santa Fe nexus in the
1920s and 1930s, but Van Deren Coke helped bring New Mexican art back
to national prominence among museums and collectors in the 1960s. In
1963, Coke, a photographer who taught at the University of New Mexico in
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the 1960s and 1970s, published Taos and Santa Fe: The Artist’s Environment
and curated an important exhibition of regional artists at the Amon Carter
Museum in Fort Worth, Texas. Against this backdrop, Lucas began to hone
his photographic eye.7
“There was a strange pull of New Mexico for many artists, and he felt that
very strongly,” Joye Lucas said of her late husband. That Lucas developed
his passion for photography after moving to the state that had captivated the
minds of so many artists before him is likely no coincidence. While in Santa
Fe, Lucas and Joye became very good friends with writer Tony Hillerman
and his wife, Marie. They often played bridge, which they considered cheap
entertainment; Lucas and Hillerman also spent a good deal of time hunting deer together in the local mountains. Whatever discussions Lucas and
Hillerman might have had about artistic ideals or aesthetics, whatever ways
they may have influenced each other’s nascent artistic tendencies, have gone
unrecorded. The affinity each exhibited for the New Mexican landscape in
their respective bodies of work, however, seems likely to have grown out of
some shared experience on the land itself. In 1960 the Lucas family moved to
Albuquerque. The moving business accompanied them; Lucas had become
part-owner of the local Mayflower franchise while in Santa Fe.8 By 1962 he
was engaged seriously in photography, although Mayflower continued to pay
the bills. His pictures in these early years were primarily in color, and Route
66, still thriving as the major east-west highway across the state, was not yet
the target of his lens.9
When he first started making photographs on a regular basis, Lucas used
the family bathroom as a darkroom. With four children and Joye in the house,
this practice proved to be an inefficient arrangement at best. It took an hour
or so to get trays and chemicals set up, and another hour to get everything out
of the room once developing was complete. “I insisted,” Joye said, “that he
build a darkroom.” Lucas meticulously processed film and made prints; he
knew exactly what he was trying to achieve in each image. When the results
failed to meet his standards, the fruit of hours of labor behind the camera
and in the darkroom would be unceremoniously thrown out, sometimes
stacks at a time. This patience and insistence on achieving his vision would
be hallmarks of his photographic technique in years to come.10
In 1970 Lucas read an article about Adams that profoundly changed his
approach to the camera. Adams had succinctly described the same magnetic
pull of the New Mexican landscape felt by so many other artists, including
Lucas, when he wrote of the state, “It is all very beautiful and magical here—a
quality which cannot be described. You have to live it and breathe it, let the
sun bake into you.”11 Upon reading this article, Lucas quickly abandoned
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color film and embraced black and white photography and Adams’s Zone
System. Adams had developed the Zone System in the early 1940s. Dividing
the brightness of objects into a series of eleven zones (though this number
varies slightly from manual to manual), with zone O being total black and
zone X pure white, the Zone System provides photographers with a concrete
technique to train their photographic eye and mind in the highly intuitive
process of “previsualization.” Adams’s “Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico”
(1941) is still studied by photography students as a primer on the Zone System.12 Although some photographers and critics have dismissed it as overly
mechanical and thus detrimental to creativity, Adams described the Zone
System as essentially “enabling . . . [and] it should liberate, rather than restrict, the creative photographer.” Critic and historian Beaumont Newhall
declared that Adams’s technique gave photographers a level of control that
“is comparable to that which a musician has over his instrument. Guesswork
is eliminated, and the photographer can concentrate upon aesthetic problems, secure in the knowledge that his results will not only be of technical
excellence, but will embody his subjective interpretation of the scene.” The
system’s proponents have far outweighed its critics. After its introduction by
Adams, the Zone System soon became widely embraced among professional
and amateur photographers alike, including well-known artists such as Minor
White and Paul Caponigro, the latter of whom worked extensively in New
Mexico for twenty years.13
Not long after his introduction to Adams’s technique, Lucas traveled to
Yosemite National Park, where he took a seminar on the Zone System taught
by one of Adams’s assistants. Adams himself visited on one occasion to offer
brief critiques of some of the students’ pictures. Lucas learned a particularly
valuable lesson during this trip. He was often frustrated by the appearance
of minor artifacts in the sky in otherwise technically sound pictures, but as
he found out, sometimes these intrusions just happened, regardless of the
photographer’s attention to detail. “It was a big relief to him to learn that,”
remembered Joye, “He worked so hard to make them perfect.”14
With the development of the Zone System, Adams addressed one of the
key difficulties in teaching or learning photography, one that had been identified as early as 1856 when a French photographer known as Nadar (his real
name was Gaspard Félix Tournachon) wrote, “Photography is a marvelous
discovery, a science that has attracted the greatest intellects, an art that excites
the most astute minds—and one that can be practiced by any imbecile. . . .
Photographic theory can be taught in an hour, the basic technique in a day.
But what cannot be taught is the feeling for light.”15 With the Zone System,
and its emphasis on previsualization, this “feeling for light” now could be
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taught. Previsualization, according to White, is “the key to the creative and
expressive use of the medium.” White defines previsualization as “the learnable power to look at a scene, person, place, or situation and ‘see’ at the same
time on the back of the eyelids, or ‘sense’ deep in the mind or body, the various ways photography can render the subject. Then out of all the potential
renderings select one to photograph. Such selection makes up a large share
of the photographer’s creativity.” Lucas deeply engaged in this process and
soon excelled (see ill. 3).16
Gandert, who spent a good deal of time shooting in the field with Lucas,
described Lucas’s photographic method as “a meditation process.” Lucas
used a four-inch by five-inch camera on a small tripod. View cameras such as
this show an upside-down image to the photographer. With his custom-made
dark velvet cloth, Lucas would disappear into the world of the photograph,
sometimes for several minutes at a time. This long and involved procedure,
according to Gandert, often went on for hours, during which Lucas seemed
just to stand around, at least when he was not under the cloth. Lucas was not
only previsualizing; he hoped to capture a certain “uniqueness of the moment,”
which meant waiting for the exact instant when the light allowed his vision to
be realized. His daughter, Lane, related her conversations with Lucas on his
technique. Lucas described it to her as an almost mystical experience, during
which he would completely lose himself in the process. In some ways, he
felt the landscape was speaking to him, and he had to take the time to fully
understand exactly what his photograph should be communicating.17
Many photographers have described
this moment. Weston referred to it as
“the flame of recognition” or the “moment of revelation.” To Henri CartierBresson, it was “The Decisive Moment.”
Alfred Stieglitz, speaking specifically of
work with the type of camera Lucas used,
stated that success was dependent upon
the photographer’s patience. One had
ill. 3. yosemite national park, 1975
This picture is represent ative
of Lucas’s early work with the
Zone System, a few years after
having embraced black and white
photography.
(Photograph courtesy Joye Lucas)
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to wait for “the moment in which everything is in balance.”18 Perhaps most
relevant, Strand, referring to his own experiences in the Land of Enchantment, wrote:
Here a New Problem for me presented itself: that of trying to unify
the complexity of broad landscape as opposed to the close-up of
approachable and relatively small things. There are not only many
photographs but also many paintings in which the sky and land have
no relation to each other, and the picture goes to pieces. For the
photographer, the solution of this problem lies in the quick seizure of
those moments when formal relationships do exist between the moving
shapes of sky and the sea or land.19
Lucas, whom Gandert described as “very deliberate” while shooting,
understood this approach intimately. While Gandert shot multiple rolls of
film with his handheld 35mm camera, Lucas often brought only six or seven
film holders for a day’s outing, and regularly failed to use even that many.
With every photograph, he was after a specific aesthetic that could only be
achieved through time, planning, and patience. His pictures, Gandert said,
“were always meditations on place.”20
Weston, himself a major influence on Adams, would certainly have lauded
Lucas’s approach. As he stated, “The real test of not only technical proficiency,
but intelligent conception, is not in the use of some indifferent negative as a
basis to work from, but in the ability to see one’s finished print on the ground
glass in all its desired qualities and values before exposure.” Gandert suggested
that Lucas applied exactly that method underneath his velvet shroud while
he stood on the side of the highway in the hot New Mexican sun. Like his
work with mules during World War II, Lucas’s photography was in some ways
an anachronism. His large-format camera, and the patience with which he
manipulated it, set his technology and his technique apart from the more
modern, high-tech camera and rapid pace that Gandert favored. Lucas was
certainly not the only photographer to work in such a manner in the 1970s
and 1980s. The four-inch by five-inch camera was still quite mobile, especially
compared to even larger formats, and its negatives captured greater detail
than 35mm film. But unlike 35mm cameras, four-inch by five-inch cameras
were not hand-held, were much more expensive to operate, and removed the
ability to quickly shoot dozens of pictures. Lucas’s meditative and deliberate
process stood in sharp contrast to the high speeds at which many photographers worked by the 1970s and the rapidly-paced technologies that enabled
their instant gratification.21
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While his embrace of the Zone System and his patience in waiting for the
“Decisive Moment” located Lucas firmly in the tradition of many of the great
black-and-white photographers of the first half of the twentieth century, he
also became deeply connected to a vibrant photographic community based
in Albuquerque. In 1962 Coke served as the chair of the Art Department at
the University of New Mexico (UNM); he was also the first director of the
University Art Museum. Coke soon developed an innovative program of
photographic education at UNM, stressing the medium’s legitimacy as an art
form at a time when most universities dismissed it as frivolous or disposable
culture. UNM soon offered one of the nation’s first MFA degrees in photography. The program graduated its inaugural class in 1968 and has remained
well-regarded ever since (it ranks fifth in the field in the U.S. News and World
Report rankings of 2012). Coke’s reputation and that of the program allowed
the department to attract many highly respected photographers and scholars
to Albuquerque, including Wayne Lazorik, Beaumont Newhall, Thomas Barrow, and Betty Hahn. In the mid-1970s, Lucas took some classes with Lazorik;
soon afterward, the department hired Lucas as an adjunct instructor.22
“He should have always been a teacher; he should never have worked as
a mover,” said Joye. Gandert echoed the same sentiment: “He loved teaching.” During his trips with Gandert, Lucas would often discuss his time
in the classroom, his students, and the enjoyment he found in teaching.
Lucas’s meticulousness served him well in this area. He had a tremendous
knowledge of different films, papers, developing techniques, and the other
fundamentals of photography, and took great delight in passing on such knowledge. To Lucas, these were the basics, the necessary set of skills to become
a photographer. For many of the other faculty, this nuts-and-bolts approach
was not as appealing as more abstract theories, more advanced techniques,
and more avant-garde stylings. According to Gandert, Lucas taught the basic
introductory courses no one else wanted to teach, including courses on the
Zone System. “The care of the technical skills,” as Gandert described it, was
difficult knowledge to impart, but Lucas excelled at it. His students greatly
appreciated him as a result. As Joye related, they often asked, “Where have
you been? We should have had these classes as freshmen.” Lucas hoped his
students might pursue their photographic education outside the classroom as
well. “He would try to get students to learn to drive [moving] trucks so they
could get out on the road,” Gandert remembered. As Joye recalls, none ever
took him up on the offer.23
While Lucas’s engagement with teaching was central to his experience at
the university, it was not his only role within the photographic community.
His place there was equally that of an artist. He had “his own niche,” Gandert
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said, and was “doing his own thing, but [was] very much a part of” the wider
world of UNM photography. He only rarely exhibited, preferring instead to
trade prints with other photographers. Gandert suggested this choice was due
to Lucas’s lack of ego, which perhaps kept him and his work from becoming
more widely known. Still, Gandert said, though he was “under-appreciated,”
Lucas was nevertheless “highly respected.”24
A recent work on New Mexican photography by Thomas Barrow, a fellow
UNM professor who worked alongside Lucas, helps establish an important
perspective on Lucas’s place within the photographic community of the
state. In an introductory essay, Barrow references many of the classic landscape photographers who worked in New Mexico during the first half of
the twentieth century, including Adams, Weston, and Strand. The austere
black-and-white images of these artists are quite similar in tone and style
to Lucas’s work. Presented as a brief primer on New Mexico’s important
role in American photographic history, Barrow’s introduction positions
the work of these photographers as a jumping-off point for the artists showcased in the book’s main body. With a few notable exceptions, including
Edward Ranney, Joan Myers, and Caponigro, many of the photographers
utilize heavily-manipulated images, photo-collages, and other more selfconsciously “artistic” techniques. These pictures stand in stark contrast
to the work of the earlier photographers discussed in the introduction. By
eschewing the tendencies of many of his contemporaries and embracing
the aesthetic of Weston and Adams, Lucas seems to have positioned himself as a classicist—and in doing so, removed himself stylistically from the
mainstream photographic community active during Lucas’s time at the
university in the 1970s and 1980s.25
Lucas may also have exhibited sparingly for a far more pragmatic reason,
according to his daughter Lane—a lack of time. Supporting his family was
the most important thing to Lucas, and thus his jobs as mover and teacher
received the bulk of his attention. After he retired from Mayflower in 1987, he
planned to devote more time to photography, including possible exhibitions.
Unfortunately, Lucas suffered a stroke in 1989, which rendered him unable
to continue either teaching or photography. Gandert remembered Lucas’s
illness as “pretty devastating to the whole community.” Lucas’s condition also
left several projects unrealized, including collaboration with Gandert on the
town of Truth or Consequences and another with UNM scholar William
Tideman on a Route 66 book. We cannot know what Lucas’s photographic
legacy might have included had he had more time; as it is, his Route 66
photographs are his best-known work.26
***
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Lucas never set out specifically to be a Route 66 photographer. But he was
keenly interested in nostalgia, and as he, like many others in the 1970s, began
to realize that many of the highway’s unique artifacts were rapidly disappearing, he became increasingly interested in the history and memory of the road.
As a mover who spent long hours travelling New Mexico’s highways and an
artist whose exploration of photography coincided with the country’s gradual
recognition of Route 66’s slow disappearance, Lucas inevitably aimed his lens
at New Mexico’s stretch of the Mother Road. The 1970s also ushered in a
broad national march of cultural homogenization that would only accelerate
in the decades that followed. In community after community, often-colorful
local businesses gave way to national chains and box stores, and America’s
cities and towns came to look more and more alike. For Lucas, Gandert said,
“being on the road was getting out of Albuquerque” and away from “massproduced culture.” Many of his Route 66 pictures capture the remnants of
hand-made graphics that once dotted the southwestern landscape and helped
differentiate the road’s unique culture from that of the interstate highways
that replaced it. Although people are rarely included in Lucas’s pictures
directly, their presence is nonetheless reflected in the signs they painted, the
businesses they ran, and the highway they traveled. Gandert suggested that
the general lack of people in Lucas’s Route 66 work (only five of the fifty-one
photographs held by the Center for Southwest Research include human
figures) was about his fascination with the road and the landscape itself. The
highway and its artifacts were “the marks people put on the landscape.”27
Lucas’s pictures are commonly dark in tone, full of decay and loss. They
seem to lament the erasure of a cultural landscape, but also acknowledge
the shabby nature of much of that landscape. As Gandert succinctly stated,
the marks people left were often “not very great.” Lane also discussed Lucas’s
motivations behind his choice of subject matter, and why his pictures often
seemed to carry certain sadness. She occasionally accompanied him on long
drives around the state, where the bleak landscapes intrigued him. “He felt
deeply about places people would just ignore, and he felt deeply about the
loneliness of people travelling,” she recalled. Perhaps his pictures sought to
bring the lonely people and the desolate landscapes together in some way.28
Many of the published works on Route 66, unlike the bulk of Lucas’s
highway pictures, focus on people and the businesses they opened along the
highway. Michael Wallis’s popular Route 66: The Mother Road (1990), for
example, provides dozens of personal stories from various individuals who
journeyed down or lived along the highway. Route 66: The Romance of the
West (2002) by Thomas Repp is entirely structured around the histories of
particular entrepreneurs and their businesses. Other books, such as Peter
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Dedek’s Hip to the Trip (2007), take a more cultural approach, examining the
highway’s place in American folklore. Arthur Krim’s work locates Route 66
within wider processes of America’s westward expansion while, like Dedek,
examining its transformation into a cultural icon. In Along Route 66 (2000),
photographer Quinta Scott spotlights the road’s unique regional architectures, though an earlier book co-authored with Susan Croce Kelly gives the
highway’s personalities a starring role, much like Wallis’s and Repp’s books.
These are just a few examples; there are literally hundreds of books about
Route 66. Most of these books have several traits in common: they lament
the loss of the highway’s colorful local artifacts (signs, buildings, businesses,
and people); they are often heavily illustrated with photographs; and, within
these photographs, there is a strong Native American presence. Finally, these
works generally attempt to offer some explanation of the meaning of Route
66. Lucas’s pictures largely share these characteristics, but they also stand
apart in some important ways.29
Visually, much of the popular literature on the highway celebrates the
culture of Route 66. Bright neon signs, vintage postcards, and the smiling
faces of travelers and locals both past and present predominate. Unique
buildings and businesses are often shown in photographs from their heyday,
or after restoration. Although pictures of abandoned or dilapidated businesses are certainly present, they tend to be outnumbered by more positive
images. Wallis and Scott depict the roadside culture’s run-down state more
than many other authors, yet Lucas’s photographs have a very different feel.
Wallis’s illustrations are often in color, which lends them a documentary
aspect and diminishes their emotional impact when compared with Lucas’s
haunting black and white images. Scott shoots in black and white, but by
focusing exclusively on roadside architecture, her pictures also take on a
documentary feel, and often ignore the relationship between the highway
and the landscape that surrounds it. Her photo of the Blue Swallow Motel in
Tucumcari in Along Route 66 evinces clever composition, particularly in its
use of diagonals. The photo is no mere snapshot; however, its depth is limited.
It imparts, “Here is what the Blue Swallow Motel looks like,” and little more.
Lucas’s image, on the other hand, invites the viewer to ask questions about
the scene while also suggesting a deep melancholy with its twilight setting
and the disheveled, ambling figure in the foreground (see ill. 4).30
Perhaps Steve Fitch’s Route 66 photographs in Diesels and Dinosaurs
(1976) are the closest in tone to Lucas’s work. Fitch’s black and white pictures
certainly showcase the local color that highway aficionados find so attractive.
Like Lucas, he also illustrates that many of the roadside artifacts were scruffy,
desperate attempts to lure tourist dollars to isolated rural outposts that had
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ill. 4. blue swallow motel (tucumcari, new mexico), april 1986
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0004, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

almost no other valuable economic assets. In Fitch’s hands, they become
something of a circus sideshow. However, while Fitch allows the signs and
buildings to speak for themselves, Lucas juxtaposes the built environment
with the surrounding natural environment.31
It is in this connection between the highway and the landscape that, in addition to his more complicated and less celebratory take on Route 66 nostalgia,
Lucas differs most drastically from other observers. This aspect of his photography contains Lucas’s interpretation of the road’s meaning. Dedek provides
a nice summary of the varied meanings of Route 66 in American culture:
To some contemporary enthusiasts, the highway is a symbol and
remnant of the “good old days” of the 1950s, which they believe was
a moral and upstanding period of American history. For others, the
highway represents the beginnings of the freewheeling road culture
of individuals such as Jack Kerouac, who helped spawn the cultural
changes of the 1960s. Others see Route 66 primarily as the road of
migration and “flight” of the Okies and, later, of GIs returning from
the Second World War looking for a new life in California. To most
Americans, Route 66 represents the quintessential American highway
and the route through the Southwest where the Old West lives on.32
In Lucas’s pictures, the highway rarely, if ever, plays any of these roles.
Nor does the road become something that passes through the New Mexican
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landscape. Rather, it is an intimate, if ultimately fleeting, part of the landscape
itself. The human and the natural elements are in dialogue, each lending to
the other layers of meaning. Even when the built environment dominates
the frame, as in “Golden Dragon Café,” the qualities of the natural landscape
are still present (see ill. 5). The nearly monotone aspect of the photo’s palette
lends the same sense of stark austerity to the urban setting that the spare and
lonely desert exhibits in so many of Lucas’s other pictures. The potential
for human connections seem just as attenuated despite the restaurants and
motels that line the town’s main drag.
Compare, for example, “Golden Dragon Café” with the photograph of
a closed stretch of Route 66 (see ill. 6). The dominant theme in both cases
is loneliness, despite the differences in setting and in the status of the road.
Lucas highlights the loneliness of the traveler in the first picture, the loneliness of the abandoned road in the latter.

ill. 5. golden dragon
café (tucumcari, new
mexico), april 1986
(Photograph by William
J. Lucas, courtesy PICT
986-012-0003, William J.
Lucas Route 66 Photograph
Collection, Center for
Southwest Research,
University Libraries,
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque)

ill. 6. route 66 (near san
jon, new mexico), april
1986
(Photograph by William J.
Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-0120002, William J. Lucas Route
66 Photograph Collection,
Center for Southwest Research,
University Libraries, University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque)
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Many of Lucas’s photographs, like much of the other work on Route 66
discussed above, are of roadside signage, including a wealth of Native imagery. Although Gandert suggests that Lucas’s inclusion of Indian signage
along the highway reflected his interest in the unique graphic quality of the
signs themselves, it is difficult to ignore certain political overtones in the
imagery. For example, two of his pictures from September 1976 seem to tell
an overt political story. The first, a sign for Chief Yellowhorse’s store on the
Arizona/New Mexico border, proclaims in bold hand-painted letters, “100%
Real Indian” (see ill. 7). The other, showing a more dilapidated sign, reads,
“Not Yellowhorse, but Goldhorsestein” (see ill. 8). The messages are several.
The obvious one is that the “100% Real Indian” trading post is nothing of the
sort—that unsuspecting motorists are being taken in by fraudulent claims of
authenticity. Another message is that Indians, even as their images are used
ill. 7. chief
yellowhorse’s
advertisement sign
(lupton, arizona),
september 1976
(Photograph by William J.
Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-0120044, William J. Lucas Route
66 Photograph Collection,
Center for Southwest
Research, University Libraries,
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque)

ill. 8. advertisement
sign (lupton, arizona),
september 1976
(Photograph by William J.
Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-0120045, William J. Lucas Route
66 Photograph Collection,
Center for Southwest
Research, University Libraries,
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque)
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to sell goods to white Americans, continue to be taken advantage of and
disenfranchised. This latter point is driven home by Lucas’s framing of the
“Goldhorsestein” sign; it is set against a classic western backdrop that might
just as easily have come from a John Ford film (many of which were shot
just to the north in Monument Valley). The landscape, familiar to anyone
conversant with classic Westerns, is one that screams “Indian country.” Yet the
dilapidated sign stands in mute protest against the fact that, though ostensibly
reservation lands, the strong arm of white culture dominates even here. The
decay of the sign also provides a counterpoint to the near-timeless mesa in
the distance. The sign, indeed any trace of human presence, will have long
since vanished before the sandstone undergoes any significant change. Thus
not only does the nation’s relentless homogenization threaten to erase the
iconography of the highway, but nature does as well.33
This second picture, in particular, also showcases Lucas’s artistry. Not
only does his framing allow the photograph to work on several levels, but the
composition is superb. The subtle diagonals of the text and the outline of the
sign are perfectly paralleled by the edge of the mesa and the clouds that float
above it. Meanwhile, the picture’s darkest hues are found on the sign itself,
echoing its dark message of dispossession. This artistry is no accident; such
careful composition is apparent throughout Lucas’s work and was something
he strove for in every shot. Lane remembers him as an absolute perfectionist:
“Everything you see in the pictures is a choice.”34
“Laguna Pueblo” is another picture that exemplifies his craftsmanship
(see ill. 9). The image is bifurcated both horizontally and vertically. A
slight gap in the structures of the pueblo falls almost dead center in the
image, although it is not clear whether the gap really exists or was created
with shadows by Lucas’s careful exposure. Emphasizing the left-right divide, the mesa on the right echoes the more distant mountain on the left.
The mesa dominates the smattering of houses beneath it, while the small
mountain in the distance is itself dwarfed by the bulk of the structures in
the foreground. From top to bottom, the puffy white clouds seem almost
like reflections of the white adobe houses beneath; only the stark line of
the horizon separates them. The suggested diagonals from the mesa to the
buildings on the left, and from the mountain to the buildings on the right,
again meet almost directly in the center of the image and knit the picture
together both horizontally and vertically, despite the strong horizontal
and vertical demarcations. Meanwhile, the emptiness of the weed-choked
foreground mirrors the black expanse of sky that hovers over the entire image.
Finally, the stark contrast between the black of the sky and the glistening
white of the clouds and houses speaks loudly of Lucas’s skill. To run nearly
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ill. 9. laguna pueblo, new mexico, april 1976
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0051, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

the full gamut of the Zone System’s light system as this image does is no easy
task; the risk is great of either underexposing the white in trying to capture
the full power of the black with a short exposure, or overexposing the black
to gray in attempting to make the whites starkly bright.
Vernacular roadside advertising, a key feature of Route 66, appears often
in Lucas’s pictures of the highway. In his treatment, these ads often display
a touch of subtle humor. A truncated advertisement for a Winslow, Arizona,
clothing store says, “For Men” and shows a sassy cowgirl outlined in black
and white (see ill. 10). A billboard for an Indian trading post advertises “Bullwhips” (see ill. 11). A poorly drawn woman in a bikini, meanwhile, catches
the business end of a whip on the rump, highlighting both the sexism of a
passing era and the amateur quality of roadside advertising along the highway.
Lucas even makes the occasional visual in-joke: “Rio Puerco Trading Post”
features a crooked Kodak film sign that seems about ready to fall from the
building to which it is attached (see ill. 12).
This last picture, beyond its stab at photographic humor, encapsulates
much of what the Route 66 experience in the Southwest had become by the
mid-1970s, once the interstates had diverted traffic away from the small towns
and the curio shops: a run-down roadside business showcasing stereotypic
symbols of the American West (a teepee and snakes); a sense of isolation and
economic desperation; and, beyond the cracked parking lot, the broad sky
and empty space of the endless desert.
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left ill. 10. advertisement sign (near san fidel, new mexico), april
1975
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0014, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)
right ill. 11. advertisement sign (rio puerco, new mexico), april
1975
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0017, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

ill. 12. rio puerco trading post (rio puerco, new mexico), june 1976
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0016, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)
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Perhaps Lucas’s most humorous picture is “Indian Jewelry Shoppers,”
taken in Old Town Albuquerque (see ill. 13). It is not difficult to imagine the
comment Lucas is aiming at the tourists; the image speaks for itself.
The dominant theme in Lucas’s work on Route 66 is one of loss, decay,
and desolation. Abandoned and rusting cars, dilapidated buildings and, most
trenchantly, the road itself, weed-choked and cracking, blocked by gates,
barbed wire, and “road closed” signs—these were the artifacts of a vanishing
cultural landscape that Lucas documented (ills. 14–17). Route 66 would live
on in the American imagination, and today historic preservation efforts along
the highway’s corridor are widespread. Lucas himself was closely involved

left ill. 13. indian jewelry shoppers
(albuquerque, new mexico), august
1980
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy
PICT 986-012-0011, William J. Lucas Route
66 Photograph Collection, Center for
Southwest Research, University Libraries,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

right ill. 14. abandoned post
office, old route 66 (glenrio, new
mexico), april 1986
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy
PICT 986-012-0024, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for
Southwest Research, University Libraries,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

left ill. 15. route 66
(glenrio, new mexico),
april 1986
(Photograph by William J.
Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-0120001, William J. Lucas Route
66 Photograph Collection,
Center for Southwest
Research, University Libraries,
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque)
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ill. 16. abandoned cars (west of gallup, new mexico), may 1975
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0023, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

ill. 17. gasoline station on route 66 (between newkirk and
tucumcari, new mexico), april 1986
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0008, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)

in the founding of the New Mexico Route 66 Association in the mid-1980s.35
But as his photographs so elegantly demonstrate, a great deal of Route 66’s
uniqueness was allowed simply to fade away. Some of this state of neglect
reflects the inevitable transience of the built environment. Some of it reflects the particular character of the desert Southwest’s harsh environment,
in which the marks of humankind can be particularly fleeting. And much
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of it reflects the embrace of speed and progress that the Interstate Highway
System brought to the nation. But there was a price.
Unlike the bustling society of postwar America, Lucas, at least in his
photography, was never concerned with getting to a destination as quickly
as possible. In the mythology that surrounds Route 66, reaching the end
was never the point; rather, the trip itself—the people, the objects, the culture—was the most important thing. Like a journey along 66, which in this
way was the perfect subject, Lucas moved slowly in his photography and
celebrated the odd, the lonely, and the obscure. His pictures, like Route 66
itself, connected him to the rural past of his Oklahoma youth, and freed him
from the increasingly homogenized culture that dominated his later years.
They also celebrated the beauty, as well as the ugliness, of his adopted state,
while simultaneously lamenting the passing of a golden era of travel across
the western United States. The highway surely spoke deeply to Lucas, as it
has done and continues to do for so many Americans. Beaumont Newhall
wrote, “Neither words nor the most detailed painting can evoke a moment
of vanished time as powerfully and as completely as a good photograph.”36
Pictures like “Nine Mile Hill” or “Route 66 Sign” capture The Mother
Road at The Decisive Moment, not only the light for which Lucas waited
so patiently, but the road itself (see ills. 1 and 18). Still physically present, its
role had been altered. It was no longer a highway. It was now, as surely as
Lucas’s camera, a time machine.

ill. 18. route 66 sign (east of tucumcari, new mexico), april 1986
(Photograph by William J. Lucas, courtesy PICT 986-012-0025, William J. Lucas
Route 66 Photograph Collection, Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque)
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The Jewish Founding Fathers of Tucumcari
David H. Stratton

O

n a snowy fall day in 1900, a carriage of Chicago-based Rock Island
Railway officials stopped at the small town of Liberty, New Mexico.
Given shelter by the Goldenberg family, the strangers supposedly confided
that the railroad would soon lay tracks in the vicinity on its way to link up with
the El Paso & Northeastern Railway at the Pecos River near Santa Rosa. At first
the settlers at Liberty were skeptical, as the story goes, but their doubts soon
vanished. Railroad surveyors appeared, saying a “strong probability” existed
that a good-sized town would arise somewhere nearby. According to local
legend, Alexander D. Goldenberg; his brother, Max B.; his brother-in-law,
Jacob Wertheim; and two other Liberty residents, James Alexander “Alex”
Street and Lee Kewen Smith, immediately started planning to form a real
estate company and sell town lots. To do so, these five men, uncertain of the
exact route of the prospective rail line, supposedly filed a straight north-south
“ribbon” of homestead claims between the Canadian River and Tucumcari
Mountain, thereby monopolizing any future townsite.1
Although this story resembles the classic myth of frontier enterprise common
in Hollywood westerns, it is half-wrong and the other half is not quite right.
First, it would have been difficult, if not impossible, for only five claimants,
each with the limitation of 160-acre homestead entries, to monopolize the 12mile expanse of land between the river and the mountain, or any extensive
25
David H. Stratton, professor emeritus of history at Washington State University in Pullman, grew
up in Tucumcari and still calls it his hometown. He is also the author of Tempest over Teapot
Dome: The Story of Albert B. Fall (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998).
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swath of it.2 Moreover, local, state, and federal records present a much different, and more intriguing, scenario of how the Goldenberg brothers and their
colleagues obtained the crucial land they wanted and became the founding
fathers of Tucumcari. Finally, the myth glosses over the significant role of a
remarkable group of Jewish merchants and business owners, beginning with
the two Goldenberg brothers and Wertheim, in the town’s establishment and
its more than half-century of success as a commercial and railroad center.
Besides setting this myth straight, this article explains the crucial role
early Jewish merchants played in the development of Tucumcari. This small
Jewish community, by tapping into and utilizing a regional Jewish network,
injected new sources of capital and cultural standards into an isolated and
sparsely-populated area to create a vibrant urban hub. As a result, the early
Jews in Tucumcari reflected the broader patterns of Jewish influence in the
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century American West.
Jews in the West
Beginning with the California gold rush and following the completion of a
transcontinental railroad network, several thousand Jews joined the culturally
diverse throngs of Forty-Niners and their successors in that far-off El Dorado.
Jewish merchants, bankers, and tradespeople became prominent figures in
the previously unsettled interior areas opened by the railroads. Furthermore,
Jewish entrepreneurs often established the first businesses of western towns
and played a significant role in their growth and prosperity. Most Jews in
the West, no matter their location, operated merchandizing concerns and
followed similar business practices. Local newspapers were filled with their
advertisements and their stock of goods was always up-to-date with the latest
fashions. Moreover, the success of these enterprising merchants depended
on their “adaptability” in facing the unique challenges of the West.3
This adaptability often meant moving on to other opportunities when setbacks occurred. They had little regard for traveling great distances if the new
location offered prospects of greater profits. The early Goldwater family of the
Arizona department store clan, for example, experienced successive business
disappointments in California and Arizona before finally making a fortune
first in Prescott and later, on the second attempt, in Phoenix. Such adjustments were often necessary because the West was not smoothly integrated,
but instead consisted of geographical subunits with different economic and
marketing demands. For instance, trade with Native Americans, in which
many Jewish merchants and peddlers took part, carried unique problems and
dangers. Solomon Bibo excelled in this trade at the Acoma Pueblo west of
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Albuquerque by learning the language, gaining the confidence of the tribe,
marrying the Indian governor’s granddaughter, and, in an accomplishment
that “defies explication,” becoming governor of the pueblo himself.4
Jews in the West also had to adjust their relationships with their Jewish
counterparts in the East. Unlike the East Coast cities populated with great
numbers of Eastern European Jewish immigrants, the West was home to
mostly Western European Jewish immigrants. This difference meant that,
by the early 1900s, Jewish communities in the American West had become
more homogeneous, and less influenced by the brand of “Jewishness” characteristic of the Yiddish-speaking newcomers. As a result, these westerners,
“marked by a drastic discontinuity with Jewish life in the Old World,” were
less European in thought and lifestyle than their East Coast counterparts.
Although Jews in the West nonetheless maintained strong relationships with
their eastern friends and families, and often received financial assistance from
them, they had difficulty explaining to easterners that the Jewish experience
on the East Coast was not representative of all America. Western Jewish communities faced unique economic opportunities and hardships and were rapidly
becoming more than mere outposts of the eastern Jewish establishment.5
Among other differences, the West had a shortage of temples and rabbis,
as well as eligible Jewish brides. To remedy the first problem, laymen often
conducted religious ceremonies in homes. For special occasions such as
funerals, rabbis traveled from distant cities. In remote western towns Jewish men often married local Gentile women, although these marriages
frequently ended in divorce. Anti-Semitism ran rampant in the East but was
muffled in the West. Also, most Jewish merchants were urbanites who had
to adjust to the mores of rural, overwhelmingly Gentile western towns. The
Jews adjusted by becoming “ardent joiners” in various local civic, social,
and business organizations and thus cast their lot with the communities.
Joining often led to increased social status. In 1925 Florence Prag Kahn of
California became the first Jewish congresswoman when she succeeded
her deceased husband, Congressman Julius Kahn. She served six terms in
the U.S. House of Representatives. In fact Jews were elected to offices at
every level in the West.6
Despite all of their joining proclivities, however, western Jews were bound
together in tightknit networks based on ethnicity, family loyalty, and a common Jewish heritage that branded them with a separate identity. As a result,
“A landsman, . . . [or] fellow countryman, was a trusted member of the Jewish
frontier network and many would make their way from Europe to the frontier
merchant Jewish networks. They would arrive, learn the business and branch
out on their own.”7 This clan-like system became the glue that kept relatives
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and friends together and facilitated such matters as loans, marriages, and the
expenses of emigration to this country.
Jews in Tucumcari
A few Jewish merchants appeared in New Mexico during the heyday of the
Santa Fe Trade. Solomon Jacob Spiegelberg, for example, came to Santa
Fe in 1844, became a “traveling agent” for a mercantile firm, and supplied
American occupation troops at Fort Marcy during the U.S.-Mexico War. He
and his four brothers then started a retail and wholesale dry goods store in
Santa Fe and went on to make substantial fortunes in various enterprises.
After the Civil War, a much larger contingent of predominantly GermanJewish immigrants arrived seeking economic security and social status.
Some of these later arrivals bypassed Santa Fe for opportunities east of the
Pecos River at the trading outpost of Las Vegas. Until it was surpassed by
Albuquerque around 1920, this rail center was the largest urban community
in territorial New Mexico in the roughly four decades following the arrival
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad in 1879. Las Vegas also had
the largest Jewish population in the territory, as well as the first synagogue,
Congregation Montefiore.8
The Jewish patriarch of Las Vegas and architect of the territory’s mercantile
capitalism, Charles Ilfeld (“Tio Carlos” or “Tio Charlie,” as the Hispanic
locals called him), became wealthy through his widespread merchandising,
sheep ranching, money lending, and land interests. The Charles Ilfeld Company was “the most important merchant enterprise in territorial New Mexico”
and no other Jewish mercantile business “enjoyed equal length or breadth of
influence.” A pattern emerged in which Jewish newcomers often worked first
at the Ilfeld firm in Las Vegas or one of its several branches before striking
out on their own as merchants, ranchers, or land dealers.9 Unsurprisingly,
two Jewish entrepreneurs familiar with Ilfeld’s success turned up ninety miles
east of Las Vegas as the dominant figures in the founding of Tucumcari.
Brothers Alex and Max Goldenberg and their wives Henrietta and Emma,
both sisters of business partner Jacob Wertheim, and another brother, Hugo
Goldenberg, were among a group of German-Jewish immigrants who came
to New Mexico after the Civil War. In later business affairs Max usually stayed
behind the scenes and let Alex take the public spotlight, while the diligent
Wertheim seemed to shun any special attention. Hugo chose a separate path,
eventually in ranching near Santa Rosa. As a result, Alex customarily both
spoke and acted for the family, although his background hardly seemed to
qualify him for this responsibility. He was born in Westphalia, Prussia, in
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1866, arrived in the United States at age nineteen, and went straight to the
Las Cruces area. A talented musician who later performed in Tucumcari, he
reportedly had studied at a Berlin conservatory. First he tried cattle ranching
briefly, and then, after marrying Henrietta in 1892, moved to Mexico. During
an extended period south of the border, he “played piano” (probably in a
saloon or similar place), gave piano lessons, and for a couple of years tried the
“export business, handling coffee and vanilla.”10 If nothing else, Alex gained
a fluency in Spanish during his sojourn in Mexico and his earlier dalliance
with ranching in southern New Mexico that served him well when dealing
with Hispanic customers.
In 1899 Alex went to Liberty, the civilian offshoot
of then-abandoned Fort Bascom just north of today’s
Tucumcari, where he and Wertheim bought the Jarrell General Merchandise Store. The name of the new
enterprise, M. B. Goldenberg and Company, undoubtedly indicated his brother Max’s major involvement
and financial assistance in the venture. Even though
Alex had skipped a hands-on Ilfeld apprenticeship, he
knew Tio Charlie and his business methods quite well
through a tangled web of family and business interrelationships. Max Nordhaus, brother of Ilfeld’s wife, Adele alex d. goldenberg
Nordhaus Ilfeld, was the patriarch’s budding partner and (Courtesy of LeDeane
heir-apparent, and Max and Adele were cousins of the Studio, Tucumcari)
Goldenbergs through their mother, Bertha Nordhaus
Goldenberg. The web became even more complicated when, in 1905, Max
Nordhaus married Bertha Staab, daughter of the pioneer Staab merchant
family of Santa Fe. Through this marriage the Ilfeld and Nordhaus families
established ties with several other prominent New Mexico Jewish residents,
thus strengthening the Goldenbergs’ niche in the crucial kinship-centered
Jewish network.11
Alex Goldenberg’s two brothers, Max and Hugo, who had migrated from
Germany to America in 1875–1876, both became enmeshed in the Ilfeld
network. For several years the burly Max, known in Ilfeld company circles
as “Big Max” to distinguish him from “Little Max” Nordhaus, worked closely
with Ilfeld as one of his account collectors and a manager-broker for his
sheep herds and wool transactions. Moreover, the venturesome Max and
Hugo, involved in various enterprises on their own, became indebted to the
Las Vegas firm through loans and credit for wholesale goods sent by Ilfeld to
their mercantile store at Puerto de Luna on the Pecos River. The Goldenberg family stores experienced the same pattern of indebtedness to Ilfeld at
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Liberty, and later at Tucumcari, with the sum reaching more than $11,000—a
whopping amount at the time.12 In short, the Goldenbergs exemplified how
the Jewish network operated and, more specifically, how the Ilfeld concern
and Las Vegas served as a launching pad for many Jewish business owners
and ranchers who rose to prominence elsewhere in New Mexico.
While the myth of Tucumcari’s founding that involved a ribbon of
homestead claims between the Canadian River and Tucumcari Mountain
has its appeal, official records reveal convincing evidence that early Jewish
business leaders played the decisive role in creating the town. The real story
starts at the future intersection of Main and Second streets with the Joseph
Israel building, the Vorenberg Hotel, the First National Bank, and, later,
the Sands-Dorsey drugstore at the corners, which became the pulse of the
downtown business district. This important crossroads lay only a block or so
away from the train depot where Second Street temporarily dead-ends. In
terms of strategic real estate investment and sales, the Goldenbergs and their
associates had to gain control of land adjacent to the hub-like depot, where
they would plat their townsite. They did so, but not by filing a long row of
homestead claims.
In April and May 1901, six months before the Rock Island tracks reached
the site of Tucumcari, Jacob Wertheim and Alex Goldenberg entered adjacent
160-acre homestead claims that straddled the prospective railroad route. Both
tracts, however, were too far west of the eventual depot location. Strategically,
in terms of real estate investment and sales, Lee K. Smith filed on 40 acres just
north of the railroad tracks that abutted the future depot and the townsite.13
Alex and Wertheim had probably received faulty tips about where the depot
would be situated when they chose their homestead sites. Despite the isolated
prairie locale, however, these determined Jewish-immigrant entrepreneurs
were no country bumpkins. After they learned the real depot location, they
took immediate steps to possess most of the adjacent area, which involved
other, although not necessarily easier, ways than filing homestead claims.
Alex Goldenberg’s methodic acquisition of the 120 acres that the real estate company platted as the original townsite revealed both his sophisticated
business acumen and, probably, his family’s financial connections through
the Ilfeld Company. Strangely enough, the trail to Goldenberg’s acquisition
of 80 acres south of the Rock Island depot began with William H. Riley, an
African American Civil War veteran of Ocala, Florida, who had served in
Company I, Forty-Fifth Regiment of the U.S. Colored Infantry Volunteers.
Riley never resided within a thousand miles of Tucumcari, but his military
service entitled him to a Soldiers’ Additional Homestead entry of approximately 80 acres. He sold these rights in the form of a certificate, or scrip,
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with the location of the land itself left blank, to A. A. Thomas, a Washington
attorney and land broker. In turn Thomas sold the certificate to William E.
Moses, a Denver lawyer specializing in land scrip, who transferred to Alex
the document, dated 21 November 1901, for $600. Now Alex could use the
paper form like a blank check to select any 80 acres he liked from the public
domain available for homesteading.14
Two days later at Clayton, the closest federal land office at that time, Alex
Goldenberg paid a registration fee of $11.03 and thereby initiated the bureaucratic process of ownership. Then, legal “Assignee” Alex Goldenberg, utilizing
the “Soldiers’ Additional Homestead Re-Certified Right” of Riley, officially
submitted his purchased scrip for the 80 acres of public domain south of future
Main and Second. Perfunctory legal technicalities dragged on until the plot
was patented and finally entered in the county records on 24 April 1905.15
In a similar transaction, Alex Goldenberg used land scrip to obtain the remaining 40 acres of the original 120-acre townsite. This acquisition involved

the original townsite plat of tucumcari
1. Lee Smith filed separately on 40 acres adjoining the townsite.
Following Smith’s death, the plot was acquired by Alex Street, with Alex
Goldenberg as a silent partner.
2. The 80 acres originating from William H. Riley’s Civil War service.
3. The 40 acres originating from William Kirkpatrick’s Civil War service.
4. Location of depot.
5. Future intersection of Main and Second streets.
(Graphic design by Chris Maple)
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another Union army veteran, William Kirkpatrick of Rockerville, Pennington
County, South Dakota, who had exchanged his ownership of land in the
Black Hills Forest Reserve, originating from his military service, for equivalent rights elsewhere. Ollin E. Smith, an enterprising lawyer in Clayton, had
somehow become Kirkpatrick’s legal representative and sold this “lieu land
scrip” for $600 to Alex, who used it to acquire the 40 acres east of the depot.
The real estate company could now proceed with its plans to plat the original
townsite. Along with Lee K. Smith’s 40-acre homestead adjoining the depot
on the west, the Goldenberg brothers and their associates controlled most
of the prime land around that centerpiece of railroad activity.16
Thus the essential parts of early downtown Tucumcari around the Main
and Second intersection were obtained by Alex Goldenberg’s shrewd land
deals that stretched back through Denver; Washington, D.C.; Ocala, Florida;
and the Black Hills of South Dakota; not by filing a row of homestead entries between the Canadian River and Tucumcari Mountain. Such trades in
paper certificates that represented tangible property were perfectly legal and
were common practice at that time. In fact Clayton lawyer Smith apparently
made a business out of selling scrip. Earlier he had struck a similar bargain
with the founder of the nearby railroad settlement of Logan, who used scrip
originating from the same South Dakota Civil War veteran to establish that
80-acre townsite.17
With all the pieces falling into place, the Goldenbergs and their business
associates organized the Tucumcari Townsite and Investment Company
at Liberty on 22 November 1901. With a working capital of $10,000 (soon
increased to $20,000 of “paid up stock”), the company could begin fulfilling its mission of “buying and selling real estate, laying off and establishing
a townsite, selling town lots and doing anything necessary in conducting a
general townsite business.” The officers were Lee Kewen Smith, president; J.
Alex Street, vice president; Jacob Wertheim, secretary; and Alex Goldenberg,
treasurer. Although Max Goldenberg’s name did not appear in this list, he
nonetheless played a significant role in the company’s founding.18
This was the beginning of Tucumcari, although it did not become officially
recorded as a “village” until March 1902, a “town” until 16 August 1906, or
“The City of Tucumcari” until 5 August 1908. One of the earliest official maps
of property ownership in Quay County, founded 28 February 1903, bears in
tiny, neat handwriting the notation: “The Original Town of Tucumcari.” This
inscription, inside bold hatch-marked lines designating the boundaries of the
120-acre townsite, resembles a fetus in a mother’s womb. This resemblance
was appropriate considering the uncertainties ahead for the “‘Infant Wonder’
of the Great Staked Plains,” as a newspaper dubbed embryonic Tucumcari.19
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Before being named Tucumcari, only a colony of tents stood near the
townsite in December 1901, even though the Rock Island tracks had arrived a
month earlier. Adding to the bucolic scene, a herd of antelope grazed peacefully nearby. The railroad construction camp had no formal name—going by
“Liberty Junction,” “Douglas,” “Six-Shooter Siding,” and “Ragtown” (from the
windblown laundry scattered across the prairie and left hanging on the thorny
mesquite bushes)—before a Rock Island official supposedly suggested it be
named for the celebrated landmark, Tucumcari Mountain, looming in the
background. Newly-minted Tucumcari grew rapidly. By February a Denver
newspaper stated, in a probable exaggeration, that there were four hundred
people and one hundred residential and business buildings, with fifty additional structures under contract. At the same time a weekly newspaper, the
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder, appeared. In April this newspaper reported
that the Goldenbergs’ townsite company had surveyed and platted lots; laid
out alleys and broad streets; and reserved spaces for parks, schools, churches,
and public buildings. The firm’s donations included an entire city block
for a county courthouse, four lots for a Catholic church and priest’s manse,
property for a Baptist church, and later west of town, the cemetery where
several of the Goldenberg and Wertheim family members are buried. With
lots priced at $50 to $250, sales had amounted “in the aggregate” to $1,000
in two hours. By August 1902, the Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder stated, the
townsite had expanded to “about 200 acres, of which 50 have been sold.”20
Meanwhile, probably in late January 1902, the Goldenbergs established
their main merchandising branch at Tucumcari. Once transplanted from
Liberty, the new “M. B. Goldenberg & Co.” was incorporated in 1903
with Max as president, Wertheim as vice president, and Alex as secretarytreasurer. The new company ran newspaper ads worthy of the Ilfeld firm in
Las Vegas, boasting: “We carry a full and complete line of EVERYTHING.”
In time, the mercantile concern—in reality a department store—seemed to
anticipate the modern shopping center. The standard wholesale and retail
wares, such as groceries, clothing, hardware, furniture, and hay and grain,
were only the beginning. A tenth anniversary full-page newspaper spread
gave a longer list: “Agents of Studebaker wagons and buggies, J. I. Case threshing machines and steam plows, McCormick harvesting machinery, National
stoves and ranges, P & O Canton plows, Sherwin-Williams paints, Armour’s
meats and lards, American Steel & Wire Co., American Sheet and Tin Plate
Co., and others.” By 1923 the firm also had the exclusive dealership in the
surrounding six counties for Star and Durant automobiles. Selling dynamite
to the railroad and buying hides, pelts, wool, and “all kinds of produce” from
area ranchers and farmers were profitable sidelines.21 Business must have been
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good from the beginning, in both real estate and merchandising, because
by August 1902 the Goldenbergs’ debt to the Charles Ilfeld Company, once
above $11,000, had been paid off, and the account showed an interest-bearing
credit exceeding $9,000.22
Besides repaying their debt to Ilfeld, the Goldenbergs shook off Tio Charlie’s domination in another important way. Ilfeld had controlled his trade
territory with an iron hand because he was the only source of wholesale goods
and credit for smaller merchants like the Goldenbergs. Once the railroad
sliced through eastern New Mexico, however, these firms could tap into
national networks to fulfill their needs. An Ilfeld company executive readily
conceded that the railroad had “cut us off” from Tucumcari and freed the
Goldenbergs to purchase goods “wherever they pleased.”23
The location of the railroads had other implications. The Goldenbergs had
launched their Tucumcari store as a branch offshoot of the Liberty store, but
the new settlement on the Rock Island line soon spelled the doom of bypassed
Liberty. Situated on the southeast corner of Main and Third streets, it was for
years, as one of its ads claimed, “‘The Big, Busy Store’ of Tucumcari,” and
the town’s largest and most prestigious business firm. The original building
was remodeled into one of the region’s most imposing structures, complete
with a second story facade, space for business offices, and a “rope-geared”
elevator activated when a passenger pulled on the rope. Furthermore, the
store was strategically located to attract Hispanic customers on the north
side of the railroad tracks, who usually preferred to trade where Spanish was
spoken and understood.24
In 1913, as a sign of its success, M. B. Goldenberg and Company eliminated its biggest mercantile rival, a branch of the prestigious Gross, Kelly
& Company, by buying the remaining goods and obtaining a long lease on
the building.25 Other local Gentile merchants undoubtedly felt some of the
same competitive heat, but the Goldenbergs, as joiners, had a cooperative
goal of promoting the town’s progress and prosperity that created a special
bond with these competitors.
The hard-driving Alex appeared more often in the public eye as the
mastermind of family business affairs. He spearheaded the formation of the
Tucumcari Electric Light and Water Company and later the expansion of the
company’s townsite operations and holdings, which included the Goldenberg
Addition and four other real-estate additions. He built a one-story, rambling
but imposing rock home on Railroad Avenue at the western edge of town,
adding occasional rooms as his family grew to number seven children. He
eventually became president of a creamery, a director of the First National
Bank, an owner of large-scale ranching and land interests, one of the first
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Quay County commissioners, president of the school board, head of the county
Republican Party, and a member of the Elks and Woodmen of the World. He
was elected for two successive terms—an unusual feat—as the grand master
of New Mexico Masons in both 1918 and 1919. His name often appeared in
records as the silent partner with half-interest in a property or as the treasurer
or secretary-treasurer, but not president, for various enterprises, most likely
indicating that he was the source of the investment funds and the person
who actually controlled them.26
Alex Goldenberg’s imposing presence sometimes drew opposition. Occasionally he tangled with the powerful railroad companies, most often in
heated land disputes where he matched his business skills against the talents
of specialized corporate lawyers. His active role in local civic affairs likewise
drew criticism. Some critics, referring to his reputed domination of the school
board, complained publicly about a “Goldenberg regime” that mishandled
funds. In a long and detailed open letter, he methodically defended himself
against these charges.27

above joseph israel building, built
1906
(Courtesy of LeDeane Studio, Tucumcari)

right vorenbergs and bonems
(left to right) Mirjam (née Lowenstein)
Vorenberg, Adolph Vorenberg, Mae
(née Sanders) Bonem, and Herman
Bonem
(Courtesy of Joe M. Bonem)
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Various other Jewish merchants and townspeople joined the extended
Goldenberg family in the early development of Tucumcari.28 Joseph Israel,
who arrived in 1903, soon got started with his Golden Rule Cash Store. Four
years later, he opened Israel’s as a clothing store in the two-story, sandstone
Israel building on the northwest corner of the central commercial intersection of Main and Second streets. Israel ran breezy, voguish newspaper ads,
boasting that his store carried straw hats for the windy month of March
because “Straw Tells Which Way the Wind Blows”—a common weather
condition in Tucumcari. Israel was elected the town’s mayor in 1916 and,
like Alex Goldenberg, served on the five-member board of directors of the
First National Bank. Israel moved from Tucumcari to California about four
years before his death in 1928. Another Jewish merchant and consistent Jewish joiner, Detroit-born Louis Blitz arrived in 1903 and ran a jewelry store on
the Main Street ground floor of the Israel building from 1910 until his death
in 1937. Family members kept L. Blitz Jewelry in business until 1965.29
On the northeast corner of Main and Second stood the upscale, Spanishstyle Vorenberg Hotel owned by Adolph Vorenberg, who invested $40,000
for the hotel’s construction in November 1910. For the building’s dedication
in May 1911, Vorenberg hosted an elegant dinner with territorial governor
William J. Mills as the guest of honor. An immigrant from Meimbressen,
Germany, Vorenberg had first gone to Philadelphia; then to Wagon Mound,
New Mexico, where he worked in the mercantile concern of his brother,
Simon; and finally to Tucumcari. At Wagon Mound, he married Mirjam
Lowenstein, the daughter of a pioneer Jewish merchant family, which may
explain the source of funds to build the hotel.30 Although not Jewish himself, Henry B. Jones, long-time president of the First National Bank on the
southeast corner of the intersection, had first joined his boyhood Michigan
friend, Santa Rosa Jewish merchant Julius Moise, and entered banking there,
but later moved to what became the bank’s main branch in Tucumcari. The
ubiquitous Alex Goldenberg, an influential director at the Tucumcari bank,
had struck up a friendship with Jones and likely had a hand in making him
the new president.31
Any account of Jewish residents must refer to the numbers in individual
families. The extended Goldenberg family—a total of fifteen people that
included Alex and his wife Henrietta, their seven children, Max and his
wife Emma, the Wertheims, and, early on, a sister and brother-in-law, the
B. B. Kronenbergs—made the greatest impact of any family on Tucumcari’s
Jewish population. The Kaufman clan, with ten family members, came in a
close second. In 1910 German immigrant Emil Kaufman started Kaufman’s
dry goods and ready-to-wear store on Main Street. Both Emil and his wife,
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Martha Baer Kaufman, an immigrant from France,
took prominent roles in community affairs, clubs,
and service organizations. In addition to their two
young daughters, Emil’s brother Max and his wife
Lillian Jacobs Kaufman resided in Tucumcari
during most of the 1920s and 1930s, while Max
managed the men’s department of the store. Max
and Lillian had a daughter and a son, who, along
with Emil’s two daughters, attended the local
schools. Moreover, Martha’s younger sister lived
with the family and graduated from the local high
school. Martha’s gregarious French father, Bernard
Baer, an Old World European gentlemen known
to the town’s children as “Grandpere,” lived in
his daughter’s home for several years. The Emil
lucille (née lederer)
Kaufmans left Tucumcari in 1938.32
The two Jewish-run firms that survived the goodman and joseph
goodman
longest in the Main and Second business district
(Courtesy of Lois Goodman)
were Goodman’s Cash Grocery and H. Bonem’s
clothing store. Herman Goodman and his son, Joseph, came from Roy, New
Mexico, in 1916 to set up a grocery store. Joe Goodman married Lucille
Lederer of St. Louis in 1924, just a year after his father had wed his bride’s
mother. Although the Goodman store emphasized “Cash” for purchases, it
ran into financial difficulties during the Great Depression, mainly because,
according to a local editor, the elder Goodman’s “bigness of heart” had
resulted in too many overdue credit accounts. In fact the hard-boiled editor
waxed sentimental in Herman’s obituary, declaring that the world had lost
a man with “a heart larger than the body within which it throbbed.” Unfortunately, when he died in 1932 in the depths of the Depression, the father
left his son to deal with bankruptcy. Joe handled the problem successfully,
returning to business with “that ever-ready smile and good nature.” Soon
after a newspaper described him as “one of Tucumcari’s best loved citizens,”
whose pleasant personality had won him “countless friends” and a host of
faithful customers.33
A veteran of the First World War, Joe Goodman held practically every office
in the local and state American Legion and helped organize the Veterans of
Foreign Wars post. He belonged to the Masonic and Elks lodges, was known
for his dedicated work in the Chamber of Commerce, and served on the
city council for successive terms. After her husband’s death in 1948, Lucille,
assisted by their son, Bernard Goodman, continued to manage the grocery
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store for several years. A tough-minded businesswoman who kept a close
watch on overdue accounts, she could proudly point out that, with the son’s
involvement, Goodman’s had lasted for three generations in Tucumcari. As a
further point of pride, the family lived in a historic residence at the northwest
corner of Aber and Third streets which later entered the National Register
of Historic Places as the Baca-Goodman House.34

main street, looking west, with h. bonem sign in background
(Courtesy of Joe M. Bonem)

Herman “Sonny” Bonem migrated from Germany at age fourteen and
eventually moved to San Marcial, a Rio Grande settlement, where he was
in the dry goods and clothing business for twenty years before moving to
Tucumcari. The H. Bonem clothing establishment started with the purchase of Tafoya & Lawson’s building, fixtures, and goods for $18,835.85 in
September 1913.35 In 1925 Bonem sold out and traveled around, including the
West Coast, looking for another business location but returned the next year
to Tucumcari and bought out the L. M. Shank store. The new H. Bonem
firm, calling itself the “Style Headquarters for Men,” was managed until
the store’s closing in 1968 by the founder’s son, Joseph, who had a keen sense
of responsibility for community involvement. He was especially active in the
Chamber of Commerce and served as its president. For forty years of public
service, and his contributions as the organization’s past president, the Kiwanis
Club awarded him the Legion of Honor in 1977. Two other Bonem sons played
prominent roles in the community. David Bonem served as city attorney and
the district judge, and Gilbert was the “chief clerk,” or manager, in the jointly
operated Southern Pacific-Rock Island depot. A daughter, Hannah, helped
run the store.36
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Like the Goodmans and the Bonems, as well as many Jewish joiners in
the West, the town’s early Jewish merchants sought and quickly gained acceptance in the community’s commercial and social circles. Significantly,
membership in most of these organizations was by invitation only. Despite
such social integration, however, Jews in Tucumcari remained attached to
their traditional religious faith—a difficult task since the nearest rabbi and
temple were in Las Vegas. Adherents of Judaism, including Moise family
members of Santa Rosa, attended religious meetings held in Alex’s home,
where the services “tended toward” Reform Judaism and included mixed
sentiments about Zionism. Others simply observed major High Holy Days
and raised their children in the teachings of Judaism. Without a Jewish house
of worship in town, the local Presbyterians and Baptists made their sanctuaries available for funerals, in which a rabbi usually presided and the Masons
often had charge of the burial services.37
As was common in small western towns, Jewish males in Tucumcari had
difficulty finding suitable marriage partners. Often these men married local
Gentile women, and sometimes attended church services with them, but
rarely “joined” the congregation through conversion to Christianity. Whether
in church or elsewhere, citizens of Tucumcari readily recognized who was
Jewish in their midst. Overt anti-Semitism, however, was largely absent, at
least in everyday speech and action toward local Jewish residents. As previously mentioned, anti-Semitism prevailed less in the West than in some other
sections of the country, such as the Northeast.38
The exclusive Jewish network of New Mexico often played a determining
role in professional and romantic lives of individuals. For example in 1906 Jacob Wertheim paid the transportation costs for his seventeen-year-old cousin,
Joseph Wertheim, to come to Tucumcari from Brakel, Germany, to work in
the Goldenberg store. Jacob Wertheim’s own passage to the United States had
been paid by his brother, Herman Wertheim, a Las Cruces–area merchant
and reportedly the first Wertheim to arrive in territorial New Mexico. After
Joseph had paid off his debt to his uncle, he became a traveling salesman
for a national shoe manufacturer. On his business trips, he visited the home
of his father’s first cousin and Wagon Mound merchant, Simon Vorenberg,
and fell in love with the family’s seventeen-year-old daughter Emma, his third
cousin. When Emma went to Tucumcari to visit her Uncle Adolph, who
owned the Vorenberg Hotel, Joseph pursued her and won her hand. Like the
apprenticeship experience provided for many successful Jewish merchants by
the Ilfeld Company of Las Vegas, Joseph’s employment by the Goldenbergs
in Tucumcari helped prepare him for a business career on his own, first
in clothing stores at Artesia and Carlsbad, and later as a cotton broker and
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insurance agent in the Pecos valley. In return he served the Jewish network
by bringing other family members to New Mexico, including his brother,
Herman Wertheim, who was given a job in the Seligman mercantile store
at Bernalillo.39
The Kohns of Montoya
Although Alex Goldenberg was the main founding father of Tucumcari,
Howard Louis Kohn was, according to one newspaper, the “all time leading
citizen” of entire Quay County.40 The extended Kohn family’s widespread
financial enterprises and record of public service made the nearby village of
Montoya, where the Kohns eventually moved in 1902, the most important
of all the surrounding satellite settlements in the growth and prosperity
of Tucumcari. At Montoya, with the entrepreneurial skill of an eastern
corporate mogul, Howard Kohn put together the original parts of the T-4
Cattle Company, which became one of the biggest ranching outfits in the
Southwest. Even so, he was no “drugstore cowboy,” although in later years
his brightly shined shoes (not cowboy boots), customary dark three-piece
suit, and stylish grey fedora perhaps suggested otherwise.41 Further enhancing this image of urbane success, he eventually drove a big blue Buick,
married, and moved to Tucumcari. Once established in an imposing new
home on south First Street, Howard Kohn became a familiar, and even
more imposing, figure in the community’s life. Despite
this newfound prominence, however, he never forgot
his firsthand knowledge of the everyday tough, dirty
hardships of a working cowboy.
According to family lore, Howard’s birth on 8 November 1861 was the first ever in the vicinity of Cherry Hills, a
mining camp in present-day Denver. In November 1860,
however, the wife of Howard’s uncle, Henry Goldsmith
(or Goldschmidt), had died at the nearby Cherry Creek
location while giving birth to a daughter, Clara, named
for her mother.42 More accurately, Howard may have
been the first Jewish male child born in the vicinity. His
yetta (née goldsmith parents, Samuel and Yetta (Goldsmith or Goldschmidt)
Kohn, both arrived in America as children, and met and
or goldschmidt)
married in Leavenworth, Kansas. Finding little success
kohn, matriarch of
raising cattle in Colorado, the Kohns returned to Leaventhe kohn family
(Courtesy of Yetta Kohn
worth, and moved to Las Vegas probably in 1867 or 1868,
Bidegain)
reportedly by oxen-drawn wagon. There they opened a
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wholesale and retail firm dealing primarily in wool, hides, furs, and grain.
As usual with ambitious Jewish merchants in Las Vegas, Samuel was drawn
into the financial empire of Charles Ilfeld through a partnership involving
sheep and cattle ranching.43
Besides caring for their four children, Yetta Kohn developed a profitable
trade as a seamstress.44 Following her husband’s death in 1877, she continued
his business for a while before moving her family to the village of La Cinta
located below the present site of Conchas Dam. She opened a general store,
became postmistress, and almost immediately filed a homestead claim and
started trading land and real estate. She also established Y. Kohn & Co., with
the 4-V cattle ranch, managed by her son, Howard, as the firm’s main operation.45 One account even has her operating a regular ferry service across the
Canadian River, pulling on a hawser stretched from shore to shore for motive
power. In all likelihood, however, the self-reliant widow occasionally steered
a crude raft on the short trip, but only as a courtesy when visitors needed to
cross and not as a daily water taxi business. On one such occasion, a newspaper
editor offered to take over the navigational duties, but found that “Mrs. Kohn
would not surrender her position to the masculine member [of the group]
and with the pluck and presence of mind of a true salty, carried her precious
cargo to the opposite shore . . . as if she had been a New England fisherman’s
wife all her life.” On the return crossing, a violent rainstorm suddenly blew
up, and she used her “iron muscle” to grasp the hawser tighter and pull the
craft to safety.46
It was at La Cinta that Howard Kohn started learning the cattle business
and the hardships of a working cowboy. He bailed and stacked hay, kept
constant watch over the family herd, and branded and castrated the steers,
which numbered about three hundred by the fall of 1883. He also probably
rode with the other cowboys in some of the cooperative spring, summer,
and fall roundups sponsored by the ranchers in the region that covered the
unfenced open range of the public domain for seventy-five miles to the Texas
line. For young Kohn, hearing the cowboys spin their yarns, absorbing the
shared wisdom of the cattle business, and enjoying the camaraderie of the
campfire and the chuck wagon was an initiation into the “cowhand brotherhood.”47 He received an even stronger dose of this initiation when, on a long
trip to buy bulls, he stayed overnight at an isolated ranch near the Texas
Panhandle. During the night another traveler rode in, shared the only bed
available with Kohn, and left at dawn. Kohn was “more than shocked” when
told the next morning that the traveler had been Billy the Kid. As Kohn later
recalled, the cattle rustler and outlaw had carried three six-shooters and two
dirk knives, but seemed “affable and square.”48
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In 1888 the owner of the large Bell Ranch—originally the Pablo Montoya Grant of some 656,000 acres bestowed by the Mexican government
in 1824—was consolidating his holdings by buying out the land claims and
cattle of the settlers inside and adjoining his boundaries. These transactions
included nearly four thousand head of cattle owned by the Kohn family
and two other small ranchers. Earlier, probably by 1886, Yetta had moved
from La Cinta to Wichita, Kansas, and her sons most likely left after the
cattle sale.49 In 1902 after Howard had run a couple of fairly successful
livery stables in Denver, and other family members had lived in various
places, the Kohn clan moved to Montoya.50 At Montoya the Kohns paid
“a handsome figure” for the Henry K. Rountree & Co. mercantile, land,
and cattle interests, whose owner had become discouraged about business
prospects because of a prolonged drought. As a harbinger of the Kohns’s
financial success at Montoya, a big rain fell that very afternoon, ending the
dry spell.51
An unlikely springboard for making a fortune, Montoya was only one of
several aspiring homesteader villages surrounding Tucumcari. Its proximity
to Tucumcari, augmented by a twenty-mile rail connection, made Montoya a
virtual “suburb” of the county seat.52 The railroad offered an incentive for local
growth and economic development, but more so, the trade of settlers on almost
every 160-acre available homestead seemed to promise long-term prosperity. Of
crucial importance for the Kohn brothers, however, they had ready access to
loans and advice from their uncle, Solomon Kohn, a wealthy New York City
industrialist and financier. Briefly a boomtown, Montoya claimed a population
of five hundred by late 1907, and more than thirty business establishments,
including five saloons.53
Soon after their arrival, Montoya became the Kohns’s domain. As one
newspaper editor later commented, “Starting out on a small scale, in what
was then a desolate place, within a short period of ten years they became
one of the richest firms in eastern New Mexico, making their money in the
general merchandise, cattle and land business.” Howard’s younger brothers,
George and Charles, joined him as owners of the Kohn Brothers retail and
wholesale store. Like Ilfeld in Las Vegas and the Goldenbergs in Tucumcari,
the firm boasted that it sold “Everything for Everybody” and bought wool,
hides, livestock, and produce. Yetta Kohn still kept watch on the family’s
affairs, but she passed most of the decision-making to the oldest brother.
The Kohn daughter, Belle, had attended college in Topeka, Kansas, where
she met and married Albert Calisch. The Calischs and their son, Stanley,
also moved to the Montoya valley.54
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kohn bros. store, montoya, new mexico
(Courtesy of Yetta Kohn Bidegain)

This tightknit family functioned smoothly with a division of business roles.
George, who primarily managed the Kohn Brothers store, also served as the
town’s postmaster and justice of the peace.55 The youngest brother, Charles,
who had valuable experience working in a major Denver merchandising
concern, helped run the store and often traveled to eastern cities to purchase
goods. He assisted in other family ventures, but primarily as the “Agent” of
the Montoya Townsite and Land Company, he sold and developed town lots
and rural lands. At first he only dabbled in politics but in time he became
a Republican power broker. Brother-in-law Albert Calisch acquired a ranch
in the Mesa Rica area, invested in the local weekly newspaper, occasionally
continued his trips as a traveling tobacco salesman, and also gradually became
involved in county politics as a Democrat.56
The earlier partisan role of Republican Charles and the later alignment
of Democrat Calisch illustrate the shifting political winds of the region. The
local newspaper, in which Calisch invested, began as the Montoya Republican
but switched to the Montoya Democrat when the voting pattern of the newly
arrived homesteaders revealed an overwhelming majority of Democrats. Even
before the switch, the paper’s editor warned the new state’s ruling party about
the large number of Texas Democrats moving into New Mexico as settlers:
“Oh you republicans! There is a day of reckoning coming to you in the near
future.”57
The eldest brother, Howard, who was acclaimed locally as “the cattle king
of the Montoya valley,” devoted most of his attention to obtaining ranch land
and buying and selling livestock. He traveled widely to purchase prime cattle,
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attended regional livestock association meetings, and sometimes returned to
the life of a cowboy. On one occasion he took “a company of cowboys” with
camping gear and a chuck wagon on a fifty-mile ride northwest of Montoya
“for a general spring round up” of cattle he had bought. To improve his own
cattle herd and the livestock bloodlines of other area ranchers, he shipped
from Texas a carload of registered Hereford bull calves, which he offered to
sell at cost—one hundred dollars per head. In time Howard regularly sold
rail shipments of cattle, mostly yearling steers, numbering one thousand to
twelve hundred head at a time. Perhaps because he had not figured how to
herd cattle in an automobile, the local newspaper editor joked, he was the
last of the three brothers to buy a car, in his case, a Model-T Ford in 1915.58
Members of the Kohn family became involved in banking and ranching
as well as the ownership of a hotel and several other businesses. All eligible
family members, including the Calischs, filed homestead claims. In the midst
of these encouraging signs, however, came a series of tragic family losses. The
cycle began on a happy note when the youngest of the brothers, Charles, who
had by now made a name for himself in New Mexico politics, married at age
forty-five on 31 January 1916. The bride was Hannah Bonem, daughter of the
Tucumcari Jewish merchant Herman Bonem. Both families considered it an
ideal marriage, but unanimous approval changed to sorrow when Charles
suddenly died of an infected tooth in Kansas City on the fourth day of the
honeymoon. Three days after Charles’s death, the second oldest Kohn son,
George, died of a heart attack in the Vorenberg Hotel while awaiting the
arrival of his brother’s body. The stark chain of deaths did not stop there. In
declining health after the passing of her two sons, Yetta died quietly about a
year later.59
Following his mother’s death, and with the impending move of his married sister, Belle, from Montoya to Tucumcari and then to El Paso with her
husband, Howard Kohn stood virtually alone. Effectively head of the family
for several years, Howard had already reorganized the Kohn Brothers firm
after the deaths of his brothers, as the Kohn Mercantile Company, with
himself as president, Calisch as vice president, and John D. Thomason as
secretary-treasurer. Head salesman for several years, Thomason now managed
the store, leaving Howard with time to acquire land and deal in livestock.60
About this same time what had seemed like a bright future for Montoya
was turning out to be an illusion. Following a severe dry spell, 1909–1912,
homesteaders started leaving in droves. With scant rain and unproductive
land, survival on a 160-acre claim proved too difficult. Between 1910 and 1920
the population of Quay County declined by about 30 percent, from 14,912 to
10,444. Although this exodus foreshadowed doom for the mercantile trade at
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Montoya, it was hardly a total loss for Howard Kohn. When homesteaders
could not repay loans to him or settle credit he had extended them through
the Kohn Brothers store, Kohn usually ended up with their land. Under these
emerging conditions, Kohn made what was probably the most important
business decision of his life when he traded the family’s mercantile interests
for Vidal Ortega’s extensive ranch lands and cattle. At La Cinta Howard
Kohn had joined the cowhand brotherhood; now he was a full-fledged cattle
king. One thing was still lacking, however. After the deaths of his brothers
and mother, and the impending departure of the Calischs, he needed a
companion—someone who was not only a confidant but could also help
keep an eye on his complex financial affairs.61
As a teenager, Clara McGowan had shown a streak of romantic idealism.
She disdained the steamy popular novels of the day, and considered the “highest goal” of her lifetime to be introducing “to the world the wholesome and
wonderful works of such authors as Shakespeare.” She had an unsettled childhood as her extended family followed her wheeler-dealer maternal grandfather,
Seth L. Baker, all over the country from one speculative venture to another.
Between two of these moves, Clara stayed behind in the South. Although her
mother described Clara as “a very timid child,” and one plagued by a series
of serious diseases, such as dysentery and diphtheria, she became a sturdy,
self-confident young woman. After completing an accounting course in
Indianapolis to qualify for a higher salary, she returned to the South, where
she made her own living in the company offices of a rough-and-tumble
Mississippi lumber camp. Moreover, she acquired a skill possessed by few
women at that time—she could drive an automobile. When her father, John
Leonard McGowan, became ill, probably with tuberculosis, Clara’s parents
looked for a dry climate. By some stroke of fate, they landed in Montoya,
where they bought a local hotel in early 1919. With his health continuing
to decline, Leonard took his own life in March of that same year. During
a visit to Montoya, either before or after her father’s death, Howard Kohn
persuaded Clara to stay as the bookkeeper for the Kohn store. A strikingly
attractive blonde of twenty-three, she soon won the heart of her employer,
who was thirty-nine years her senior. They married in January 1923. Despite
the age difference, Kohn had found a mate who was well-qualified to help
keep an eye on the accounts for his business enterprises.62
In May 1927, before moving from Montoya to Tucumcari, the couple had
a daughter, Yetta, named after Kohn’s mother. Already a familiar figure in
town, Howard Kohn now became a permanent fixture in community affairs.
He was a major stockholder of the First National Bank, a charter member
of the Elks Club, a Mason, a generous supporter of the Girl Scouts, and an
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officer of state and national livestock organizations. He donated land and paid construction
costs for his pet project—a Girl Scouts retreat
named Camp Kohn. He made regular trips to
the T-4 ranch headquarters at Montoya. Haunted
by the kidnapping and murder of Charles Lindbergh’s baby son, Kohn parked his big blue Buick
every day outside Yetta’s elementary school and
gave her a ride home. Howard Kohn died at his
Tucumcari home on 2 November 1933 at age
seventy-two, a day after helping fight a prairie
fire on his ranch and suffering a stroke. A local
newspaper reported that he had no record of
serious illness, and that the night before fighting
wedding picture of clara
the fire he had attended a party at the Elks Club,
(née mcgowan) and howard
“dancing until ‘good night’ was played.” Perhaps
kohn
(Courtesy of Yetta Kohn Bidegain)
the most heartfelt tribute came from his motherin-law, Pearl McGowan Cude, who later wrote
privately that Howard Kohn had been “one of the finest men I ever knew.”63
After her husband’s death, Clara’s talents were put to the test. A vivacious,
graceful woman who could ride a horse with ease, Clara was nonetheless not
a calf roper with jingling spurs. More important, though, she had exceptional
managerial skills and ten years of experience helping her husband with his
financial interests. The T-4 ranch itself presented few problems, but untangling Howard Kohn’s maze of money lending, which approached commercial
banking, was an entirely different matter. Then, even more challenging, there
was his multitude of partido contracts, the time-honored system of loaning
out livestock on the shares. Although partido contracts had biblical origins
and general use in New Mexico for at least two centuries, Kohn may have
set some kind of record with them. At the time of his death he reportedly
had ongoing agreements, in various stages of fulfillment, for three thousand
head of cattle, spread out over several eastern New Mexico counties.64
These legally binding documents clearly had advantages for big ranchers like Kohn but could cause resentment among homesteaders who were
struggling to build up a small herd and resented their subservient role. In fact
scattered criticism had already surfaced about the benefits to Kohn in the
partido contracts as well as his acquisition of land through defaulted loans
and credit accounts. Clara was left to handle these financial and controversial
matters. She eventually deciphered and settled the maze of loans, phased
out the partido contracts, and reorganized her late husband’s other business
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interests. A few years after her marriage, in 1938, to the town’s most prominent
physician and surgeon, Dr. Thomas B. Hoover, the T-4 had doubled in size.
When the eastern owners of the Bell Ranch dissolved the enterprise and
sold it off in pieces, in 1947, the Hoovers purchased the 117,000-acre southwestern portion known as the “Mesa Rica Country.” At the same time they
disposed of 20,000 acres of the T-4 south of U.S. Highway 66. Howard had
controlled 107,600 acres of land when he died, including 85,600 acres he
owned outright and the rest in government and private leases.65
Today, with headquarters still at Montoya, the T-4 Cattle Company, LLC
is owned by Howard Kohn’s daughter, Yetta Kohn Bidegain, her husband
Phillip B. Bidegain, and their children and grandchildren. The ranch consists of more than 186,000 acres plus leases on an additional 15,000 acres of
state land, or about 315 square miles, in Quay, Guadalupe, and San Miguel
counties. With a grazing program set at forty acres “per cow unit,” the ranch
comfortably supports 2,500 cattle. The extended Bidegain family also engages
in farming and the breeding of quarter horses. By 1997 the Bidegains were
the fifth-largest landowners in New Mexico, and by 2010 the forty-seventh
largest in the United States. In fact, by the mid-twentieth century, the T-4
spread compared in size with some of the best-known big Texas ranches.66 It
was a far cry from the time at La Cinta when Howard Kohn rode as a working
cowboy and started learning the cattle business.
Contributions of Jews at Tucumcari
In November 1926, M. B. Goldenberg and Company announced in a doublepage newspaper ad that it was quitting business and would sell a large stock
of goods at “greatly reduced prices,” put on sale the fixtures, and offer the
building for rent. This news came as “something of a shock” to the many
faithful customers, who had long regarded the firm as the pillar of the local
business community, going back to “about the time when the first bear grass
was being planted and the foundation of Tucumcari Mountain was being
laid.” In reality it was twenty-five years, but long enough for Max and Alex.
The Goldenberg brothers, who had gradually turned over active management
to Alex’s sons, wanted to use their remaining years in other pursuits. Max had
spent his early years outdoors in the sheep and wool trade, and he intended
to return to that lifestyle. Alex had always been of an “artistic nature,” and
he wanted to devote more time to his music and books.67
About a year later, in January 1928, a local newspaper reported that the
Goldenberg building would be remodeled into a new fifty-room hotel with
all the latest conveniences. Every room would have a bath; hot, cold, and ice
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water; electric fans; a telephone; and a radio connection with a master radio
receiver in the hotel lobby. The proprietor, W. A. Randle, had operated the
Vorenberg Hotel. Appropriately, six months later the local Goldenberg Electric
Company, run by Alex’s son, Hugo, placed a big electric sign reading “Hotel
Randle” atop the remodeled and nearly completed structure. With fourteeninch letters that glowed in red and green lights, it was the largest such sign in
Tucumcari and could be noticed “for miles by tourists coming into town.”68
When Alex Goldenberg died at age seventy in April 1936, a hard-boiled
newspaper editor, now turned uncharacteristically emotional, paid tribute to
“the passing of a good friend, one of culture, of high education, accomplished,
a real gentlemen of the old school.” Alex was an outstanding community
leader who had contributed large amounts of money to many worthwhile
causes, and “his support always meant success” for a civic project. He had
been “one of that handful of intelligent old pioneers” who had dreamed
of someday damming the Canadian River for irrigation. Over the years his
“intelligent discussion and arguments,” as well as the thousands of dollars
he had donated for such promotional objectives, were largely responsible for
the impending construction of Conchas Dam. Everyone knew and respected
Alex and Max, the editor said, especially the many homesteader families
with little children “who would have gone hungry and cold during the hard
winters” without the kindhearted help of the two brothers. Moreover, the
editor declared, the Goldenbergs had probably been more influential than
any others in making Tucumcari and Quay County what they were. Out of
respect for Alex Goldenberg, downtown businesses closed during his funeral,
as had been the case when his brother Hugo died in April 1911, and also would
be done when Max died in July 1940.69
Alex and the corps of early Jewish business owners literally helped put
Tucumcari on the map. Largely because of the Kohn family’s widespread
financial and political activities, Montoya became the most important of
all the outlying homesteader villages in Tucumcari’s early growth. When
Howard Kohn moved from Montoya to Tucumcari, his wealth and prestige
not only immediately strengthened the Jewish presence but gave a boost to
the general community as well. At his death in 1933 Kohn was hailed for his
long attention to the livestock business “until the present time.” He had been
instrumental in the phenomenal increase of cattle in Quay County, where
numbers had grown “by leaps and bounds” from 10,000 head in 1912 to as
many as 50,000 head in 1916. Six years later, in 1923, Kohn expressed pride
in his fifteen years as a livestock dealer and his contribution of upgrading
the county’s herds by the introduction of registered bulls. When he died, the
community recognized him for these accomplishments that helped local
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industry expand. A local paper declared that Kohn was not only one of New
Mexico’s largest and wealthiest land owners, but one of its “most progressive
citizens” who always backed “development and advancement.”70
Charles Kohn, as a Republican power broker, also helped shape Tucumcari and the entire county in several ways. A skilled orator and debater, he
was known as Montoya’s unofficial mayor. He was elected as one of two Republicans, along with three Democrats, in the county’s five-member delegation to the constitutional convention of 1910 that prepared the way for New
Mexico statehood in 1912. Increasingly involved in partisan affairs, he headed
the county Republican organization and served on the party’s territorial and
state central committees. In those positions his endorsement was required,
even in that Democratic county stronghold, for federal appointments made
by Republican presidents such as postmaster at Tucumcari. He spent much
of his time in Santa Fe and at the county seat at Tucumcari, in deliberations
on such issues as the unsuccessful proposal to divide Quay County, and frequently attended the town’s Chamber of Commerce meetings.71 Likewise, the
Kohn’s brother-in-law, Albert Calisch, a Democrat known for both eloquent
and rousing political speeches, later represented Tucumcari’s interests for
two terms in the state senate. After he moved to Tucumcari, Calisch operated
the Vorenberg Hotel, and as head of the Kiwanis Club’s publicity committee,
Calisch put his considerable journalistic talents to use in regularly promoting
the town’s business attractions.72
A relatively short twenty-mile rail link provided a tangible bond between
Montoya and Tucumcari. It was possible, given the frequency of passenger
train service, for a Montoya resident to have supper at home, “see a good
play at a reasonable price” in Tucumcari, and be back home early the next
morning for breakfast. This example of an important social connection suggests the overarching influence of railroads in the growth of the Tucumcari
area as well as the success of its early Jewish merchants. Railroads had first
attracted the Goldenbergs and the Kohns to bet on the future development
of the Tucumcari area, and this gamble paid off handsomely.
A crucial economic stimulus occurred when the division operations
terminal between the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad (and later, more
importantly, the eastern division point of the Southern Pacific’s Rio Grande
Division) and the Rock Island was moved from Santa Rosa to Tucumcari
in 1906. By 1920 Tucumcari was a major regional rail hub. Two Rock Island
lines, from Chicago and Memphis, came in and met the EP&SW, then
owned by the Phelps Dodge Corporation, but soon were taken over by the
Southern Pacific Railroad. In addition a Phelps Dodge branch line ran 132
miles north to coal mines at Dawson, from which the copper giant shipped
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coke through Tucumcari to its smelters in Arizona. Besides the elite train
crews of engineers, firemen, and conductors, Tucumcari had a large roundhouse, extensive switching tracks, and other facilities where a sizable body
of unionized railroad employees earned substantial salaries that undergirded
the local economy. Even for Howard Kohn, a significant part of his fortune
resulted from access to rail shipments of livestock.
In short Tucumcari rose and fell with the railroad. After the Second World
War, diesel locomotives and corporate reorganization of the railroads, accompanied by the construction of a federal interstate highway system with
bypasses that ignored such small burgs, signaled the demise of Tucumcari
as a transportation center and brought on the erosion of its population.73 As
the town declined, the remaining Jewish merchants closed shop, and no new
Jewish businesses replaced them.
The impact of Jewish merchants on western towns often reached far
beyond local business circles. These European immigrants, usually more
urbane than other community members, added a large measure of cultural
sophistication to the roughhewn homesteader and ranching settlements where
they appeared. Alex Goldenberg, for instance, studied music in Germany,
probably at a Berlin conservatory, and undoubtedly fostered musical appreciation in audiences at his performances in Tucumcari. More broadly, Jewish
loyalty to family and kinship, as displayed in the Jewish network, inevitably
had a leavening effect in an embryonic place like early Tucumcari.
In their most obvious contribution, however, the Tucumcari Jews not
only adapted to their surroundings and joined in promoting the common
welfare, but backed these gestures with sizable monetary investments that
raised the town’s profile. While the Goldenberg store was not as big as some
other western stores, such as the Jewish-owned Popular Dry Goods Department Store in El Paso, it could have served a much larger town. In addition
to merchandising, some Jewish merchants in Tucumcari served on the boards
of local banks, and became major shareholders, and some engaged in what
amounted to private banking by loaning money to individuals for such residential improvements as curbs and sidewalks. Jewish merchants commonly
gave clothing or extended credit for food and supplies to the needy who had
little prospect of repayment.
The ability of these unusual entrepreneurs in a remote place like Tucumcari, particularly the Goldenbergs and Kohns, to raise large sums whenever
they chose, and to pour that money into area enterprises, is still a source of
amazement. In fact Tucumcari never had a large number of Jewish residents.
By the First World War, the total Jewish population of New Mexico had grown
slowly to about 860. At that time only 40—men, women, and children—of
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Tucumcari’s 3,000 residents were Jewish.74 Despite these small numbers,
no western town was influenced more by such a small band of Jewish entrepreneurs. These enterprising Jews founded the town, nurtured its early
growth, and witnessed it become the urban trading center for surrounding
rural communities. Ironically, considering the Jewish influence in the town’s
early history, there apparently are no locally owned Jewish businesses, and
no Jewish residents in Tucumcari today.

h. bonem’s softball team, 1948
Jewish merchant involvement in local activities included H. Bonem’s softball
team. Standing, left to right: Weldon Smith (Manager), Eddie Martin, Clarence
Pruett, Joseph Bonem (Sponsor), Jack Hanna, Henry Stone, and Carl Newman.
Kneeling, left to right: J. O. Watson, Ben Simpson, Junior Mitchell, Russell Saul,
James Nutt, Jeff Mitchell. Bat boy: Wesley Reagan
(Courtesy of Joe M. Bonem)
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and the Westward Movement of America, 1630–1930 (New York: St. Martin’s, 1984),
187–91; and Ellen Eisenberg, Ava F. Kahn, and William Toll, Jews of the Pacific Coast:
Reinventing Community on America’s Edge, Samuel and Althea Stroum Books series
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2010), 32–33.
Marc Lee Raphael, “Beyond New York: The Challenge of Local History,” in Jews of
the American West, Rischin and Livingston, 21, 50, 58–63.
Noted scholar William Toll contends that intermarriage in the nineteenth century
between Jews and Gentiles in the West was no more frequent than in other sections,
but that the rate increased significantly in subsequent generations. See William Toll,
“Intermarriage and the Urban West: A Religious Context and Cultural Change,” in
Jews of the American West, Rischin and Livingston, chap. 7. For different opinions,
see Bruce A. Phillips, “Regional Differences Among American Jews,” in Papers in
Jewish Demography, 1989, ed. Uziel O. Schmelz and Sergio Della Pergola (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies and Association for Jewish Demography and
Statistics, 1993), 111, accessed 6 August 2013, www.bjpa.org/Publications/details.
cfm?PublicationID=2752; Levinson, “American Jews in the West,” 289 n. 18; and
Eisenberg, Kahn, Toll, Jews of the Pacific Coast, 55–57. For an authoritative study, see
Rischin and Livingston, Jews of the American West, in which several scholars agree
on the relative absence of anti-Semitism in the West. Other notable Jewish women
included Californian Rachel “Ray” Litman Frank, a charismatic public speaker
called the “first woman rabbi,” who lectured on Jewish culture and history to receptive mixed-faith audiences from San Francisco to Spokane, Washington. Frank stood
out among a group of well-educated Jewish women, who “rejected the subordinate
role in which men had cast them.” Eisenberg, Kahn, Toll, Jews of the Pacific Coast,
8–9, 134.
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7. Jerry Klinger, “Jews and the American West: Doctors, Lawyers, Indian Chiefs, Dance
Hall Girls, Gunfighters,” Jewish Magazine, November 2004, 7, accessed 6 August
2013, www.jewishmag.com/84mag/usa7/usa7.htm.
8. Henry J. Tobias, A History of the Jews in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1990), especially chaps. 3 and 4; Harriet Rochlin and Fred Rochlin,
Pioneer Jews: A New Life in the American West (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1984),
13–20, 38–41, 107–9; and Ava F. Kahn, ed., Jewish Life in the American West: Perspectives
on Migration, Settlement, and Community (Los Angeles: Autry Museum of Western
Heritage, 2002), 22, 55, 68–71. On the Spiegelbergs, see Noel Pugach, Jewish Pioneers
of New Mexico: The Spiegelberg Family (Albuquerque: New Mexico Jewish Historical
Society, 2005). Another early Jewish entrepreneur, Bernard Seligman, established
Santa Fe’s first bank after his arrival in 1856. His son, Arthur, was elected for a term
as the state’s first Jewish governor, 1931–1933. Libo and Howe, We Lived There Too,
184. For a succinct explanation of why Jewish immigrants came to New Mexico and
their impact, see Sharon Niederman, “A Better Life: Jewish Pioneers Add to State’s
Cultural Richness,” New Mexico Magazine, October 2000, 60–64.
9. William J. Parish, The Charles Ilfeld Company: A Study of the Rise and Decline of
Mercantile Capitalism in New Mexico (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1961); and Henry Tobias and Sarah R. Payne, Jewish Pioneers of New Mexico: The
Ilfeld and Norhaus Families (Albuquerque: New Mexico Jewish Historical Society,
2005), 1–12.
10. Typewritten interview with Henrietta Wertheim Goldenberg, Los Angeles, California,
30 October 1958, Jacob Rader Marcus Center of the American Jewish Archives, Jewish
Institute of Religion, Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati Branch, Cincinnati, Ohio
[hereafter AJA]; and Ralph E. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 5
vols. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Torch Press, 1912–1917), 3:490–92. Alex Goldenberg became
a U.S. citizen in Las Cruces on 27 April 1888. Typewritten affidavit headed “United
States of America” (filed as part of a Goldenberg land claim), Entry No. 4264, 23
December 1902, U.S. Land Office, Clayton, N.Mex., Land Entry Files, General Land
Office Records, Department of the Interior, Record Group 49, National Archives
and Records Administration, Washington, D.C. [hereafter LEF, RG 49, NARA].
11. Parish, Charles Ilfeld Company, 208–9, 346–47. See also Tobias and Payne, Ilfeld and
Nordhaus Families, 5–11; Tobias and Payne, The Seligman Family, 14; and Durwood
Ball, Jewish Pioneers of New Mexico: The Wertheim Family of Fort Sumner (Albuquerque: New Mexico Jewish Historical Society, 2005), 4–8.
12. Parish, Charles Ilfeld Company, 208–9.
13. Jacob Wertheim Claim, Entry No. 2824, 4 April 1901, Alex Goldenberg Claim, Entry
No. 2887, 18 May 1901, Lee K. Smith Claim, Entry No. 2888, 18 May 1901, U.S. Land Office, Clayton, N.Mex., LEF, RG 49, NARA, Denver, Colorado. According to the Quay
County Clerk’s files in Tucumcari, the three homesteads were patented and eligible for
entry in county records as follows: Jacob Wertheim entry patented 27 December 1906,
recorded 26 June 1907, Misc. Book 1, p. 92; Alex Goldenberg entry patented 11 March
1905, recorded 24 April 1905, WD Book 1, pp. 329–30; Lee K. Smith entry patented
17 April 1905, recorded 27 July 1906, WD Book 1, pp. 595–98, and 8 July 1908, Patent
Book 1, p. 16. After Lee K. Smith died in May 1902 in a saloon shootout, the heirs, on
13 March 1906, sold their patented interest in the 40 acres to James A. “Alex” Street
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and, as a silent partner with a one-half interest, Alex Goldenberg. A detailed account of
Smith’s death was reported in the Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder, 17 May 1902, and an
eyewitness reminiscence is found in Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, Special Edition,
29 January 1945. Alex Goldenberg established his family residence in a rambling rock
house, at Ninth Street and Railroad Avenue, located on his homestead.
Entry No. 4264, 23 December 1902, U.S. Land Office, Clayton, N.Mex., LEF, RG
49, NARA. This extensive file of documentation includes items dated from 1877 to
1910. The William H. Riley tract was patented 17 March 1903. As stated in the narrative, and verified here, Alex Goldenberg had filed the essential paperwork for this
particular tract at the Clayton land office on 23 November 1901.
Ibid.
Lieu Land Selection No. 4804, 25 November 1901, U.S. Land Office, Clayton, N.Mex.,
LEF, RG 49, NARA. This forty-acre plot was patented 3 June 1905. Previously, Alex
Goldenberg had filed a document, dated 26 December 1901 and recorded 13 February
1902, for the county Warranty Deed Record confirming that Ollin E. Smith had sold
William Kirkpatrick’s rights to him for $600. WD Book 2, pp. 71–72, Quay County
Clerk’s Office, Tucumcari, New Mexico.
Lieu Land Selection No. 4804, 31 July 1901, U.S. Land Office, Clayton, N.Mex., LEF,
RG 49, NARA. See also “The History of Logan,” accessed 6 August 2013, www.harrold.
org/logan_histor.html. This article on early Logan was written in 1910 for advertising
purposes on the stationery of pioneer Logan bankers, Sim and Fred McFarland. For
information on Logan history as well as the McFarland brothers and their banking
ventures, see Moncus and Knapp, Quay County, 434–35, 676–77, 738–39.
Certificate of Incorporation of the Tucumcari Townsite and Investment Co., 23 November 1901, notarized November 1901 in Clayton, New Mexico, certified and filed
by J. W. Raynolds, secretary of New Mexico Territory, 30 November 1901, Office of
the New Mexico Secretary of State, Santa Fe.
Minutes of the Quay County Board of County Commissioners, 16 August 1906
(tabulation of votes in election for incorporation of Tucumcari as a town—65 for,
45 against); Board of Trustees, Town of Tucumcari, Application to Change the
Incorporated Town of Tucumcari, New Mexico, to a City, 30 July 1908; Territory of
New Mexico, Executive Proclamation, Approval of the Application to Change the
Incorporated Town of Tucumcari to a City, 5 August 1908, signed George Curry,
Governor, Office of the New Mexico Secretary of State, Santa Fe. In a letter from
J. A. Fleming, Tucumcari city manager, to Alberta Miller, New Mexico secretary
of state, on 9 July 1964, Fleming stated that Tucumcari had been “incorporated as a
Village in the year 1902, but we have no Article[s] of Incorporation.” The date of the
town designation is based on the county commissioner’s confirmation of the votes cast
in a special election held 11 August 1906. See Office of the New Mexico Secretary
of State, Santa Fe. Before the creation of Quay County in 1903, the Tucumcari
area had been part of Guadalupe County. Gil Hinshaw states that Tucumcari was
incorporated as a village in March 1902. Hinshaw, Tucumcari, 33. A map recording the earliest property ownership is in the Quay County Clerk’s Office. See also
Dedication on [sic] Plat of Tucumcari, New Mexico, 20 January 1902, Tucumcari
City Clerk’s Office. The local newspaper, the Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder, 26
April 1902, used the grandiose “Infant” title.
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20. Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder, 26 April, 3 and 24 May, 19 and 26 July, 16 and 30
August 1902; Denver (Colo.) Daily News, 8 February 1902, 24 May 1902; Hinshaw,
Tucumcari, 23–24; and Porter A. Stratton, The Territorial Press of New Mexico, 1834–
1912 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969), 294. Reference is made
to rail operations between “Liberty Junction” and Santa Rosa in Memorandum of
Agreement Covering divisions between the Dawson Railway and the Rock Island
System, 1901, Box LTA-52, FF 7, Southern Pacific Railroad, Rio Grande Division,
MS 77, University of Texas at El Paso Library, El Paso [hereafter SPR, UTEP]. The
examples of donated property came from the typewritten interview with Henrietta
Wertheim Goldenberg, Los Angeles, California, 30 October 1958, AJA.
21. Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 18 October 1907, 5 June 1908, 24 December 1909; and
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 14 July 1940. An article in the Tucumcari (N.Mex.)
Pathfinder, 26 April 1902, stated that Liberty was now abandoned and that the businesses there had moved their goods to Tucumcari and were constructing new buildings.
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, Special Agricultural Edition, 14 June 1923.
22. Parish, Charles Ilfeld Company, 208–9.
23. Ibid.
24. Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 5 June 1908, 24 December 1909; Tucumcari (N.Mex.)
Daily News, 14 July 1940; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder, 26 April 1902.
25. Under another name, the Gross, Kelly & Company branch out of Las Vegas, also
located on Main Street, had opened for business in a new building in December
1901, shortly before the Goldenbergs established their Tucumcari offshoot from the
Liberty store. Hinshaw, Tucumcari, 25–26. For the elimination of this rival, see “40
Years Ago: Way Back When,” Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 22 October 1953.
26. For Alex Goldenberg’s various ventures, see his biographical sketch in Twitchell,
Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 3:490–92. For specific examples, see Tucumcari
(N.Mex.) Pathfinder, 24 May, 2 and 16 August 1902; Quay County Democrat, 16 January, 23 April 1904; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 8 April 1916; and Hinshaw, Tucumcari,
26. An extensive file on legal disputes between the Goldenbergs and the railroads
from 14 May 1912 to 10 February 1915 is in Box L-6, FF 9 and FF 10, SPR, UTEP. An
important legal issue concerned the federally mandated width of the Rock Island
Railway’s right of way through the original townsite. It was decided on Alex Goldenberg’s terms of 100 feet on either side of the tracks, not 200 on each side nor 200 on
one side and 100 on the other, as the railroad contended. Alex Goldenberg to W. A.
Hawkins, general attorney, El Paso & Southwestern Railroad, 26 August 1903, and
W. A. Hawkins to E. C. Lindlay, general attorney, Rock Island Railway, 21 August
1907, Box LCR-11, FF 9, SPR, UTEP.
27. For complaints about a Goldenberg regime in the school board, see Tucumcari
(N.Mex.) News and Times, 31 March, 7 April 1921.
28. Among the town’s Jewish merchants and tradespeople, Adolph Letcher, named for
his legendary grandfather who was an early partner of Charles Ilfeld in Taos and
Las Vegas, managed the local Western Union office for thirty years until well after
the Second World War. The Jewish network had served the Letchers effectively.
Young Adolph’s father, William, had come to Tucumcari after working for the Kohn
Brothers store in Montoya to take a job at the Goldenberg department store. For
information on the Letcher grandfather, see Parish, Charles Ilfeld Company, 24–32;
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291–307; 313–15. For information on the grandson, see Moncus and Knapp, Quay
County, 409. Besides the individuals identified in this article, other Jewish arrivals
and their business interests included: S. Florstein and two partners (1904), who had
a wool “scouring mill;” Alex and Herman Perlstein, who bought out partner Albert
Bacharach (1904) and ran Perlstein Bros. Mercantile; Herman Domkiewizc (about
1909) was a European-trained tailor, and later opened City Steam Cleaning and Hat
Works; L. M. Goldberg (1911), a local representative for a national chain selling men’s
tailored suits; and Max H. Karlsruher (1917), in the grocery trade, and then owner
of an insurance agency and accounting firm, and his older of two sons, Charles,
taught in local junior high school. The construction of Conchas Dam in the late
1930s brought several new businesses to town, including Dr. Goldbloom, M.D.,
and, in early 1937, the Model Shoe Store owned by Jacob Cibull. Parish, Charles
Ilfeld Company, 333; Quay County Democrat, 13 February, 14 and 21 May, 4 June, 29
October 1904; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 27 December 1907; Tucumcari (N.Mex.)
American-Leader, Special Edition, 11 December 1919; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and
Times, 8 April, 20 May 1911, 21 January 1932; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 9
August 1937, 23 January 1958. Irwin Moise, of the Santa Rosa Moise family, lived in
Tucumcari from 1928 to 1933, and for a time practiced law there. He was later elected
to the state supreme court and served as its chief justice. Copy, manuscript of speech
Moise made at meeting of New Mexico Jewish Historical Society, n.d., Phillip B.
and Yetta Kohn Bidegain Family Collection [hereafter Bidegain Collection], held in
their home west of Tucumcari. No claim is made that the listing here or elsewhere
in this account is a complete representation of Tucumcari Jewish residents.
Quay County Democrat, 27 February 1904; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 20 May 1908;
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, 27 May 1911; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News,
11 November 1932, 14 September and 5 October 1937; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.)
American-Leader, Golden Jubilee Edition, 14 August 1952. Joseph Israel and his first
wife, Fannie Ottenheimer Israel, had one son, G. R. Israel, who was still a resident
in 1928. After his first wife’s death, Israel married Clara J. Gunz in 1908. Tucumcari
(N.Mex.) News and Times, 29 November 1923, 12 July 1928. Louis Blitz’s widow, Birdie
Hanna Blitz, the daughter of a Gentile homesteader family, and later her son-in-law,
John A. Elliott, managed the jewelry store after Blitz’s death. Moncus and Knapp,
Quay County, 204.
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, 1 October 1910, 20 and 27 May 1911; Tucumcari
(N.Mex.) American-Leader, 11 December 1919; and Noel Pugach, Jewish Pioneers of
New Mexico: The Wertheim/Vorenberg Family (Albuquerque: New Mexico Jewish
Historical Society, 2005), 2–5.
Noel Pugach, Jewish Pioneers of New Mexico: The Moise Family (Albuquerque: New
Mexico Jewish Historical Society, 2005), 4–8; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) AmericanLeader, 14 August 1952. The Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times announced that
W. F. Buchanan, president of the First National Bank, was selling all of his interests,
and would be succeeded as president by H. B. Jones, a Santa Rosa banker. Tucumcari
(N.Mex.) News and Times, 15 April 1910.
Moncus and Knapp, Quay County, 385
Information on the Goodmans came from the Tucumcari (N.Mex.) American,
Special Booster Edition, 11 December 1919; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times,
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25 August 1932; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 14 February, 22 March 1934,
5 October 1937, 16 and 18 April 1948; Tucumcari (N.Mex.) American-Leader, 14
August 1952; and Bernard Goodman Obituary, Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Quay County
Sun, 24 April 2013. It is unknown whether an H. Goodman who arrived earlier and
“opened up a merchant tailoring business” was the same Goodman. Quay County
Democrat, 18 June 1904.
The Baca-Goodman House, now demolished, was built around 1905 by Benito Baca,
a manager of the local Gross, Kelly & Company branch, and expanded in the 1920s
by Herman Goodman. Baca-Goodman House, National Register of Historic Places,
accessed 6 August 2013, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baca-Goodman_House; and Benito
Baca Obituary, Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, 5 July 1928.
Biographical information on Herman Bonem is included in articles about his store
and its fortieth anniversary on 25 September 1953. Tucumcari (N.Mex.) AmericanLeader, 11 December 1919; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 24 September 1953.
Typewritten Bill of Sale, 25 September 1913, gives the details of the original purchase;
this document and other Bonem family archival material are held by Herman Bonem’s
grandson Joe M. Bonem, in New Braunfels, Texas. Herman Bonem’s nickname,
“Sonny,” had mistakenly evolved from “Sunny,” which was bestowed because of his
pleasant disposition as a youth.
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, 3 June 1926; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily
News, 5 October 1937, 19 February 1941, 8 April 1968.
Typewritten interview with Henrietta Wertheim Goldenberg, Los Angeles, California,
30 October 1958, AJA. The Jewish residents of Las Vegas formed an organization, the
Congregation Montefiore in 1884, and constructed a temple in 1886. Tobias, Jews
in New Mexico, 111–12. Because of the direct rail connection, however, it was easier
to call on Rabbi Martin Zielonka of El Paso, who led that city’s Temple Mt. Sinai
from 1900 to 1938, for weddings and funerals in Tucumcari. Floyd S. Fierman, The
Schwartz Family of El Paso: The Story of a Pioneer Jewish Family in the Southwest,
Southwestern Studies, no. 61 (El Paso: Texas Western Press, University of Texas at
El Paso, 1980), 13.
The observation on the relative lack of anti-Semitism in Tucumcari is based on the
author’s personal experience growing up there in the 1930s and 1940s. For examples
involving this topic, see Libo and Howe, We Lived There Too, 237–41. On interfaith
marriages, one scholar has speculated that such weddings were not commonplace
in territorial New Mexico, at least between 1850 and 1900. William J. Parish, “The
German-Jew and the Commercial Revolution in Territorial New Mexico, 1850–1900,”
pt. 2, New Mexico Historical Review 35 (April 1960): 1.
“Memoirs of Emma Vorenberg Wertheim [wife of Joseph Wertheim],” Carlsbad,
New Mexico, 1964–1965, AJA; Pugach, The Wertheim/Vorenberg Family; and Tobias
and Payne, The Seligman Family, 14. Like Joseph Wertheim, many young Jewish
men may have come to America to avoid military conscription and the well-known
discrimination against Jewish recruits in European armies. Kahn, Jewish Life in the
American West, 14.
Newspaper clipping and photo of Camp Kohn, n.d., Bidegain Collection.
A wedding photograph of Howard Kohn and Clara McGowan in 1923 shows him
attired as described here. Bidegain Collection.
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42. Allen D. Breck, The Centennial History of the Jews in Colorado, 1859–1959 (Denver,
Colo.: Hirschfeld Press, 1960), 15–17; Noel Pugach, Jewish Pioneers of New Mexico:
The Goldsmith Family (Albuquerque: New Mexico Jewish Historical Society, 2004),
1–2; and Sharon Fried, Heart & Soil: The Heritage of the T-4 Cattle Company (Santa
Fe, N.Mex.: Ranch & Family Press, 2010), 109–12.
43. Kohn family records, Bidegain Collection. On 6 November 1994, Yetta Kohn Bidegain presented a paper at a meeting of the New Mexico Jewish Historical Society at
Taos, New Mexico. The paper listed and described the records on her family history;
a copy is in the Bidegain Collection. See also, Fried, Heart & Soil, 3–17, 109–17,
which contains many pertinent descriptions and illustrations of persons, places, and
documents related to the present account.
44. Based on the 1870 census, one scholarly account states that, of the Jewish women
in New Mexico, “Only in the household of Samuel Kohn of Las Vegas . . . do we
find Yetta Kohn described as a seamstress.” Tobias, Jews in New Mexico, 61. Samuel
and Yetta Kohn gave all their children names then-popular in the United States, not
traditional Jewish names: Howard, George, Charles, and Belle.
45. San Lorenzo (N.Mex.) Red River Chronicle, 29 April, 31 May 1882, 13 January 1883.
46. Ibid., 20 April 1882. See also David Remley, Bell Ranch: Cattle Ranching in the
Southwest, 1824–1947, rev. ed. (Las Cruces, N.Mex.: Yucca Tree Press, 2000), 87,
which suggests that Yetta Kohn ran a regular commercial ferry service. In 2007 the
New Mexico Cultural Properties Review Committee, as part of a special program to
install fifty-four historical markers honoring important women, authorized such a
marker for Quay County that recognized the life of Yetta Kohn. Quay County Sun,
13 June 2007.
47. Red River (N.Mex.) Chronicle, 31 May, 20 July, 9 and 16 September 1882, 17 November
1883, 16 April 1884.
48. Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, 12 March 1975; and Historical Notes made by
Clara McGowan Kohn, recalling conversations with her husband, Howard Kohn,
n.d., Bidegain Collection. Howard Kohn was no “shrinking violet,” as evidenced by
newspaper reports of his popularity in Jewish social circles of Wichita, Kansas, during
visits about this time with his mother, who was living there. At a “stag party” dinner in
his honor at a Wichita hotel, “the many friends Mr. Kohn has made during his stay in
our city” presented him with “an elegant gold-headed cane.” Unidentified newspaper
clippings, Wichita, Kansas, 25 February, 23 June 1888, Bidegain Collection.
49. Remley, Bell Ranch, chap. 3.
50. Howard and Charles Kohn had ended a partnership in the Kohn Brothers livery stable
on 1 November 1887, after which the latter probably worked in one or more Denver
mercantile stores. Typewritten legal document ending the partnership, 31 December
1901, Bidegain Collection. Meanwhile, George Kohn had moved back to Las Vegas,
where he was employed by a Jewish firm and apparently ran a Kohn Brothers store
called “The Fair.” As stated, Yetta Kohn first moved to Wichita, Kansas, where she
had relatives and owned city lots.
51. Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Pathfinder, 26 July 1902. The actual purchase date was 2 May
1902. Originally called Rountree after the first postmaster, Montoya became its name
in 1902, soon after the arrival of Rock Island track-laying crews. Robert Julyan, The
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Place Names of New Mexico, rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1998), 233; and Fried, Heart & Soil, 42–45.
German-Jewish merchant Hugo Loewenstern might have stayed around long enough
to assist Nara Visa, on the Rock Island line about fifty miles northeast of Tucumcari,
to become a rival of Montoya as a “satellite suburb,” but he left, in 1929, for Amarillo,
where he achieved notable financial success. Nara Visa subsequently went into steady
decline. Noel Pugach, Jewish Pioneers of New Mexico: The Loewensterns of Nara Visa
and Amarillo (Albuquerque: New Mexico Jewish Historical Society, 2008).
Solomon H. Kohn, president, Chrome Steel Works, Brooklyn, New York, to Howard L.
Kohn, 4 February 1891, 11 December 1902, 18 May 1903, Bidegain Collection. Solomon
Kohn accumulated more wealth when he sold Chrome Steel to Crucible Steel, a
part of Andrew Carnegie’s industrial empire, which in 1901 became the foundation
of United States Steel—the world’s first billion-dollar corporation. See Fried, Heart
& Soil, 22. The Kohns were fortunate to have such a wealthy relative since Jews often
had difficulty obtaining loans from regular banks, especially those in the East. On the
growth of Montoya, see Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 8 November, 6 December
1907. The population estimate is likely an exaggeration.
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 4 February 1916; Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 3 April
1908. A biographical sketch of Albert Calisch is found in Twitchell, Leading Facts of
New Mexican History, 3:502–3.
The Kohn Brothers store maintained a connection with the Jewish network by employing a series of young Jewish men, already residents of the United States, apparently
on an apprenticeship basis. Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 21 February, 11 July 1913;
Montoya (N.Mex.) Democrat, 9 February, 8 June 1917.
The information about the two Kohn brothers, George and Charles, and Albert
Calisch was gathered mainly from scattered news items and ads in the Montoya
(N.Mex.) Republican and its successor, the Montoya (N.Mex.) Democrat, between
18 October 1907 and 8 June 1917. On Albert Calisch, see also his biographical sketch
in Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, 3:502–3.
The first issue of the newspaper under its new title, Montoya (N.Mex.) Democrat,
appeared 31 January 1916. After the death of Charles Kohn on 31 January 1916, Albert
Calisch became active in partisan affairs and in effect continued the family’s influence
in politics. The editor’s comment came from the Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 5
February 1915. For the political leanings of New Mexico newspapers and their editors
at this time, including W. C. Hawkins of the Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, who
received a federal appointment for his loyalty, see Stratton, Territorial Press of New
Mexico, 62–65.
Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 7 August 1908, 28 May 1909, 22 November 1912, 13
April, 5 December 1913, 8 May, 14 August 1914, 26 April 1915, 3 March 1916; Montoya
(N.Mex.) Democrat, 1 June 1917; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 14 September 1917. For
Howard Kohn’s purchase of a car, see Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 17 December
1915.
Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 28 January, 4 February 1916; Montoya (N.Mex.)
Democrat, 27 April 1917; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 4 February 1916, 27 April 1917.
Charles Kohn may have died from Ludwig’s angina, a potentially fast-developing and
sometimes fatal infection in the mouth’s floor, usually caused by an infected tooth.
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See Thomas R. Flynn, “Complex Odontogenic Infections,” in Contemporary Oral
and Maxillofacial Surgery, ed. James R. Hupp, Edward Ellis, Myron R. Tucker, 5th
ed. (St. Louis, Mo.: Mosby-Elsevier, 2008), chap. 16. Hannah Bonem Kohn, who
later married and divorced Alex Goldenberg’s son, Max (named for his uncle, Max
B. Goldenberg, who had no children), had one son, Herman “Sonny” Goldenberg,
named for his grandfather Bonem. Hannah Goldenberg Obituary, Tucumcari
(N.Mex.) Daily News, 2 November 1965.
Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 21 April 1916.
The Quay County statistics on rainfall and population decline are taken from Historic
Homesteads and Ranches in New Mexico: A Historic Context, Historic Preservation
Division, New Mexico Office of Cultural Affairs, Santa Fe, March 2008, 19. Howard
Kohn was not the area’s first Jewish cattle king. Albert Straus (or Strauss) started the
Circle S ranch, probably in the 1880s, and it has survived under various owners. Straus’s
open-range spread was located below the Caprock of the Llano Estacado (Staked
Plain) near the headwaters of Plaza Larga Creek, about thirty miles southwest of
today’s Tucumcari. Lillie Gerhardt Anderson, “A New Mexico Pioneer of the 1880’s,”
New Mexico Historical Review 19 (October 1954): 251–52. Although Yetta Goldsmith
Kohn’s brothers, Henry and Abraham, married sisters named Straus, Albert Straus
was not her brother, as this article states incorrectly. For information on early Jewish
ranchers and livestock dealers in the Tucumcari area, see Fried, Heart & Soil, 111–13;
Don McAlavy and Harold Kilmer, High Plains History of East-Central New Mexico
(Clovis, N.Mex.: High Plains Historical Press, 1980), frontispiece map with location
of the Circle S ranch, 7, 37; Darlis A. Miller, Soldiers and Settlers: Military Supply in
the Southwest, 1861–1885 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989), 181,
188–89; and Thomas E. Kavanaugh, The Comanches: A History, 1706–1875 (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 405–7, 467, 470.
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Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 2 and 6 November 1933. Joint funeral services
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1920s into the 1930s a “Goldenberg Company,” headed by Alex Goldenberg’s son,
Hugo, was in business selling appliances and specializing in electrical wiring. This
was not the same firm, however, as the family’s original store. Tucumcari (N.Mex.)
News and Times, 9 and 16 February 1928; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 5
October 1937. In 1948 the Hotel Randle was renamed the Conchas Hotel, which
burned to the ground in the 1970s.
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News, 7 April 1936, 17 July 1940.
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Daily News, 2 November 1933; and Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun,
12 November 1915.
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Republicans Charles Kohn and Reid Holloman and Democrats Charles C. Davidson,
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Ed F. Saxon, and John L. House. For a biographical sketch of delegate Davidson, see
Tucumcari (N.Mex.) American-Leader, 14 August 1952. On New Mexico statehood and
its constitutional convention, see David V. Holtby, Forty-Seventh Star: New Mexico’s
Struggle for Statehood (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2012).
72. For examples of Albert Calisch’s political oratory, see Tucumcari (N.Mex.) Sun, 11
April 1916 and 2 February 1917. For evidence of Calisch’s promotional efforts while
living in Tucumcari, see Tucumcari (N.Mex.) News and Times, 14 June 1929.
73. Benefits of the rail connection between Montoya and Tucumcari are extolled in
Montoya (N.Mex.) Republican, 8 August 1913. Information on regional railroads, and
specifically those discussed here, may be found in David F. Myrick, New Mexico’s
Railroads, rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990). The tourist
trade of famed U.S. Highway 66 (the “Mother Road”) had been a major factor in
Tucumcari’s economy. A second national road, U.S. Highway 54, was much less so.
74. Joseph Rader Marcus, To Count a People: American Jewish Population Data, 1585–1984
(Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1990), 137–38. To clear up the question
of the last person with the Goldenberg name who lived in Tucumcari, Henry Max
Goldenberg’s Jewish mother, Mollie Chernes of El Paso, Texas, married a Jewish husband, Jacob Nathan Goldenberg, who died leaving his wife with three young children.
She remarried, this time to a Hispanic husband, Leon Munoz, who got a railroad
job in Tucumcari and moved the family there in 1909. Henry Goldenberg grew up
on the Hispanic north side of town and worked for the Southern Pacific Railroad for
twenty-nine years before retiring in 1970. When appointed to fill a vacancy in the city
commission in 1974, the second time he had served on that body, he declared in a
newspaper interview that he was not related to the pioneer Goldenberg family. He
died in 1982 and, having converted to Catholicism, was buried in the Catholic section
of the Tucumcari cemetery. Henry Max Goldenberg, according to his son, “was born
a German Jew but had a Mexican stepfather, so he felt culturally Mexican.” Henry
C. Goldenberg, A Tribute to My Father, Henry M. Goldenberg (Santa Clara, Calif.:
privately printed, n.d.), 7; and Quay County Sun, 21 November 1974, 30 November
1978, 24 February 1982.

Deathways in the Borderlands of Northwestern
Mexico, 1790–1870
Laura Shelton

D

oña María Dolores Maitorena was a prominent merchant and landowner from the ranching and commercial town of Hermosillo, Sonora.
In 1833 Maitorena completed her last will and testament in which she addressed both the material and spiritual welfare of her heirs. As a widow, she
had the legal authority to partition her considerable estate among her eleven
children. Her possessions included arable land, cattle, mules, a house, tools,
saddles, and wagons, among other valuable items. Maitorena also devoted
significant attention to spiritual matters, and counseled her children to comfort each other after her death. An examination of her will provides a glimpse
into the circulation of spiritual requests and bequeathals, and reveals the
emotional vocabularies that testators used to communicate with heirs during
the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Some of her sons and daughters
were still minors whom she had to leave in the care of her adult daughter,
Margarita. Maitorena begged for the continued protection of these minor
children, particularly her two youngest daughters and reminded her grown
children to look after their surviving grandmother, doña Gregoria de Leon.
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Maitorena also owned a collection of sacred objects including a large
crucifix, images of saints, and holy statues. She deliberately distributed
these religious possessions. The large crucifix went to her oldest daughter,
Margarita. Maitorena bequeathed an image of Our Lady of San Juan to her
youngest daughter and namesake, María Dolores. Our Lady of San Juan, a
popular saint in Mexico by the eighteenth century, was known for healing
the sick and wounded. The saint maintained a devoted following of pilgrims
among castas (mixed-race people), Indians, and criollos (Mexican-born
Spaniards) throughout the nineteenth century. Maitorena distributed her
other saints among the rest of her children. Her will did not list these sacred
objects and remaining heirs. Her choice to bequeath a large crucifix and a
favored saint bulto (statue or figurine) respectively to her eldest and youngest
daughters communicated particular desires and obligations to both her God
and family. By bestowing the crucifix on her oldest daughter, she passed on
the status of matriarch to Margarita, making her the alma, or spiritual soul,
of her large—and young—family. We can only speculate on Maitorena’s
devotion to Our Lady of San Juan, but by selecting this icon for her youngest
daughter, she made a specific plea to the Divine for the protection and care
of her most vulnerable descendant.1
An examination of Catholic wills such as Maitorena’s reveals how the transmission of material and sacred “goods” among family, friends, and servants
defined the boundaries of familial and spiritual communities in nineteenthcentury Sonora. For example, religious icons and treasured rosaries were
objects of spiritual power that held both sentimental and material value.
They aided prayers and acted as literal conduits between the Divine and
the profane. They sealed bonds of reciprocity between testators, executors,
and family members. Nineteenth-century Catholics believed that the dead
needed petitions from a community of faithful for their souls to leave purgatory
and enter heaven. Testators sometimes bequeathed mundane objects, such
as clothing and livestock, to ensure a sense of gratitude, obligation, or hope
for security among heirs, especially vulnerable minor children, such as Maitorena’s young daughters. These affective messages and requests for prayers
within colonial and republican wills ultimately highlight the workings of
what historian Kathryn Burns has called “spiritual economy,” a system of
material and spiritual exchanges that moved within and between lay and
ecclesiastical communities.2 Burns’s research specifically addresses the
interweaving of material and spiritual exchanges between lay and convent
communities in colonial Cuzco. In contrast to Peru, convents were scarce
in nineteenth-century Sonora, and Catholic missions were in decline.
Nevertheless, the region’s wills reveal within Sonora’s lay community the
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circulation of various kinds of material and spiritual “currency” that included
not only land, livestock, kitchenware, tools, and clothing but also prayers and
religious icons. This essay demonstrates that the exchange of these material
goods and spiritual obligations helped define the contours of family and religious community at a time of intense ethnic conflict and political turmoil.
In addition, women such as Maitorena were the primary agents of spiritual
exchanges. Their actions prolonged baroque religious expression at a time
when the Enlightenment was encroaching on Sonoran deathways.
Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Sonoran wills mark a clear transition from “baroque” to “enlightened” burial practices and beliefs about the
afterlife. Historians Martina Will de Chaparro, Alma Victoria Valdés, and
Pamela Voekel have described the baroque sensibility as one that emphasizes
outward, communal expressions of faith. In the baroque period, communal
observances such as funeral processions and masses for the intercession of
saints and the Holy Mother—which included candles, music, incense, and
prayers to images and relics—stirred the senses and were believed to hasten the
soul from purgatory to heaven.3 In contrast, the enlightened burial celebrated
austerity and interior contemplation, a form of religiosity described by Voekel
as “an internal, individual, and direct spirituality that exalted moderation,
reason, and discipline above all other Christian virtues.”4 The transition to
the enlightened burial also involved the movement of interments from altar
floors in churches, where the dead could benefit from the collective prayers
of their religious community, to newly constructed, rational, and “hygienic”
cemeteries on the edges of towns and cities.
This study draws on almost two hundred wills available in the Fondo de
Notarías del Archivo General del Estado de Sonora (AGES) between 1790
and 1870 to explore how Sonorans fashioned religious community and family
through the circulation of spiritual objects and how attitudes toward religious
expression and deathways changed in the broader context of the Bourbon
Reforms and Mexico’s independence movement.5 During these years, most
Sonoran towns and villages contained fewer than one thousand residents and
included large extended families related by blood and fictive kinship that
crisscrossed lines of prosperity and ethnicity. Although testators were largely
propertied men who earned their living as farmers, ranchers, and merchants,
the presence of a significant minority of female property holders illustrates that
women were vital participants in the region’s commercial mining, ranching,
and agriculture.
This work also draws on missionary records and military reports in order
to explore how deathways among one’s enemies marked the boundaries between civilization and “savagery.” These sources suggest that mutilation and
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mistreatment of enemies’ bodies in battle and during massacres formed an
important, often overlooked aspect of warfare. Such practices dehumanized
and humiliated “the other,” but they also reveal that in order to understand
deathways as a cultural practice in its broadest sense, it is vital to examine
how a community treats its enemies in death as well.
Until the Mexican War of Independence (1810–1820), Spanish royal officials sought to extend their authority over several aspects of life on New Spain’s
northern frontier as a part of the Bourbon Reforms launched during the reign
of Carlos III in the late eighteenth century. These areas of oversight included
mining revenues, mission lands, and Catholic religious orders. Among the
most dramatic policies was the expulsion of the Jesuits from the Spanish
Empire in 1767. Perhaps most far-reaching in northern New Spain was the
development of military outposts known as presidios and the establishment
of complex networks of alliances, supply chains, and targeted warfare on the
region’s nomadic indigenous peoples, particularly the Apaches.6 However,
Borderlands scholars of this period have given less attention to the reform of
burial practices, particularly the movement of internments from church altar
floors to cemeteries—a process both royal and religious officials supported
throughout the colony.7 Attention to such reforms reveals the reach of new
intellectual and theological currents to the farthest edges of the Spanish
Empire. The rational, “humble burial” became a matter of course among
all Sonorans by the 1840s, and the early nineteenth century marks a period
of transition from baroque Catholic practice to an enlightened emphasis on
austerity and interior piety. Still, there were limits to these reform efforts.8
Embedded in the acts of bequeathal and requests for remembrance found in
Sonoran wills was an enduring belief that a “good death” was a communal
affair, one that required the ongoing prayers of loved ones and a community
of believers.
Baroque expressions of religiosity continued to flourish in northwestern
Mexico but often in ways that were gendered in the home and community and
that centered on intimate family relationships. It was largely Sonora’s female
testators, such as doña Maitorena, who maintained baroque religious practices
by passing on venerated religious objects and icons to a younger generation.
Ana Andrade of Guaymas bequeathed cherished rosaries to her daughters in
1848, and María Teresa Vazquez, a native of Altar, Sonora, left several saint
statues and images to female friends and relatives in the early 1860s.9 Even as
burials became more austere and moved to cemeteries on the outskirts of towns
and villages, women still passed on spiritual and religious objects as tokens of
protection and significantly requested that their heirs remember them and pray
for their souls. For historians studying death and burial practices in Mexico’s
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northern Borderlands during the late colonial and early republican eras, this
continuity underscores the importance of looking beyond official church
policy to examine popular and gendered expressions of intimate religiosity.
Although Enlightenment notions of interior piety and austerity in death and
burial did spread to Mexico’s northern border, Sonorans continued to believe
that salvation required the aid of a community of faithful.
Finally, material and spiritual bequeathals took on added significance for
defining the boundaries of family, “civilized society,” and religious identity
at a time when Sonora was beset with conflict between Mexicans and indigenous groups and among Natives themselves, which made the creation and
reproduction of a community of the faithful especially difficult. Moreover,
the frequent state of conflict with Sonora’s indigenous peoples, especially
Apaches, shaped Mexicans’ views of death and the afterlife in unique ways.
Material and spiritual exchanges evident in wills became markers of Christian
civilization, while unfavorable cross-cultural observations and the defilement
of the bodies of enemies in warfare became weapons against a “barbarous”
other. Historian Claudio Lomnitz has suggested that most historical literature about death addresses attitudes toward the loss of family or community
members rather than the death of one’s enemy.10 Lomnitz’s observation is
relevant in a time and place, such as Sonora in this period, which witnessed
many years of brutal, interethnic fighting. Conflict and raiding between
Hispanic and indigenous communities set Mexico’s northern frontier apart
from the urban centers in the south. Yet historians know little about how
these events shaped Sonorans’ understanding and preparation for death and
burial. This article takes up Lomnitz’s call to extend the study of death to the
treatment of enemies with the intention of encouraging further research on
the subject. Interethnic violence on Mexico’s northern frontier influenced
the treatment of dead enemies among Mexicans and indigenous peoples.
Intercultural observations of the burial and death of “the other” were always
laced with discourses of civilization and barbarism and ultimately served to
reinforce a Catholic Hispanic identity. Sonorans expressed this identity not
only through Christian burial practices and beliefs about the afterlife but
also through the violent desecration of the bodies of enemies.
Baroque and Enlightened Burials
The causes of mortality among Sonorans were similar to those found
among people from other regions of Mexico, reflecting patterns common
to preindustrial societies. Childhood diseases, infections, epidemics, and
old age claimed the majority of Sonorans. Among women, complications
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from childbirth were often fatal. Between 1773 and 1825 in Hermosillo, for
example, deaths among indigenous and nonindigenous residents averaged
around forty-five per year among a population that grew from roughly fifteen
hundred to three thousand over a period of fifty years. Demographic studies
of the region chart a rapid decline among indigenous Sonorans between
the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, mostly as a result of exposure to
European diseases, and colonial exploitation and violence. During this same
period, the region’s European population steadily increased, although disease
epidemics were devastating to all Sonoran communities or ethnic groups.11
Using death records from the parish archives, historian Marcos Medina found
that when a flu virus reached Hermosillo in 1826, the death rate spiked to
almost 750 per year among a population of three thousand.12 At the end of
June 1765, German Jesuit missionary Ignaz Pfefferkorn described the spread
of an unknown illness that originated in southern Mexico. The disease
caused severe headaches, fever, delirium, vomiting, and bleeding from the
nose and ears among its victims. Reflecting the conventional wisdom of the
time, Pfefferkorn was convinced that most diseases spread through pestilential
air.13 However, these demographic records explain very little about changing
beliefs regarding death and deathways beyond the fact that losing a child,
parent, sibling, or spouse was a common occurrence.
Wills do provide some insight into how Sonoran beliefs about death and
burial practices changed over time, but they also have their limitations. Only
people with property wrote wills. Wills highlight the deathways of notables
owning some material wealth while excluding poor artisans, servants, and
farmworkers. Moreover, an unforeseen illness or a sudden accident took
the life of some propertied Sonorans before they wrote a will; others simply
neglected to compose one. Still, a significant portion of the population in
Sonora owned at least some property relative to more established urban centers in southern Mexico. Records of land titles and transactions, and census
data from the first half of the nineteenth century underscore the presence of
a large class of labradores (independent small farmers) throughout most of the
region. No less significant was that a number of women owned property and
crafted wills. During the early republican era of Mexico, women benefited
from the legacy of Iberian laws that allowed them to own property.14 Given
that migration and ethnic conflicts drew men away from local communities
and left women in charge of family ranches and businesses, women in Sonora
exercised their legal rights to own and manage property into the twentieth
century. As a result, it is possible to use wills to explore subtle differences in
how men and women approached death from the late eighteenth to the late
nineteenth centuries.
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At their most basic, wills were legally binding documents that gave proof
of an individual’s final wishes for distributing his or her property after death.
Spanish and Mexican law required three to five witnesses to witness the dictation or drafting of a will. Depending on the availability of a licensed notary,
and because most Sonorans waited to write their wills until they were sick
or dying, these documents were crafted in the presence of a judicial official,
legal witnesses (usually trusted or prominent members of the community),
a priest, family members, and servants. Writing a will on a deathbed was
simultaneously a formal, legal exercise; a time for final farewells to loved
ones; and a critical step in an individual’s spiritual journey to meet God.
Witnesses and family members were present both to organize material matters and to pray on behalf of the dying, with the hope that he or she would
pass quickly through the agonía (death agony) to salvation.15 In 1786, for
example, Antonio Estrada, a farmer from Hermosillo, completed his will
while on his deathbed, surrounded by his children, town judge don Ignacio
Xavier de Rivera, witness Roque de Guizarmotegui, and don Fernando Iñigo
Ruiz, the executor of his estate.16 In 1809 the widow María Juana Espinoza,
also of Hermosillo, wrote her final testament in the presence of the presidio
commander don Jose de Zúñiga, two witnesses, her compadre don Tomas
Valencia, and her three surviving children and their spouses.17 Like Estrada,
Espinosa began with the grim acknowledgment that her Father Creator had
chosen to give her a fatal illness. In the town of Arizpe in 1859, fifty years
after Espinoza’s death, José Lucas Pico mentioned neither religion nor his
faith in his final testament, although he too faced a deadly illness, but he
still called to his bedside his son, the president of the ayuntamiento (town
council), and three witnesses including a priest. Even as religious language
disappeared from some nineteenth-century wills, death remained a communal experience shared with family members, witnesses, and judicial and
religious authorities.18
The beliefs and practices attending death and dying among Hispanicized
Sonorans were rooted in Roman Catholic Iberian religiosity. Most historical
studies of deathways in Spain have recognized a communal sensibility toward
death during the medieval and early modern periods. In sixteenth-century
Spain, prayer was a community duty that emphasized intimacy between
the living and dead, a bond strengthened through the close proximity of
the dead buried inside churches.19 Historian William Christian’s influential
study, Local Religion in Sixteenth-Century Spain (1981), also emphasizes that
the interactions between the Catholic saints and the community of believers were frequent and tangible. Sacred objects such as icons, rosaries, and
milagros (religious charms) provided channels between the divine and the
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profane, and communal practices, including festivals and pilgrimages to holy
sites, created a time and place to connect with God and strengthen religious
identity.20
Scholars have uncovered significant continuity in the communal nature
of deathways in colonial Mexico.21 Voekel describes how “the concrete, communal, and mediated nature of the sacred” among eighteenth-century elites
in Mexico City and Veracruz was manifest in velvet-covered caskets, lavish
saintly images, and hundreds of mourners, all carrying candles in ornate
holders during funeral processions.22 The most privileged dead were interred
under the altar floors of Mexico City’s many cathedrals. These displays allowed believers direct, tangible contact with the sacred and provided elites
with an opportunity for fantastic displays of wealth and status. In addition to
funeral processions, the faithful frequently carried finely adorned saints, holy
images, and other relics about the city to the bedsides of the ill to perform
miracles of healing.23
On Mexico’s northern frontier, notables such as don Ignacio Valencia
also embraced baroque expression in their attitudes toward death during
the colonial period. In 1790 the gravely ill Valencia wrote his last will and
testament in the town of San Miguel de Horcasitas, a ranching and military
community in the desert foothills of the Sierra Madre of northern New
Spain. Like many Sonorans during the late colonial era, he waited until
the final days of his life to summon a priest and a notary and to put his
spiritual and material affairs in order. Valencia began his will with a profession of his faith, declaring himself Catholic, Christian, and loyal to the one
true Church. He believed in the infinite mystery of the Holy Trinity, and
that the Virgin Mary was the true Mother of God. Such declarations were
commonplace in colonial wills, but unlike his less affluent neighbors, don
Ignacio could afford a burial under the altar floors of the local church in
San Miguel de Horcasitas, and he requested that his family and friends say
several masses on behalf of his eternal soul.24 Most requests for altar burials, such as those of Valencia, occurred during Sonora’s colonial period.
In 1816, for example, Miguel Atiensa y Palacios, a retired military officer
from the Presidio of Pitic, asked that twenty masses be said for his soul and
requested that his family bury him in a Franciscan habit under the local
church altar.25
Doña María Nicolasa Corella from Arizpe demonstrated the continuity
of baroque sensibility in her final testament in 1820, and she recognized
the tangible influence of holy objects over the living and the dead.26 She
professed her belief in the miraculous power of relics and saints’ images,
and like other colonial notables, she paid significant sums of money for
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funeral masses, even when currency was in short supply in frontier communities. Corella, the matriarch of a local prominent family, left behind
eight legitimate children, two indigenous servants (María Rosa and Beatriz), and several in-laws including don José Perez, her son-in-law and the
administrator of public funds.27 She set aside money to pay for masses for
her soul and to honor favored saints, and requested burial under Arizpe’s
church altar.28 Her will began with an extensive confession of her belief
in an all-powerful God, a benevolent Virgin Mary, and the mystery of the
Holy Trinity. She used several pages of her will to express her lifelong and
fervent devotion to the Catholic faith and her wonder at the inscrutability of
the Trinity. Although some of her expressions were formulaic, the unusual
length of her confession also suggested a demonstration of exceptional
personal piety.
In 1796 Antonia Ana de Murrieta’s burial in the village of Baroyeca was
among the most elaborate funerals orchestrated in colonial Sonora and exemplifies a baroque sensibility even in the most remote areas of Sonora. Her
funeral included a novenary, or nine days of public condolence, and over
the course of the next year, her family sponsored one hundred masses for her
soul and for her deceased husband’s soul. Murrieta, a prominent merchant,
had more financial resources to invest in her lavish funeral than did most
Sonorans. Like Miguel Atiensa and other Sonorans who were either members
of the Third Order of St. Francis or especially devoted to St. Francis, Murrieta was laid to rest in a Franciscan habit.29 This plain garment, a symbol of
simplicity and humility, may seem incongruous with the most conspicuous
funerals among Sonora’s notables, but they, along with masses, candles, and
novenaries, were also a display of Christian piety. Membership in the Third
Order of St. Francis was certainly a mark of status among devout notables,
but it was also a way to participate in religious communal expression, one
that persisted well into the nineteenth century. Other requests, however,
including burials under church altars, came to an end.
Still, Murrieta’s burial would have been austere by the standards of Mexico
City’s elite. Sonora’s remoteness and impoverished material culture forced
even the wealthiest Sonorans to have modest funerals. In contrast to Mexico
City, which was home to hundreds of monasteries, convents, and cathedrals
that dated back to the sixteenth century, Sonora had a chronic shortage of
priests or missionaries, and its churches were scattered about a vast desert
and mountain landscape. There were simply not enough clerics, candles,
vestments, and other finery in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Sonora to
sustain a “good death” in fine baroque style. As Will de Chaparro has noted
in the case of colonial New Mexico, “The nature of life on the periphery of
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the Spanish empire made it impossible to apply seamlessly the baroque model
in its entirety, and people adapted and transformed elements of the model
in a necessary concession to local conditions.”30 Baroque and enlightenment
sensibilities often coexisted in the Sonoran Borderlands as well, but necessity
always dictated a baroque culture simpler on the northern frontier than in
central Mexico.
A shift in deathways to an “enlightened” sensibility is especially notable in
the burial location. After 1829 most Sonorans stopped requesting interment
under the altars of their churches and cathedrals. As the Bourbon reformers
had dictated, several communities in Sonora built cemeteries in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries; their timing placed northern
New Spain in line with similar trends in Mexico’s urban core. In contrast
to Veracruz, Mexico City, and neighboring New Mexico, however, there is
no evidence that Sonorans protested these changes in burial practices.31 In
1786, for example, one year before the Royal Cemetery Order of 1787, the
previously mentioned Antonio Estrada was interred in El Campo Santo
cemetery near the Presidio of Pitic, but his request of twenty-two masses for
his soul reflected how baroque and enlightened funerary practices could
coexist within a single will. Indeed, the shift away from baroque expression
was not consistent, nor was it simply a top-down process.32
Over time, other Sonorans followed Estrada’s lead with requests for cemetery burials. In 1842 Florencio Chacón filed his last will and testament in
Pitic (now Hermosillo), and in contrast to his colonial predecessors, he asked
that his family provide him a “simple burial” in a cemetery at the edge of
town. Despite this enlightened request, Chacón’s appeal for a simple burial
in a cemetery had become commonplace by the middle of the nineteenth
century. Chacón’s will contained religious language professing his belief in
the Holy Trinity and in the Roman Catholic Church as the defender of the
one true faith. Chacón described himself as a Catholic and faithful Christian
deeply devoted to the Virgin Mary, Mother of God, but he left all remaining
decisions, including interment of his body and prayers for his eternal soul,
to the wishes of his surviving heirs.33
As time progressed, fewer testators even mentioned their faith, and their
wills left out any mention of burial requests. Although colonial and early
republican wills among Sonora’s lay population display a strong sense of
religiosity, a decline in the use of religious language and burial requests is
noticeable by the 1840s. It is likely, however, that the waning use of religious
language reflected more a secularization of the Mexican state and a shift in
the pro forma writing style of notaries, than a decline in the religious faith
of the testators.
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Circulation of Spiritual and Material Culture
Spiritual and emotional supplications toward the Divine and toward family members and servants were often mentioned in the final testaments
of the dying, especially before the 1830s. In 1819 in Hermosillo, don Juan
José Buelna left one hundred pesos to a niece named Barvara because she
had nursed him during the illness that eventually led to his death, and he
explicitly mentioned his gratitude for her devotion.34 In 1832 Ignacio Araiza
from Pueblo de Seris left one daughter, María Jesus, three cows in addition
to her regular share of inheritance as a token of his gratitude, apparently for
her loyalty and willingness to care for him during his illness. Meanwhile,
two other daughters, Juana and Candelaria, received nothing from the estate
because of “the ingratitude” they had shown their father by bringing an earlier
lawsuit against him.35
Testators occasionally made requests for reconciliation a central message
to their heirs. Juan Pablo Huandurraga’s concerns that his children from
separate marriages would quarrel after his passing compelled him to write
in his will a brief message urging peace. When alcalde Antonio Andrade
and witnesses from Hermosillo arrived at Huandurraga’s home to help him
notarize his will, he begged his children not to question how he divided
his estate and, above all, not to resort to the courts to resolve any disputes.36
Ignacio Araiza, who excluded two of his legitimate daughters from his will,
concluded by acknowledging that some children from his first marriage were
disgruntled with how his first wife’s estate was divided, thus hinting at the
reasons his daughters may have previously sued him in court. To “clear his
conscience” over previous confrontations, he hoped that the division of his
estate would rectify any perceived inequities.37 Wills, then, were also places
where the dying tried to inform and persuade the living and hoped to exert
a measure of control over their heirs in the future.
A few men also sought to leave at least some of their estate to illegitimate
children and to forge reconciliation among their legitimate and illegitimate
heirs. Florencio Chacón, for example, left land to his illegitimate son, Joaquín
Chacón, and urged his wife and two legitimate sons, who were his executors,
to treat Joaquín as a son and brother and not to contest his legacy to Chacón.38
Don Trinidad Duarte also left a part of his estate in the form of livestock to
an illegitimate son amid protests from his two legitimate children.39 Both
Chacón and Duarte had anticipated resentment from their legitimate heirs
and implored their children to maintain peace within the family.
Notables in Sonora also used their final wills and testaments to extend a
final gesture of gratitude and generosity to servants, reflecting the paternalistic
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nature of their relationship with at least some workers, particularly criados.40
Criados were indigenous servants or “adopted” children who provided
household service. Many notables left them clothing, gave away saints and
rosaries, or shared livestock. Some amos (household heads) absolved all
debts as a show of gratitude for faithful service. Don Rafael Morales from
Arizpe, for example, forgave several of his smaller debtors.41 In the process,
Morales demonstrated to servants, relatives, and the community that even
in death, he could afford to forgive debts. The practice also likely elevated
the status of surviving heirs. In 1820 in Arizpe, doña María Nicolasa Corella
left all her everyday clothing to two criadas, María Rosa and Beatriz. Don
Juan José Buelna left ten young female horses and one potro (young stallion)
to a criado named Xavier, and six female horses and a stallion to a second
criado, Rafael. Buelna explained in his will that he had raised Xavier and
Rafael in his household from the time they were children. Such expressions

above final page of the will of don
juan josé buelna
(Will of Don Juan José Buelna, 1819, Juzgado
Civil, Hermosillo, tomo 1200; courtesy of the
Archivo Judicial del Estado de Sonora)
right first page of the will of don vicente antunez
(Will of Don Vicente Antunez, 1828, Juzgado Civil, Hermosillo, tomo 1204; courtesy of the
Archivo Judicial del Estado de Sonora)
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middle page of the will of don vicente antunez
(Will of Don Vicente Antunez, 1828, Juzgado Civil, Hermosillo, tomo 1204; courtesy
of the Archivo Judicial del Estado de Sonora)

of affection toward criados show how household servants were sometimes at
once laborers and family, although they were always subordinate to legitimate children. Despite Xavier’s and Rafael’s loyalty and whatever affections
Buelna expressed in his will to his “adopted” children, by law they did not
inherit portions of his considerable estate equal to those received by his four
legitimate children.42
Women also used their wills to bestow gifts of jewelry or religious objects
to relatives and servants, a baroque practice that survives in various ways to
the present day in the Sonoran Borderlands.43 Daughters, nieces, and servants
often inherited religious gifts including images of saints, votives, statues,
milagros, crosses, and rosaries. With these spiritual objects, Sonoran women
conveyed knowledge of which saints and devotions were most important or
meaningful to them and of what beliefs and practices they hoped to pass on
to the next generation. The objects themselves were conduits between the
Divine and the material world, providing protection from illness, accidents,
and disease. Leaving these sacred objects for chosen individuals was a way
to show affection and concern for a favored family member or servant, and
equally important, these gifts provided a way to give them protection even
after the testator’s death.
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The importance ascribed to prized religious possessions was rooted in the
much older veneration of holy relics for their healing abilities and their role
as passages between the earthly and the Divine. Reverence for images and
relics had a scriptural basis originating in eleventh-century Europe. Although
the Catholic Church regulated the approval of relics more closely during
and after the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century, their veneration
spread to the Americas both in the form of imported relics from Europe and
indigenous holy objects that showed miraculous power.44
The spiritual significance that Sonorans attributed to saintly images was
most evident in wills of women. When dying, they left requests for the passage
of their most cherished holy objects to beloved family members and loyal
servants. The power and hope people invested in saintly images to mediate
between the Divine and profane is evident in a public altercation that broke
out in a Hermosillo church during Easter mass in 1834.45
In a violent outburst on Easter morning that horrified Hermosillo’s residents, Josefa Galavéz assaulted Valentina Rosas in a church transept over a
public affair that she was conducting with her husband. Galavéz, a seamstress,
delivered several blows to her rival, Rosas, and tore off her rebozo and head
covering before several onlookers separated the women and whisked Rosas
out of sight. According to Galavéz, her husband had been living with Rosas
for some time. Now abandoned, she and her children had to survive on the
meager wages that Galavéz earned as a seamstress.46
Especially notable in this case is that the Hermosillo parishioners believed
the saints in the church were alive and approached the images with a measure
of trepidation. Judges, lawyers, and witnesses made frequent reference to the
scandal out of fear because the fight happened “before the images of God.”47
An assault in a house of worship, in plain view of saints and other venerated
images, added to the gravity of Galavéz’s crime. Her legal defender, Encarnación Estrella, argued that Galavéz’s violent outburst undoubtedly sprang
from unbridled passion and that she should therefore receive a pardon. According to Estrella, Galavéz must have been out of her mind in the moment,
for only a woman whose senses had taken flight from profound grief and
rage would commit the appalling sin of fighting in a church in plain view
of the saintly images.48 Estrella succeeded in winning Galavéz a pardon. He
clearly believed that the saints and godly images possessed an awareness of
Galavéz’s and Rosas’s unconscionable behavior. The women, particularly
Galavéz, had violated and defiled a sacred space where holy objects had the
power to observe, judge, and address worldly concerns.
Over time, Sonorans entered into a reciprocal relationship with saintly
objects and images, petitioning them in times of need and offering them gifts
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for answered prayers. Parishioners in Chimayó, New Mexico, for example,
left the Holy Child of Atocha gifts of tiny shoes that he could use on his
nighttime journeys of compassion and healing.49 During times of war and
political upheaval, the saints needed people of devotion to protect them
from harm and neglect. In the early 1930s, the Cristero Revolt persisted in
northern Mexico between those citizens loyal to the Church and officials
supporting the revolutionary state. A famous story from 1932 of a nineteenthcentury statue of El Niño Dios de Caborca involves a woman who brought
the venerated object home to re-dress him for Christmas. While the statue
was in her home, Sonoran state officials came to Caborca’s small church
and burned all its religious icons, yet El Niño remained safely hidden away.
Indeed, stories of local parishioners protecting and hiding venerated religious
objects were common from this period.50
Sonora’s wills provide a glimpse into the lives of devoted guardians of
religious icons from the nineteenth century and reinforce the idea that these
objects were at once communal and private possessions. In 1863 María Teresa Vazquez, a prosperous land and mill owner from Caborca in the Altar
district, left in her will extensive instructions about several saintly images and
statues that came into her possession from the Church of San Yldefonso de
la Ceneguía after the mining community became depopulated as a result of
ongoing wars with the Apaches. She bequeathed the statues of San Yldefonso
de la Ceneguía to the Iglesia del Pitiquito, but only on the condition that the
parishioners of Pitiquito return the statues should Ceneguía repopulate.51 It
is impossible to know the fate of all these objects, but the comparison of the
El Niño Dios de Caborca from 1932 with the statues of Ceneguía suggests
prominent women, not priests, served as guardians of the icons.
In the nineteenth century, the prominent role of women was likely due in
part to the shortage of priests in remote corners of Sonora, but by the twentieth century, rural priests in northern Mexico were often locked in conflict
with the revolutionary government and may not have been in a position to
protect sacred statues, saint images and relics, and altar screens. Moreover, the
evidence from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries suggests that religious
objects belonged more to the laity than to church officials. From available
evidence, it is difficult to know whether these women saw themselves as owners or guardians of these sacred objects. Over decades and even centuries,
family, parish, or place informed or defined their provenance, and women
were their keepers or custodians.
In addition to bequeathing several church sculptures in 1863, Vazquez held
a private collection of religious icons that she passed on to beloved friends
and relatives. Vazquez never married, she had no children, and her parents
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were deceased; so she had considerable freedom to choose her inheritors.
She gave María Sacramento Vanegas de Bojorquez the largest of three paintings of la Purisima Concepción, and she left the two smaller paintings to her
sisters, Elena and María Jesus Vanegas. In addition to the religious images,
Vazquez left behind silver plates, cups, and furniture as well as land and
livestock.52 Given Vazquez’s wealth, she had a large amount of property and
possessions to distribute in her will, but she mentioned the religious icons
first and foremost. This is possibly because these objects, which had served
as her bridge to the Divine in life, now bound her to her closest family and
to a community of believers in death.

gran aniversario de la feria de san juan de los lagos, 1797 a 1899
(Photograph courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Digital
Collection, digital image no. ppmsc-04456)
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Death among Enemies and “the Other”
Wills provide a glimpse into how Mexicans in Sonora used holy objects and
crafted spiritual messages to define the contours of family and religious community, but they reveal little about how Sonorans viewed the deathways of
outsiders and enemies. As a region on the periphery of an empire and, later,
a fledgling nation-state, Sonora had long been a place where people from
different cultures intermingled and engaged in conflict. In this context of
ethnic conflict, the systematic desecration of bodies belonging to outsiders
and enemies was fundamental to how Hispanic and indigenous Sonorans
experienced death and understood the afterlife. In particular, the growing
violence between Mexicans and Apaches occurred in a larger context of
political revolution and postcolonial state building. The collapse of the
Spanish regime in Mexico in 1821 ended an already fragile negotiated peace
between the Apaches and the Spanish royal army. Without the steady supply
of goods for gifts and exchange, Native raiding and warfare returned to the
region. Intermittent warfare broke out on the Sonoran frontier after 1820,
lasting through the 1870s. Over five thousand Mexicans died in these conflicts and another four thousand residents fled their settlements or villages to
safer communities such as Hermosillo and Horcasitas. (No existing official
records record the number of Apaches who died during this period.) Armed
rebellions among Yaquis to the south in 1825–1827 and 1832–1833 also challenged Mexican hegemony in Sonora.53 Meanwhile in western Sonora, Seris
raided ranches for cattle and food, and engaged in warfare with neighboring
Mexican communities. Taken together, killing enemies and taking captives
in the early republican era easily surpassed the considerable devastation of
the eighteenth-century colonial wars.
During this period, the treatment of enemies in death, and even crosscultural observations of death and burial at peacetime, served as markers of
savagery for the Spanish and for indigenous peoples. Deathways, like gender
roles and family life, were prime arenas for cultural confusion and misunderstanding. Pfefferkorn, for example, was surprised by the “astonishing tranquility”
of indigenous Sonorans in the face of death: “No person can be more quiet,
tranquil, and unmoved at his departure from this life than a dying Sonoran.”54
Pfefferkorn concluded that the equanimity of the dying was a product of a
“lifelong animal-like manner of existence” and an ignorance of the potential
dangers to the eternal soul at the time of the agonía.55 For an eighteenth-century
Christian missionary like Pfefferkorn, the fate of one’s soul hung in the balance
between heaven and hell, and a placid response in the face of temptation and
possible eternal damnation was baffling and troubling.
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The observations of Enlightenment-era missionaries also reflect what
historian Erik Seeman has described as an inclusive, universalizing tendency
in how Europeans perceived deathways in other cultures.56 Despite Pfefforkorn’s incomprehension of Native views on the afterlife, for example, he did
believe that most indigenous Sonorans showed “a kind of reverence for the
deceased.”57 He described how unconverted O’odhams dug graves in the earth
and carefully buried the deceased with jugs of water and pinole (corn meal),
weapons, and whatever other items the deceased had used during his or her
lifetime. Juan Nentvig, another Jesuit missionary active in the Pimería Alta,
claimed that when infants died, their families left them breast milk from their
mothers for several days. These graves were covered with large logs, sticks,
and twigs, and packed with a mound of earth.58 Pfefforkorn also observed
that among indigenous peoples along the Gila and Colorado rivers, women
mourners wailed in low, sad tones while family members of the deceased
looked on with no obvious display of grief. For Pfefferkorn, such customs
suggested “strong proof that they had some notion of the immortality of the
soul, although this idea was obscure and mixed with absurdity.”59 He, like most
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century observers, could scarcely understand the
cultural and religious significance of these practices on Native terms, but the
O’odham obviously believed that their family members would need these
items in the afterlife and that lamentations aided in a proper passage to the
hereafter.
Still, an inclusive view of deathways did not necessarily lead to mutual
understanding and respect. Seeman argues, “Because all felt that the dead
deserved respectful treatment, corpse desecration marked the highest form of
humiliation one could inflict upon one’s enemies.”60 In the case of Apaches,
a proper burial was vital to prevent unwelcome visits from the deceased to
family members and to avoid the use of the corpse for witchcraft. During the
colonial period, the Spanish committed atrocities against the Apaches with the
intention of violating these burial taboos and tormenting the survivors during
brutal wartime clashes. Descriptions of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
massacres in the Aravaipa Canyon and the San Pedro River Valley recount
how the Spanish hung bodies of the dead on posts, left them on battlefields,
and cut off ears and other body parts as trophies. Apaches found public display
and dismemberment of corpses particularly gruesome and savage, because
these practices deprived family members of a proper customary burial.61
For both the Apaches and the Spanish, the treatment of the enemy’s body in
warfare figured prominently in how each group demeaned and demoralized
the other, even if they ascribed different religious and cultural significance
to desecration. Pfefferkorn described how the Apaches and other Native
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Sonorans created terror in the region by scalping their war victims both dead
and alive.62 There is no evidence that Apaches traditionally scalped their
enemies, and in fact, their reluctance to handle the dead for fear of supernatural retribution likely made it an infrequent and relatively recent practice.
More often, the Apaches inflicted violence to avenge a wrong, such as the
murder of a family member, and to restore balance between communities.63
In contrast, the Spanish and Mexican governments used systemic scalping
against the Apaches to inflict terror and disgust, and to acquire trophies in
return for rewards of one hundred pesos per scalp.64
Moreover, the mutilation of corpses and the use of torture dehumanized enemies in ways that were often gendered. Borderlands scholar Nicole
Guidotti-Hernández’s work on the perpetration of violence on Apache bodies
during the Camp Grant Massacre near Tucson in the spring of 1871 highlights
how “colonialism itself is structured by the logic of sexual violence.”65 The
aggressors in this attack included Anglos, Mexicans, and Tohono O’odham
men. While the testimonies of the perpetrators often elided references to
rape and dismemberment, references to sexual violence and the clubbing of
women’s and children’s heads and faces so as to make them unrecognizable
appeared later in Tohono O’odham songs and Anglo literature. GuidottiHernández emphasizes that damaging the distinct physical characteristics
of the individual women and children they raped during the rampage served
to distance the perpetrators from their own offense.66 Yet it was also an attempt to rob the victims of their humanity and to eliminate the possibility of
a proper burial. If reverence for one’s body at the time of death was a basic
birthright, then rape and dismemberment were the most horrific ways to deny
a person’s humanity. A most extreme demonstration to the dying and their
surviving relatives was that they stood outside family, religious community,
civilization, and humanity.
Among Mexicans, the welfare of widows and orphans as victims of
barbarous atrocities also became part of an increasingly hostile discourse
against the Apaches and served to justify unabated violence against Apache
communities including their women and children. When the justice of the
peace in Tumacacori sent a report on people widowed and orphaned in his
jurisdiction by Apache attacks, he briefly discussed María Antonia Creipa,
emphasizing how she had “lost both her parents at the hands of cruel enemies,
the Apaches.”67 Apaches’ destruction of entire families and communities, not
only individuals, and their willingness to harm even women and children
established their barbarism all the more. Pejorative terms such as “cruel,”
“barbaric,” and “savage” were commonplace in Mexican correspondence.
This essentialist view of the Apaches among nineteenth-century Mexican
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officials served to defend policies of removal and defilement on the part of
the Mexican state.
The desecration of enemy bodies was not unique to Native-European
relations. Ties between the Apaches and the O’odhams were characterized
by periods of violence and formed part of a shared oral tradition and cultural
framework for interpreting a long history of mutual enmity. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Apaches and the O’odhams believed that
their wars involved a rivalry for power that I’itoi, or Older Brother, placed
between the communities. The O’odhams performed rituals of purification
after killing an Apache in battle. The process involved isolation, bathing, and
cleansing on the part of the warrior. The community also danced with the war
trophies, which were often enemy body parts. The O’odhams believed that
Apache bodies possessed a dangerous force, and these post-battle rituals were
necessary to transform this perilous energy into something that the O’odhams
could control and utilize for healing and reproduction. Historian Karl Jacoby
also notes that the trophies of battle, once neutralized, were welcomed “like a
relative,” a practice suggesting an intersection between the violence of warfare
and intimacy associated with kinship.68 Repeated patterns of mutilation and
rape, and the use of body parts as trophies reveal that defiling the bodies of
dead enemies also became entangled with broader cultural traditions and
religious beliefs related to creation and the afterlife.
Conclusion
In nineteenth-century Sonora, deathways became a means to fashion boundaries between family and stranger, Christian and pagan, and human and
savage. Beyond showing landholding and inheritance patterns, Sonora’s wills
reveal the circulation of spiritual objects and the persistence of a baroque
material culture in this outlying region. Supplications to God and family for
remembrance and prayers expose a thriving “spiritual economy” within the
region’s lay community. Testators—particularly women—bequeathed saint
statues, paintings, and rosaries to their loved ones, and in the process, they
contributed to the endurance of baroque lay religious expression despite
encroaching enlightened religiosity and a declining official church presence
during the early republican era.69
The transition to a more austere, enlightened piety, as expressed through
requests for simple burials and the development of cemeteries on the edges of
towns across Sonora suggests that religious expression in northern New Spain
was in line with broader changes taking place across the colony during the late
eighteenth century. Nevertheless, wills also reveal the persistence of religious
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practices within families that had once been an integral part of a baroque
“good death,” including the circulation of spiritual objects and requests for
prayers. Women were the primary agents of these baroque communal traditions, but one would be mistaken to simply conclude that Sonoran women
were a conservative force in religious expression during this time. Women
requested simple burials in their wills as frequently as men did by the middle
of the nineteenth century. Rather, these women were skillful at incorporating both baroque and enlightenment practices into Sonoran deathways in a
manner that allowed baroque expression to delineate the contours of family
and community through the circulation of spiritual objects.
Finally, wills worked to define family, religious community, and ethnic
identity at a time of heightened conflict between Mexicans and indigenous
peoples. Local conditions of ethnic violence and warfare across several generations made deathways powerful markers of civilization and savagery for
both Hispanic and indigenous communities. In nineteenth-century Sonora,
wills provided a way to demonstrate who belonged within a family, who was
part of a circle of close friends, who performed devoted service, and who was
included within a spiritual community through the circulation of holy objects.
Yet these practices formed only part of a broader system of cultural practices
surrounding deathways that included both the treatment of loved ones and
the (mis)treatment of enemies. In order to understand deathways and burial
practices in the broadest sense, historians must also explore behavior toward
outsiders and enemies in death. Such an examination is particularly important
in a region like nineteenth-century Sonora, a time and place characterized by
persisting ethnic conflict. Defilement of enemies’ bodies in warfare became
a way to demoralize and humiliate “the other,” as well as a way to define the
boundaries between one’s friends and family and one’s adversaries.
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Review Essay

william r. swagerty and the indianization of the corps of
discovery
Jay H. Buckley

I

n 1984 historian James P. Ronda published his pathbreaking Lewis and
Clark among the Indians, which set the standard for ethnographic analysis
of Native relations and the Lewis and Clark Expedition. Three decades
later, historian William R. Swagerty has added an important sequel, appropriately accompanied with Ronda’s foreword, highlighting how individuals
are changed by the people they encounter. In volumes 1 and 2 of The Indianization of Lewis and Clark (2012), Swagerty expands upon Ronda’s earlier
study by advocating that to accurately understand the economic, political,
diplomatic, and cultural relations between the Corps of Discovery and the
Indian nations, one must recognize that perhaps the most significant factor
contributing to the expedition’s success was the degree to which they borrowed objects and material culture from Natives to become “Indianized.”
Swagerty employs the term “Indianization” to describe the gradual process whereby the Corps of Discovery acculturated Indian ways, a concept
Swagerty derived from anthropologist A. Irving Hollowell, who explained
how Euro Americans physically and mentally changed when they came
into contact with American Indians. Swagerty establishes a baseline of Jeffersonian America’s concepts of race, culture, medicine, food, and clothes to

The Indianization of Lewis and Clark. By William R. Swagerty, foreword by James P. Ronda. 2
vols. (Norman: The Arthur H. Clark Company, an imprint of the University of Oklahoma Press,
2012. Vol. 1: xxvii + 343 pp. Vol. 2: pp. 345–778. 11 color plates, 49 halftones, line drawings, maps,
12 tables, selected bibliography, index. $90.00 cloth, isbn 9780-87062-413-1). Jay H. Buckley is
an associate professor of history at Brigham Young University.
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demonstrate the degree to which the expedition was “completely metamorphosed” by extensive material adaptation and cultural borrowing from Native
nations. While following the Corps to the Pacific and back, Swagerty has
“demonstrated that the men were profoundly transformed and the potential
for a different understanding of the Indian impact on America was revealed”
(p. 46).
Swagerty’s exhaustive research chronicles the extensive material adaptation and cultural borrowing between the expedition and their hosts. His study
provides a dual analysis because it illuminates both white and Indian views
regarding apparel, cartography, cuisine, diplomacy, housing, languages, material culture, medicine, science, sexual mores, technology, transportation, and
world views. At the outset of their journey, the Americans’ views formed one
circle and the Indians’ views formed another circle that barely intersected.
After demonstrating how the expedition thought, ate, dressed, and lived at
the outset of their journey, he expertly illustrates the changes that occurred
when they came into close contact with Indian customs, values, and ideals.
To a significant degree, the expedition gradually underwent a process of acculturation, blending American and Indian ways of eating, lodging, traveling,
and dressing. By journey’s end, those two disparate circles of American and
Indian views overlapped to a considerable degree.
The presence of cultural brokers—liaisons between Indian and white
worlds—also aided the expedition. French Canadians, Creoles, Métis, the
Shoshone woman Sacagawea, and other personnel contributed greatly to the
Indianization process within the Corps as American cultural baggage ran out
or was replaced with Native baggage. As the Corps proceeded, a number of
transformations occurred: clothing comprised of wool, linen, cotton, and
flannel gave way to leather moccasins, leggings and breechcloths, and woven
Indian hats; American health practices and medicines were supplemented
by Native cures; keelboats and pirogues were abandoned and replaced by
Native canoes and Indian ponies; culinary options changed from a diet of
pickled pork, flour, and butter to an Indian diet of corn, venison, salmon,
and assorted root vegetables and berries; military tents and forts temporarily
gave way to Indian lodges; and single bachelors engaged in intimate relations
with Native women.
Swagerty asserts that “America is still learning lessons from [Meriwether]
Lewis and [William] Clark [including] the cardinal significance of the Indianization within American culture.” The journals kept by the expedition
members “testify to the Indian influences that enabled them to understand
situations, to comprehend material realities, to analyze possibilities, and
to simply proceed on, day by day” (p. 678). Swagerty concludes that “this
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national epic was made possible by Indians, and by Lewis, Clark, and their
Corps of Discovery’s willingness to learn and adapt Indian ways” (p. 681).
Significantly, the speed and degree to which the expedition adopted Indian
ways played a crucial role in their very survival and ultimately contributed
to their successful return.
Although Swagerty is entirely convincing in demonstrating how the Corps
of Discovery was changed physically with their encounter with American
Indians, he is less convincing of how the mutual encounter altered the expedition mentally. One example that Swagerty did not use, but would have
supported his thesis of a mental transformation, was how Clark, after being
separated from Lewis, actually changed some of his diplomatic speeches in
order to incorporate voices from nature and from horses, as represented by
Clark’s written (but never delivered) speech to the Crow Nation.
Swagerty has authored numerous articles on the fur trade, is a contributor to the Smithsonian’s Handbook of North American Indians, and serves as
the director of the John Muir Center at the University of the Pacific. This
massive two-volume set, encyclopedic in scope, is his magnum opus. Seven
maps, several tables, and sixty-five illustrations accompany the seven hundred
pages of text and nearly two thousand footnotes. Swagerty aptly demonstrates
both his prodigious knowledge and command of a vast array of interdisciplinary source material as well as his penchant to include nearly every relevant
fact imaginable. The casual reader unacquainted with the Lewis and Clark
Expedition may find the narrative too tedious or detailed to fully appreciate.
Some may wonder why the author provides so much evidence and minutia,
offering numerous examples to illustrate or prove a point when a few may
have sufficed. However, a preference toward accessibility most certainly
would have sacrificed the breadth and depth this study achieves.
Scholars and readers who are already familiar with Lewis and Clark’s epic
journey will enjoy and laud this appraisal of Indian America’s influence upon
the Corps of Discovery. This beautiful set of books from Arthur H. Clark and
the University of Oklahoma Press represents a major contribution to Lewis
and Clark scholarship, specifically, and exploration scholarship, generally.
All who take the effort to retrace and contemplate the transformation of this
military expedition into an Indianized one will benefit from the exercise.
Swagerty’s Indianization of the Lewis and Clark Expedition rightly joins
Ronda’s Lewis and Clark among the Indians as two of the best sources on
the ethnography of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
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Review Essay

robert m. utley’s biography of geronimo
Robert Wooster

A

s former chief historian of the National Park Service and prolific author,
Robert M. Utley has shaped our understanding of the American West
for five decades. His celebrated books include histories of the massacre at
Wounded Knee, the Indian frontier from 1846 to 1890, the mountain men,
and the Lincoln County War; two volume histories of both the U.S. Army
in the nineteenth century West and the Texas Rangers; and biographies of
George A. Custer, Billy the Kid, and Sitting Bull. Featuring careful research,
elegant prose, incisive analysis, and the ability to explain complicated events
to a broad audience, Utley has always been willing to examine controversial
subjects and, when necessary, to challenge conventional orthodoxy and current fashion. His newest project, Geronimo (2012)—a biography of the storied
Apache leader—fits admirably within those traditions, and will serve as the
standard scholarly account of the subject for years to come.
Utley devotes considerable attention to documenting Geronimo’s life story.
Born in 1823 in the upper Gila River Valley of the Mogollon Mountains of
western New Mexico, Geronimo was a member of the Bedonkohe band of
the Chiricahua Apaches. As a young man he followed Mangas Coloradas
(Red Sleeves), taking part in the raids and wars of his people into Sonora and
Chihuahua. The murder of Mangas Coloradas while in U.S. Army captivity in

Geronimo. By Robert M. Utley. The Lamar Series in Western History. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012. xii + 348 pp. 27 halftones, 13 maps, appendix, abbreviations, notes, bibliography,
index. $30.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-300-12638-9.) Robert Wooster is regents professor of history at
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi.
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1863, followed by the death of Cochise in 1874, loosened the old Chiricahua
alliances. All the while, Geronimo participated in numerous raids into Mexico
and throughout the American Southwest. Captured in 1877 and removed to
the San Carlos Agency, he made his first break from reservation life following
a tiswin drunk and led his followers into Mexico before returning in January
1880. A second flight to Mexico came twenty months later, with Geronimo
assuming an increasingly visible leadership role on both sides of the border.
He dodged Mexican and U.S. troops until he surrendered to Gen. George
Crook’s officers and Indian scouts, who tracked him deep into Mexico, in
May 1883.
Geronimo’s final breakout came in May 1885. Following another extended
foray into the Sierra Madre, he again agreed to terms with Crook, only to
bolt before returning to Arizona. With Geronimo attacking travelers and
settlers, Gen. Nelson A. Miles, who replaced Crook as commander of the
Department of Arizona, mobilized nearly five thousand regulars and soon
drove the army’s nemesis back into Mexico. Even so, it was only after the
government packed the remaining reservation Chiricahuas off to Florida
and Miles adopted Crook’s strategy of using Indian auxiliaries led by regular
officers that Geronimo ultimately surrendered in September 1886. As de facto
prisoners of war, Geronimo and the Chiricahua fighters were dispatched to
Fort Pickens, Florida. In May 1888, all of the Chiricahuas were reunited at
Mount Vernon Barracks, Alabama. Six years later, high rates of sickness and
mortality led the War Department to transfer them to Fort Sill, Oklahoma
Territory, where the aging Geronimo spent the remainder of his life.
To understand the complex life of his complex subject, Utley correctly insists
that the twenty-first-century reader must understand the culture and lifeways of
nineteenth-century Chiricahua Apaches while recognizing that contemporaries
usually did nothing of the sort. “Indian-white relations were best understood
in terms of two radically different ‘thoughtworlds,’” he explained in the preface to the second edition of The Last Days of the Sioux Nation, “condemned
never to understand each other, forever to talk past each other” (Utley [1963]
2004, p. xiii). Particularly significant to Geronimo’s story was the Chiricahua
distinction between raiding and open warfare. Whereas raids were designed
to replenish needed goods and secure material gain without risking casualties,
wars sought revenge for insult or injury. Of course victims of Chiricahua raids
recognized no such distinctions, demanding armed responses to any loss of
life and property. Such retaliation escalated violence and justified the quest
for revenge between these very different cultures.
As Utley demonstrates, tribalism and factionalism among Chiricahuas
also rendered impossible the American myth that Geronimo was ever “chief”
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of anything, or that he was solely important as a warrior. Even among his
own Bedonkohes he tended to defer to hereditary chiefs. Never the equal of
Mangas Coloradas as a diplomatic or political leader, Geronimo lacked the
allegiance of all of the Chinenne, Chokonen, and Nednhi Chiricahuas, although various white officials dubbed him “captain” of various combinations
(pp. 95, 98). In the wake of his final surrender, for example, only twenty-seven
Chiricahuas boarded Florida-bound trains, including fifteen men (two of
whom were scouts who had worked for the army), nine women, and three
children. In the last two years of warfare, he and his followers engaged in
only two minor skirmishes with the army. For a man whose reputation among
whites rested on his military exploits, it was Geronimo’s ability to avoid combat
that characterized his most effective years as an Apache leader.
Although the nation’s perception of him stemmed more from sensational
newspaper accounts than reality, Utley shows that Geronimo nonetheless
enjoyed great stature among his people. In addition to displaying courage
and skill during raids and wars, his Apache peers credited him with possessing a special “Power,” an indefinite but very real talent to influence future
events (pp. 2, 21). Rivals and followers alike agreed that as a shaman whose
songs and ceremonies summoned mystical forces, Geronimo enjoyed healing
powers, the ability to bring rain, and the power to locate or escape from the
enemy. Among his revelations was an insistence that no bullet or projectile
would ever hurt him; to a people who revered military deeds, such a belief
could be powerful medicine indeed. Even during his captivity Geronimo
remained an influential figure, generally supporting the continuation of
traditional culture, acting as school disciplinarian, and presiding as justice of
the peace in tribal disputes. Geronimo’s decisions, wrote one contemporary
officer, were “‘eminently wise, acute, and to the point. He has an excellent
influence over the other Indians’” (p. 243).
Utley launches a direct assault on yet another simplistic myth, which by
sheer repetition has gained wide acceptance: the assertion that Indians fought
righteous wars simply to protect their homelands from the intrusions of outsiders. Although such was often the case, it never applied to Geronimo. “The
upper Gila River and Mogollon Mountains comprised his actual homeland,”
insists Utley, which “could be broadened into southwestern New Mexico
and southeastern Arizona” (p. 130). Mexico, the site of so many of his raids
and wars, was by no means part of his homeland. Indeed, Geronimo and
many Chiricahuas held a special hatred of Mexicans. In Geronimo’s case,
this enmity seems to have stemmed from the deaths of his wife and three
young children at the hands of Mexican soldiers in 1851. In Utley’s view,
Geronimo did not fight to protect his tribe’s ancient claims; rather, he
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fought “for his values and life-way,” a more complex yet ultimately satisfying
description (p. 263).
Consequently, the present treatment is not as sympathetic as Angie Debo’s
earlier standard, Geronimo: The Man, His Time, His Place (1976). Alternately
defiant and submissive, suspicious to the point of conspiratorial, a notorious
liar (to whites as well as other Indians, including Chiricahuas), torturer, and
murderer, Utley’s Geronimo is “a not very likeable man,” who interpreted his
culture to best meet his own purposes (p. 3). Thus this “deeply committed
family man” had nine wives and protested most vigorously when the army
insisted that wife-beating must end (p. 267). As the author acknowledges, the
complicated nature of his subject’s personality belies any facile characterizations. For example, the “complex and contradictory” Geronimo accepted the
white man’s medicine in seeking a cure for his venereal disease even as he
remained an acknowledged healer among his own people; an exceptional
tactician, on several occasions he relaxed his vigilance, which allowed Mexican and U.S. enemies to sack and destroy his encampments (p. 264).
In his epilogue of Geronimo, Utley juxtaposes Geronimo with other famous
Indian leaders. Utley describes Sitting Bull as “an undeviating product of his
culture,” a leader who acted in accord with the ways of his people (p. 268).
In his study of Geronimo, however, Utley finds no such unifying theme.
Confronted with this conundrum and acknowledging that white and Indian
perspectives were often fundamentally different, Utley bravely eschews the
safe, traditional narrative in which the omniscient historian outlines what
happened, when it happened, and why it happened. In its place, Geronimo
takes its readers not on a straight line, but on a more difficult path which
often presents events first as Geronimo and his fellow Chiricahuas understood
them, followed by a recounting of those affairs from the alternate white worldview. Though intellectually honest, this represents a courageous choice, for
the resulting complexity requires even the most experienced scholar to read
and re-read the twisting narrative. In a sense, Utley is like the bold political
leader who stakes his reputation upon a policy that is sure to fully please no
one. To fully realize the richness of the subject, he challenges readers to be
intelligent, thoughtful, and determined to understand the past, even if that
past confounds any easy simplifications.

Book Reviews

A Great Aridness: Climate Change and the Future of the American Southwest. By William deBuys. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011. xii
+ 369 pp. 30 halftones, 11 maps, charts, graphs, acknowledgments, notes,
bibliography, index. $27.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-1997-7892-8, $19.95 paper, isbn
978-0-1999-7467-2.)
To many Americans, global climate change seems distant, in both space
and time. But as William deBuys demonstrates in A Great Aridness, those
living in the American Southwest are already witnessing the effects of climate
change in the here and now. Increasing average temperatures, earlier snowmelt, diminished reservoirs, insect outbreaks in the woodlands and forests,
and raging forest fires are all linked to human-caused climate change that
is only just beginning. Deep, crushing droughts have a long history in the
Southwest, deBuys notes, but the addition of greenhouse gas emissions means
that future megadroughts will be significantly hotter and more dramatic.
The focus of this wise, compelling book is on the present and future, and
yet it is profoundly informed by the past. DeBuys is a prize-winning environmental historian, an accomplished conservationist, and a gifted storyteller.
Here he plays the role of guide, taking us through the arid landscape to
underscore three basic points: that the causes of climate change are multiple
and complex; that humans have amplified climatic oscillations; and that we
have the capacity to adapt, if only we rise to the challenge.
The journey on which deBuys takes us begins with a lucid discussion of
the scientific evidence of climate change. Along the way, he introduces us to
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leading experts in climatology, ecology, hydrology, range science, and water
management. He stops at felicitous guideposts—Biosphere II, the Colorado
River, the Central Arizona Project, the Pioneer Parkway through Arizona’s
“Sun Corridor,” the scorched ground of the Rodeo-Chediski Fire, Mt. Graham, the historic Zuni village of Hawikku—to discern our likely course. Some
of those stops are sobering: ancient places like Mesa Verde and the Hohokam
ruins of central Arizona reveal how people responded to megadrought eight
centuries ago. These sites show abundant signs of population dispersion,
upheaval, violence, and collapse. This could be our future, deBuys suggests.
Climate change challenges us to be ecologically and culturally resilient.
Instead, deBuys points out, we are inadvertently “hardening demand,” which
occurs when communities conserve vital resources, like water, only to have
that freed-up capacity consumed by an ever-growing population. Cities
such as Phoenix will thus have less flexibility to respond to the long, severe
droughts of an already hotter climate regime. At the same time, Mexican
immigrants will continue to flee an increasingly parched land with a brittle
water infrastructure, a product, in part, of our own greedy thirst. How will we
respond? Allocating the diminishing waters of the Colorado River and the
Rio Grande will also test our mettle. “When the ‘haves’ don’t feel they have
enough and the ‘have-nots’ are left with less than ever,” deBuys asks, “how
will they arbitrate their differences?” (p. 207) The book would have profited
from a probing discussion of Mexico’s impending water crisis. Nonetheless,
A Great Aridness is provocative in the best sense of the word. It should be
required reading for everyone living in the American Southwest.
Marsha Weisiger
University of Oregon

Thinking Like a Watershed: Voices from the West. Edited by Jack Loeffler and
Celestia Loeffler. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012. xii +
266 pp. 12 halftones, map. $24.95 paper, isbn 978-0-8263-5233-0.)
Although Thinking Like a Watershed is a critique of modern society’s abuse
of “the land” through unsustainable resource extraction and development in
the arid U.S. Southwest, its chapters are often contradictory and dissonant. The
title itself derives from a mash-up of the pro-development views of nineteenthcentury geologist John Wesley Powell and the land ethic of twentieth-century
ecologist Aldo Leopold (though strangely it is in no way related to “Thinking
Like a Mountain”). The admixture is odd given that Powell suggested the
limited capacity of the West’s drylands to sustain commercial agriculture
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while Leopold suggested that development motivated only by profit disconnects people from nature and from an intimate and caring connection to
place. Powell suggested, essentially, that communities needed to recognize
nature’s limits (or major technological endeavors would be needed to exceed
these limits). Leopold suggested that it was not the limits that should guide
dwellers in the land, but rather that people should reenter into nature’s ecological processes. Powell stressed resources; Leopold the “integrity, stability
and beauty” of nature, which seems to contradict Powell’s view. The result,
nevertheless, is a “Leopowellian” endeavor to focus the reader on bioregion
and watershed, which neither Powell nor Leopold ever addressed directly
(p. 13). The mash-up may be quintessentially Southwestern as it seems to
somehow fit well with the region.
The text reveals a diversity of views of and relationships to one (albeit
ill-defined) region ranging from the upper Rio Grande basin to the greater
Colorado River drainage. The essays unveil perspectives from several Native
American groups from New Mexico and Arizona, the Spanish settlers, and Anglos. Each chapter details the unique approaches (technological, sociological,
and spiritual) that peoples have developed to inhabit the desert, in particular
its hydrological landscapes. The region’s exotic rivers and groundwater are
the keys to survival. Each long-lasting culture has come to terms with their
circumstances in the Southwest. Those demanding too much have not and
will not flourish, and that is what informs this volume.
Academic scholarship, oral histories, and historical accounts are woven
in a pastiche to describe life and history. Although interesting information
is abundant, chapters are often confusing or imply unsettling messages. For
instance, in a history of conflict over Navajo water rights and the battle for
coal from Black Mesa, Arizona, U.S. Sec. of Inter. Stewart Udall is demonized as disinterested in environmental protection from dam construction and
irrigation projects, whereas the next chapter (an excerpt from Jack Loeffler’s
interview of Udall) lauds him as the greatest environmental advocate of the
1960s, a claim that historians of environmental politics certainly know is not
so clear. Furthermore, Natives are occasionally characterized chauvinistically
as “of nature” (unlike us non-Natives), while they are portrayed at other times
as normal human beings. Is the former just culture envy? The environmentalism portrayed here is well-meaning and rural-minded, but it substantially
derives from the competing philosophies of the 1980s, an odd mixture of
bioregionalism with deep, spiritual, and social ecologies. Philosophically,
the old is new again.
John P. Tiefenbacher
Texas State University
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An Atlas of Historic New Mexico Maps, 1550–1941. By Peter L. Eidenbach.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012. xii + 172 pp. 150 color
plates, tables, notes, cartobibliography, selected bibliography. $60.00 cloth,
isbn 978-0-8263-5229-3.)
Rarely have I sat down to review a book with such eager anticipation. And
this showy, 10” x 14” production, designed by Melissa Tandysh, supported
by the New Mexico Humanities Council, and printed in China, did not
disappoint. Eidenbach, described in the dust jacket as “an archaeologist,
historian, and historic preservation planner” at New Mexico State University,
Alamogordo, has assembled a reference library of around one hundred maps,
most reproduced here in color with both full map and New Mexico detail.
Beginning as a vacant expanse west of “Terra florida” on Sebastian Munster’s
chart of 1550, New Mexico gradually emerges as the busily teeming vacation destination depicted on the State Highway Department’s Official Road
Map of 1941. In this evolution of place as portrayed by cartographers lies the
story—really a thousand stories.
For each map, Eidenbach writes several encyclopedic paragraphs about
the cartographer and the historical context. Then in his neatly compiled
“Cartobibliography” he offers further specifics, including, in most cases,
where to find the map digitally reproduced on the Internet (pp. 162–71).
Seeking foremost to make these graphics widely available, the author has
little space here for detailed comparison, only room to point out such obvious anomalies as California’s depiction as a peninsula on one map and an
island on the next. It is the reader’s delight to make closer observations.
Just to give one example: the sketch map attributed to rambunctious Diego
de Peñalosa, governor of New Mexico in the early 1660s and later spy-for-hire
at the courts of England and France, displayed among the Hopi towns the
grandly fictitious “Santa Fe de Peñalosa.” There it was still generations later
on d’Anville’s map of North America in 1794!
Since the Spanish colonial period is my particular focus, the first thirtyseven maps interested me most. Six of them are by the same cartographer,
Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco (1713–1785), one of the most versatile and
fascinating figures in eighteenth-century New Mexico. Coincidentally,
I have just completed a biography of Miera (published by University of
Oklahoma Press, 2013). Although Eidenbach relies here on Carl Wheat’s
outdated chapter in Mapping the Transmississippi West, 1540–1857 (San
Francisco, Calif.: The Institute of Historical Cartography, 1957), he is
already at work on an in-depth study of Miera’s cartography, which is long
overdue.
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The puzzling map attributed to “Antonio Velez y Escalante” (a misreading of Silvestre Vélez de Escalante) and dated 1777 was obviously copied
from the same version of Miera’s best known chart. Eidenbach includes it
without comment (p. 49). But, thanks to his atlas, we see where Zebulon
Montgomery Pike (1810) got his erroneous notation “Lands seen by Father
Antonio Valez and Escalante in 1777” (p. 65). For further explanation, we
await, just as eagerly, Peter L. Eidenbach’s next work.
John L. Kessell
University of New Mexico

John Gaw Meem at Acoma: The Restoration of the San Esteban del Rey Mission. By Kate Wingert-Playdon. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2012. x + 276 pp. 69 halftones, 24 line drawings, maps, chart, appendix,
notes, references, index. $40.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8263-5209-5.)
This book focuses on the historic period from 1926–1929 when outside
efforts were initiated to renovate and reconstruct deteriorating parts of the
historic San Esteban del Rey Mission. This seventeenth-century Franciscan
mission sits atop the mesa village of Acoma Pueblo in New Mexico. Its
National Historic Landmark designation, bequeathed in 1969, continues to
bear out its significance.
The treatise is replete with “he said, she said” and is basically devoid of
any living context. This is somewhat quixotic considering the richness of the
personas and social conditions of that era. The sociocultural engagement is
rarified and only occasionally attempts to connect the dots between the village
crews who reluctantly did the grunt work, the society of philanthropists whose
limited funds often competed against other historically significant projects,
and the preservationists who minced over the minutiae of the reconstruction
process. In the latter group basically lies the story. As the crews rebuild the
mission, clues to the original nature of the structure are revealed. As these
are pondered, it becomes obvious that the structure is a patchwork of “fixes”
that did not always serve the longevity of the structure well.
Unlike the previous repairs, however, a new agenda emerged that was
predicated on two goals: first, make certain that the structural work would
weather time; second, reshape the mission into an accepted aesthetic standard
that would showcase the Pueblo-Spanish southwestern style.
John Gaw Meem’s influence as the restoration architect would dominate
the latter goal, albeit in unexpected ways. Perhaps the biggest revelation is
that Meem took a decidedly arms-length, intellectual approach. Suffering
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from poor physical health he rarely made the trip over the gullied roads and
up the arduous mesa cliff walls to see the site firsthand.
Instead, he collaborated with photographer Carlos Vierra. Together, they
amassed photos detailing key architectural details from historic New Mexican
buildings. These compilations served as the backboard for refining Meem’s
golden mean of the southwestern aesthetic. Since his interactions were limited to the company of peers, the plans for the redesign of the mission were
basically done in the confines of his studio.
Yet, if success is the final measure, credit is also due to the unabating efforts
of Meem’s worksite supervisors. The first was Lewis Riley. The second was B.
A. Reuter. They were responsible to Meem and supervised the daily activities
of the local laborers. In addition to supervising, they became cultural brokers.
They enjoined the Acoma governors who on occasion seemed ambivalent
and even hostile towards the project. In this regard, the title of the book is
somewhat of a misnomer.
The effort was more than simply Meem and Acoma. In the totality of all
things, Meem’s role almost seems secondary. Indeed, one can conclude that
Meem was the unwitting conductor of a tourist-culture orchestra. In this role
he made sure that its music was attuned to the cadence of the givers and tourists
who demanded that these sites “be attractive”—nothing more, nothing less.
If you happen to be a hardcore historic preservationist this book will
enthrall you. For the general reader it falls short. The volume brings to light
the process employed in the restoration of the San Esteban del Ray Mission. In so doing it reveals the origins of contemporary historic preservation
practice. Unfortunately, its insights into the human factors surrounding its
sociocultural agenda remain dry and largely uninspired. As such, it borders
on being a work that only a specialist can love.
Theodore (Ted) Jojola
University of New Mexico

Gold-Mining Boomtown: People of White Oaks, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Territory. By Roberta Key Haldane. (Norman: The Arthur H. Clark Company, an imprint of the University of Oklahoma Press, 2012. xii + 331 pp.
274 halftones, maps, line drawings, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, isbn
978-0-8706-2410-0, $26.96 paper, isbn 978-0-8061-4417-7.)
This delightful book comprises a series of forty-three portraits of families
and individuals who lived in and around the town of White Oaks, New
Mexico, during the latter part of the nineteenth century and the early part
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of the twentieth century. For much of this period New Mexico was a territory
(it did not become a state until 1912) and the law and politics of this period
reflect this status. During the period covered, White Oaks was a one-industry
town: gold mining. However, this is not a treatise on mining engineering or
economic geology; instead, it is an overview of the people who lived there
and made White Oaks a community. The spectrum of characters includes
ranchers, physicians, merchants, lawmen, druggists, and many others. The
early days at White Oaks drew gamblers, whiskey drummers, gunslingers,
and dance hall girls to a remote area sparsely populated by ranchers and
prospectors. Mark Twain described such mining boomtowns as “no place
for a Presbyterian” (p. 5).
Many of the profiles described are remarkable: Susan McSween Barber,
who survived widowhood during the Lincoln County War and moved to
White Oaks where she became the “Cattle Queen of New Mexico” (p. 31);
Captain John Lee, a New England sea captain, who married a Samoan
princess and brought her to live in White Oaks; Thomas Bell, a young
deputy sheriff who was shot down by Billy the Kid during his escape from the
Lincoln County jail; the lady known as “Madam Varnish” for her slick way
of separating cowboys from their money at the Little Casino Saloon; White
Oaks lawyer and Justice of the Peace, Jose Aguayo, who was serenaded in
his office by one of his clients, Billy the Kid, who played the guitar and sang
with a voice “like a mocking bird” (p. 15); Judge Fran Lea, former Quantrill
guerilla who became White Oaks’s lawman; and John Slack, a co-conspirator
in the great international diamond hoax of 1871. All told, it is a wonderful
collection of characters.
Haldane is a very readable writer and also a native of Lincoln County,
New Mexico. She has authored two other books on the region. Her prose is
precise and easy to follow. The print and paper stock are both excellent, well
up to The Arthur H. Clark Company’s standard. The only suggestion I make,
largely due to my mining and geologic background, is the inclusion of at least
two additional maps: first a relief map of the White Oaks area including the
towns of White Oaks, Lincoln, Socorro, Ruidoso, and Pinos Wells, as well
as mining districts, physiographic features, and stage roads; second a larger
scale street map of White Oaks and Baxter Gulch. By and large, this book is
an excellent work about people who braved the frontier and helped develop
this region of the United States.
Karl Vonder Linden
Menlo Park, California
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The Suppressed Memoirs of Mabel Dodge Luhan: Sex, Syphilis, and Psychoanalysis in the Making of Modern American Culture. Edited by Lois Palken
Rudnick. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012. xvii + 238
pp. 13 halftones, notes, selected bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8263-5119-7.)
Anyone who wonders how much American attitudes about sexuality and
venereal diseases have changed over the past century or so will get a good
indication from this book. In her published memoirs Mabel Dodge Luhan
suppressed the intimate details of her sex life and venereal disease that her
editor and biographer Lois Palken Rudnick presents here. Few people record
such intimate details at all, let alone with the degree of introspection—or is
it self-absorption?—that Luhan displayed. The book does not merely reveal
what was hitherto unknown about her. It horrifies the reader because we see
how cruel and manipulative sexual partners damaged this intelligent, vivacious, and articulate woman. Moreover, the supposedly progressive sexual
ideology of the time that she embraced, a mixture of now discredited Freudian
constructs and Victorian sensibilities, contributed to that damage. Syphilis
added a physical dimension to her injuries and became the palpable symbol
of bad relationships and love gone wrong.
The basic facts of Luhan’s life are well known, thanks in part to Rudnick’s
previous biographical works. Luhan was born into a world of wealth and
privilege in upstate New York. She became interested in art and literature,
established a literary salon in New York, and eventually moved to Taos. She
married four times, finally to Tony Lujan, a Taos Pueblo Indian. She was
responsible for attracting some of the most famous artists and writers of her
time to New Mexico where she is still a cultural icon.
Venereal diseases, especially syphilis, were among the fundamental conditions that shaped Mabel’s long life. Her encounters with these dreaded but
all too common diseases shaped her relationships with men, her personality,
and her sense of well being and self worth. In her relationships with infected
men she sometimes knowingly embraced the disease as well as the man. She
did so in an age before antibiotics offered reliable treatment of the disease.
When she was twenty-one she was infatuated with her family physician who
told her that he had gonorrhea. “Give it to me,” she said, “and I will take it
for you” (p. xiii). Her second, third, and fourth husbands all had syphilis and
Tony Luhan infected Mabel.
Mabel embraced Freudian analysis almost as enthusiastically as she embraced her syphilitic lovers. She hoped that the process of analysis would
somehow liberate her and perhaps alleviate her physical and mental suffering.
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Sadly, the talking cure did not permanently lift the depressions that often
dogged her.
Under the deft editorial and analytical gaze of Professor Rudnick, The
Suppressed Memoirs reveals a woman who was physically, mentally, and
emotionally tortured by her relations with men—lovers and analysts alike.
Rudnick’s portrait is an important revision of her earlier work that was not
informed by documents that the Luhan family kept closed until recently. Now
we can see more than ever how this talented and vivid woman was caught
between Victorian sensibilities and emerging modern attitudes about sex,
gender, and women. From that vantage we can gain a fair appreciation of
the distance we have come.
Albert L. Hurtado
University of Oklahoma

Indians, Alcohol, and the Roads to Taos and Santa Fe. By William E. Unrau.
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2013. xi + 193 pp. 19 halftones, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-7006-1914-6.)
This slim volume is an extension of the author’s previous works on “white
man’s wicked water” (1996), Indian country (2007), and the Indians of Kansas
(1991). Here his goal is not to revise that scholarship but to “fill a void in the
literature,” this time carrying the story along the roads from Missouri to Taos
and Santa Fe during the quarter century from 1821 to 1846 (p. 6). In the first
several chapters, Unrau describes the early history of that trade route, with
well-known principals in the fur trade (such as William Becknell) jockeying
for rights to move goods through Indian country. The author then highlights
the role and vision of Sen. Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri in pushing the
development of the route as a “national road” from Missouri to Mexico.
Benton contended that a flourishing Santa Fe trade would cause the “western wilderness” to spring to life, and that the trade would contribute to the
“progress” of the Native peoples whose lands were being traversed (p. 50).
Trade would motivate the Indians to produce and consume, thereby coaxing
them into a civilized lifestyle.
What happened instead was far from progress; alcohol, as opposed to
goods, became the common coin of trade. Recently displaced Indians such
as the Miamis had access to treaty annuities and became easy pickings in an
unregulated trade environment. Those without annuities were still drawn
into the illegal liquor trade because of the huge profits to be made from bison
robes and products. However, a trade in alcohol did not meet the objectives
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of the federal government’s Indian policies, which aimed to civilize and
control. The federal response was to prohibit the substance, the trade, and
the traders, enacting multiple amendments to the trade and intercourse acts
and other regulations. Yet beyond paper strictures, threats, and finger-wagging,
the government made no real effort to enforce the prohibition.
The geographic focus on the upper Arkansas and the Santa Fe Trail allows
Unrau to bolster his previous studies with additional material. In this study,
for example, he fleshes out the personalities of William Bent and Thomas
Hart Benton, as well as anecdotes and trade figures for the upper Arkansas
region. Yet in the end the title of the book is somewhat misleading. The
subject is not so much “Indians and alcohol” as Indian policy and alcohol
trade. There is a significant difference. The former demands an Indian voice,
or an assessment of social costs from an Indian perspective; something to balance the many anecdotal accounts of drunken Indians (and traders) cited as
evidence for the deleterious impact of the trade. Making Indian and alcohol
adjectives instead of subjects would have kept the book true to its track as a
study of national expansion, before the U.S.-Mexico War, along the roads to
Taos and Santa Fe.
Cynthia Jo Ingham
The University of Toledo

Cultural Construction of Empire: The U.S. Army in Arizona and New Mexico.
By Janne Lahti. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2012. xi + 344 pp. Halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8032-3252-5.)
The word “empire” rarely appears in books about the nineteenth-century
American frontier army. There seems to be an aversion to consider, much
less state, that the Regular Army was an instrument of imperial ambitions. In
the historical literature one almost sees a chasm between studies that focus
on the American West and those on overseas adventures. If the United States
was in fact a late unintentional empire, so too was its expeditionary army.
Only when the nation turned its attention to overseas expansion in the late
nineteenth century does its role as an imperial force reveal itself.
Janne Lahti’s monograph, Cultural Construction of Empire basically states
there was no such gap and a continuum of war for imperial gain existed from
1846 to 1901. The Indian wars, with “Apacheria” as Lahti’s laboratory, seamlessly connects an ongoing story of conquest, colonizing, and proselytizing
the American ideology. Here on the North American edge of empire, poses
the author, scholars must abandon any romantic notions of the winners of
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the West and focus on the coarse motivations and brutal actions taken by
agents of an American empire. The resulting modern, post-colonial study,
composed of seven chapters that are arranged thematically, not chronologically, paints a picture that is stark, nasty, and surprisingly unconvincing.
That the Indian wars in the Southwest were anything other than cruel,
vicious atrocities is not a new story. That the author can use the existing literature, much of it from participant accounts and memoirs by the victors, to
explore the mindset and motivations of white colonizers may be an example
of overreach. Skepticism is in order whenever a historian states an intention
of explaining the thought processes of a past people. Such a noble attempt
at achieving this elusive objective would be more persuasive, though, if a
significant body of the relevant historical documentation had been plumbed,
but this apparently did not happen with Cultural Construction of Empire.
Lahti states clearly that this is “not a military history,” but this caveat
nevertheless does not excuse the near total absence in the notes and bibliography of a body of primary materials to which all serious researchers of the
frontier army turn (p. 6). These are the War Department record groups of the
National Archives that relate directly to what the U.S. Army was planning,
executing, and, perhaps, thinking when it conquered the Apache tribes—letters sent and letters received, field and inspection reports, courts martial and
special files—a foundation of official correspondence that underlay the army
bureaucratic structure.
Finally, one group is missing in Lahti’s revisionist study, which carefully
includes the voices of officers and enlisted men, greenhorns and frontiersmen,
men and women, and Natives and Hispanics when available. That group
is the Washington policy-makers, vested Eastern interests, moneyed men,
and dreamers of empire. Studies that focus only on the tip of the spear often
overlook the ones actually holding it. Those are the minds that historians
need to get into, both for the nineteenth century and now.
R. Eli Paul
Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City,
Missouri

Barry Goldwater and the Remaking of the American Political Landscape. Edited
by Elizabeth Tandy Shermer. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2013. viii
+ 281 pp. About the contributors, index. $55.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8165-2109-8.)
In the pantheon of conservative heroes, Republican senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona looms large. To most in the movement, he remains an inspiring
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figure who, like Moses the prophet, rode in from the West to rally the true
believers with eternal truths but was unable to reach the promised land of the
White House in 1964. Yet as this insightful and engaging collection of essays
from an Arizona State symposium in 2009 on “Goldwater at 100” reveals,
the senator was more than a paragon of principle—he was also a pragmatist
whose political ideology was often complicated, if not contradictory.
The collection is divided into three main sections. Part 1, “Goldwater’s
Arizona and Arizona’s Goldwater,” explores the senator’s rise within the
political context of the West in general and Phoenix in particular. Part 2,
“The Goldwater Moment,” shines a spotlight on the presidential campaign
of 1964, when he became a legend to a generation of activists and facilitated
the rise of a combative right-wing media. Part 3, “Beyond 1964 and Goldwater
Conservatism,” traces the sizable and lasting impact of “cowboy conservatives” on national politics and the Supreme Court as well as the senator’s
complicated relationship to the environmental movement and the New
Right. The afterword by Robert Alan Goldberg examines the ambiguities
and complexities that continue to mark our collective history and memory
of Goldwater.
Most of the contributors are part of a new generation of younger historians
who have come of age since Ronald Reagan captured the presidency in 1980.
As is typical with such collections, some contributions are more original or
compelling than others. In Part 1, Andrew Needham gracefully recounts
Goldwater’s trip on the Colorado River in 1940 to explore the tensions and
dilemmas that underlay his views on the environment, which at times collided with his views on the proper role of the federal government. In Part 2,
Joseph Crespino elegantly dissects the relationship between Goldwater and
South Carolina senator Strom Thurmond, revealing both similarities and
differences between Southern and Western conservatism, especially on civil
rights. In Part 3, William A. Link carefully explores the evolving and diverse
nature of modern conservatism by contrasting Goldwater’s focus on the
economy in the 1960s with the cultural impetus of fellow Republican Jessie
Helms of North Carolina, whose crusades against abortion and gay rights in
the 1970s angered the Arizonan late in his career.
Ultimately, Goldberg strikes both a sympathetic and critical chord. On
the one hand, he reminds the reader that Goldwater in 1964 used the issue
of law and order to appeal to the worst instincts of some of his fellow citizens,
foreclosed a national debate on the Vietnam crisis before it escalated into
full-scale war, and was silent in the face of racial injustice (despite his longheld objection to segregation). “Here,” Goldberg writes, “the conservative’s
conscience was undermined by the politician’s calculus” (p. 266). On the
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other hand, he observes that most Americans today share the senator’s basic
convictions. “In their hearts,” Goldberg asserts, “they know that his concerns
for personal freedom, ordered liberty, and community responsibility are at
the core of our republic” (p. 267). Such is the ambiguous and controversial
legacy of Barry Goldwater nearly fifty years after his failed bid for the White
House.
Michael W. Flamm
Ohio Wesleyan University

Californio Voices: The Oral Memoirs of José María Amador and Lorenzo
Asisara. Edited and translated by Gregorio Mora-Torres. Al Filo: Mexican
American Studies Series, no. 3. (Denton: University of North Texas Press,
2012. x +262 pp. 13 halftones, map, glossary, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper,
isbn 978-1-5744-1438-7.)
Early Californio culture is difficult to interpret because so much of it
has been changed by waves of Mexican migration. That is why Gregorio
Mora-Torres’s new edited volume is so valuable. José María Amador was a
presidial soldier who later became a wealthy rancher, and then lost it all after
California became a state. His account offers wonderful insight into the daily
life of working-class Californios including what they ate and how they ate it,
how they entertained themselves, and how they made a living. Amador also
recounted the major historical events of the time including life at the missions, the arrival of various governors from Mexico, local rebellions against
the federal government, factional conflicts among Californio leaders, and
the United States invasion of California.
Also included is an account of ex-Indian neophyte Lorenzo Asisara, who
recounts, among other events, the abduction and assassination of Padre
Andrés Quintana by rebel Indians at Mission Santa Cruz. Although it was
Asisara’s father who passed the story down to his son, he was involved in the
plot. What comes out of this narrative is a revealing account of how some
Natives felt about the mission system and its abuses.
This memoir is part of Hubert Howe Bancroft’s project in the 1870s to record the lives of the Californios. Bancroft’s researchers took many testimonies
during the period, and many historians have commented on their benefits
and problems as historical texts. As more testimonies are edited and brought
out of the archive, we can begin to piece together a vision of a larger culture.
There are problems, of course. For example, Amador was ninety-six-years-old
at the time of his interview. He was found living in a shack in utter poverty.
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Thomas Savage, the Bancroft agent who recorded the interview, had no intention of including Asisara’s testimony, but Amador insisted. These types of
circumstances lead many historians to reject the validity and usefulness of oral
history. However, these subjective sources are indeed invaluable as a tool to
look into the mind of a culture, which traditional archival work cannot hope
to fully uncover. Amador gave his unique and very negative perspective on the
missions, which we know many of his contemporaries shared. Furthermore,
Asisara’s views shed light into the feelings and perspectives of Natives forced
to cope with colonialism. Although this history is based on recollections and
opinions, it greatly increases our understanding of how ordinary Californios
felt and interpreted the major events of California history. Furthermore, the
original Spanish text gives us an idea of how the Californios spoke and how
they peppered their speech with local colloquialisms.
Overall, this volume is useful to students, researchers, and a general audience because it is accessible, skillfully translated, and filled with interesting
facts. It illustrates not only major events but also the daily intricacies of
Californio life.
Carlos Salomon
California State University, East Bay

The Baron in the Grand Canyon: Friedrich Wilhelm von Egloffstein in the West.
By Steven Rowan. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2012. viii + 208 pp.
71 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8262-1982-4.)
Mapping the American West was an important aspect of the geopolitical
development of the United States in the nineteenth century. The extensive
historiography reflects this significance. Older works by William Goetzmann,
for instance, sweepingly emphasize the importance of maps and mapmakers.
More recent historians like Dennis Reinhartz also detail technical aspects of
the mapmaking processes and combine past cartographical, environmental,
and political aspects into historical geography. In many of these works Friedrich
Wilhelm von Egloffstein is relegated into a short paragraph or a footnote.
With his biographical study on Egloffstein, Steven Rowan tries to elevate
from obscurity this rather important cartographer of the American West.
Egloffstein, who was born and raised in Bavaria, Germany, immigrated to St.
Louis, Missouri, by 1850. He quickly made his acquaintance with two other
Germans, George Engelmann and Friedrich Wislizenus, whose scientific
contributions to the exploration of the American Southwest are well documented. In St. Louis he began his mapmaking career with local and regional
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jobs but quickly gravitated toward assignments with greater responsibilities.
He participated as cartographer-artist in expeditions under such well-known
military explorers as John Frémont and Edward Beckwith, producing draft
maps and landscape sketches. Along with German luminary of the West,
Balduin Möllhausen, he accepted an assignment to provide topographical
documentations and (sometimes idealized) landscape art for the exploration
of the Colorado River and the Grand Canyon under Capt. Joseph Ives.
Egloffstein eventually returned to the East, experimented with cartography
of Mexico, and intensified his research in developing a mechanical process
(heliography) that linked three-dimensional plaster models and images
printed on a page. In the end, he was drawn back to his home country, and
died in Dresden in 1885.
Rowan’s excursion into this undervalued yet important mapmaker and
chronicler is an interesting brief volume. It is so much more than a biography and yet it is rather thin with regard to Egloffstein’s life story. It appears
biographical data of this explorer was hard to come by, despite the author’s
trips to archives in Germany and the United States and interviews with Egloffstein’s heirs.
In an attempt to substitute this dearth of biographical information, Rowan
weaves into this work a short history of the German feudal system, the advancement of cartographic science, and general historical narratives on the major
excursions in which Egloffstein participated. Also entwined are biographical
sketches of Egloffstein’s acquaintances—some shorter, like Engelmann’s,
others more extensive, like Möllhausen’s. All this is greatly illustrated with
black and white reproductions of Egloffstein’s beautiful maps and sketches (in
a way this book functions as a catalog raisonée)—creative works that Rowan
considers “nothing less than a triumph of visualization and imagination” (p.
93). The horizontal physical book format appears awkward and does not necessarily elevate the beauty of his maps and sketches or highlight their details.
Still, The Baron in the Grand Canyon is a good introduction to the life and
work of a lesser known but no less important explorer, artist, cartographer,
and inventor of the American West at a pivotal period in its expansion.
Tomas Jaehn
Fray Angélico Chávez History Library, Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Reimagining Indian Country: Native American Migration and Identity in
Twentieth-Century Los Angeles. By Nicolas G. Rosenthal. First Peoples: New
Directions in Indigenous Studies Series. (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 2012. xi + 239 pp. 10 halftones, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $39.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8078-3555-5.)
With the largest concentration of the total Native American population living in the Southwest and California, the region’s Native American migration
and identity in the twentieth century deserves more attention. The specific
historical context of the Native American experience in California and in
the entertainment center of the United States are two of many compelling
features that make Los Angeles a particularly vibrant place to explore these
topics. Although the title of this book curiously resembles that of another
monograph on Native American life in Los Angeles, Joan Weibel-Orlando’s
Indian Country, L.A.: Maintaining Ethnic Community in Complex Society
(1990), it is actually not just about Los Angeles; it is as much about Portland,
Oregon, and other U.S. cities. This is because Rosenthal’s purpose is to situate urban experience in the context of “larger discussions about mobility and
migration” by arguing “from Los Angeles outward” (p. 3). This is a laudable
goal but his presentation of L.A. as a microcosm of Native American urban
experience and his theories of Native American migration and identity across
the United States despite vast regional, economic, historical, and other significant differences distract rather than persuade the reader to “reimagine
Indian Country.”
Unfortunately, the book does not offer a cogent analysis of the “complex
relationships between power and agency” as promised in the introduction (p.
7). Rosenthal chronologically lists and describes events and people but does
not sufficiently convey their implications in the multiple processes engaged
in migration and identity construction. He describes migration and urbanization during the first half of the twentieth century in his first two chapters; the
third and fourth chapters survey the federal Indian relocation program and
life and work in the post–World War II era; while the fifth and sixth chapters
examine urban organizations and activism centered on the 1970s. Rosenthal
concludes by suggesting that aspects of twenty-first century Native American
issues illustrate continuity with the previous century’s processes. Because he
has not fully fleshed out their dynamics, however, the book falls flat.
Since more than two thirds of all Native Americans do not live on
reservations, the transformative power of migration experiences on Native
American identity is a significant area of scholarly investigation. Since the
1990s an expanding body of literature has provided a wide range of social
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analyses of the diversities of Native American urban community development, the complexities of migrations across different areas of North America,
the relationship of Native American identity to shaping urban landscapes,
and the intersectionality of gender, class, and other social dynamics which
structure urban Native American communities. Rosenthal would have benefited immensely from situating his theoretical constructs in conversation
with this literature. Regrettably, he instead chooses to distance himself from
the scholarship of others in this field, which he also rather unprofessionally
dismisses and misrepresents. Susan Lobo and Kurt Peters’s edited volume,
American Indians and the Urban Experience (2001), for example, provides
rich analyses of migration and identity grounded in solid research which
Rosenthal insinuates no one has done well. Many of its contributors examine
the U.S. West and Southwest and present better options for potential readers
interested in this topic in the region.
Heather A. Howard
Michigan State University

Bartering with the Bones of Their Dead: The Colville Confederated Tribes and
Termination. By Laurie Arnold. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2012.
xx + 180 pp. 11 halftones, maps, appendix, notes, references, index. $60.00
cloth, isbn 978-0-295-99198-6, $24.95 paper, isbn 978-0-295-99228-0.)
Even after the pall of disillusionment descended upon early adopters of
termination such as the Menominee and Klamath peoples, a significant
proportion of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Nation of Washington
State actively pursued the end of their relationship with the federal government. Laurie Arnold has written a book that adds valuable nuance to our
understanding of termination in North American indigenous history. Arnold
shows how some Colville people believed that termination was the means to
preserve their communities as they envisioned them. She walks us through
the various sides of the Colville termination debate so that we understand
the on-the-ground complexities of Colville opinions about their identities
in relation to the federal government and why they either wanted to end,
modify, or sustain that connection. In the end “something interesting happened” Arnold tells us: “tribal members walked away from the fight” and the
Colville rejected termination. They had “fought for twenty years for the right
to disagree” (pp. 143–44).
Arnold bases her claims on evidence from federal government records and
National Congress of American Indian records in Washington, D.C., two
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major manuscript collections in the state of Washington, federal statutory
law, and her own first-hand experiences as a member of the Colville Confederated Tribes. She includes a selection of striking photographs, images of
broadsides, and maps. She writes in a direct and conversational style which is
easy to read and understand. The book is of a length (144 pages of actual text)
suitable for the layperson, graduate and undergraduate student, and could
well serve as the sole text about termination or as a case study alongside a
broader general text such as Roberta Ulrich’s American Indian Nations from
Termination to Restoration, 1953–2006 (2010) in an American History/Studies,
Western History, or Native American History/Studies course.
Arnold has produced a balanced and detailed account of one indigenous
community’s political debate over termination, a debate that proved to be
central to the development of its own political identity. That identity embraces
factionalism. Arnold reminds us that “disagreements do not diminish the
importance of an event” (p. xii). Indeed the Colville Confederated Tribes
were unified in their legal claims against the federal government and received
$193 million in 2012 as compensation for years of underhanded dealings.
This stands as one of the largest such settlements in North American history
and testifies to Arnold’s important observation that in some cases intra-tribal
social conflict can be productive and even salubrious.
Taylor Spence
Monash University, Melbourne, Australia

Traqueros: Mexican Railroad Workers in the United Sates, 1870–1930. By Jeffrey Marcos Garcílazo. Foreword by Vicki L. Ruiz. Al Filo: Mexican American Studies Series, no. 6. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2012. vii
+ 235 pp. Line drawings, map, tables, endnotes, bibliography, index. $49.95
cloth, isbn 978-1-57441-464-6.)
According to Jeffrey Garcílazo, traqueros “did most of the undesirable,
dreary and physically demanding work on the railroad, and enjoyed little
if any of the romantic qualities of other higher level occupations” (p. 59).
Using an impressive array of primary sources, Garcílazo takes us into the
little-known world of traqueros, their family, their work, and their new communities. This book has been a long time coming. Garcílazo died unexpectedly in 1993 while preparing this manuscript, one that will be invaluable to
scholars of the Mexican immigrant experience in the American Southwest
and Midwest. Thanks to Vicki Ruiz, Garcílazo’s work is now widely accessible in book form.
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Split into six topical chapters, Traqueros establishes the importance of
railroad expansion to socioeconomic development in the American Southwest and Midwest and the resulting rapid growth of the traquero workforce.
Garcílazo’s scholarship and prose shine as he explores the everyday life of the
traquero. From an examination of the boss’s attitude toward Mexican labor
and how that affected traqueros to descriptions of life at work and “off duty,”
Garcílazo helps give voice to a crucial American workforce that has long
been overlooked by many. Traqueros’ final chapters answer many questions
about the life of men, women, and children living in boxcar camps. Despite
the fact that Garcílazo admits that “Generalizations about the life in boxcar
camps are next to impossible to arrive at given the diversity of experiences
across the country,” he is able to clearly illustrate the perceived importance
of boxcar housing for traquero families and to the bosses who wanted to keep
traqueros from jumping their contracts (p. 111).
This book is a must-read for scholars of the Mexican immigrant experience, labor, everyday life on the rails, or anyone seeking to learn more about
Mexicano life in the American West or Midwest. In addition to its prominent
place in Chicano, Southwest, and railroad histories, Traqueros gracefully
places these workers squarely into the historiography of ethnic immigrant and
African American industrial workers throughout the United States. According to Ruiz, “Traqueros will take its place in the canons of Chicano history
and labor studies, but more importantly, it will find its way into the hands of
youth eager to see themselves in American history books” (p. i). This book
is an important contribution to Mexican immigrant and Mexican American
history and should be read by anyone unfamiliar with the traqueros’ contribution to American industry or the importance of Mexican immigration to
the development of the Southwest and Midwest. Although the book’s topic
matter might lead it to be banned in Arizona classrooms, it is an important
resource for those who struggle to find their history in American textbooks.
Michael Innis-Jiménez
University of Alabama

Conflict in Colonial Sonora: Indians, Priests, and Settlers. By David Yetman.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012. viii + 280 pp. Maps,
appendix, notes, glossary, index. $45.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8263-5220-0.)
Sonora’s history dates back to the slave-raiding incursions of Nuño de
Guzmán and explorations of Francisco Vázquez de Coronado in the 1530s
and 1540s. Spanish settlement began in the early seventeenth century as the
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northward moving mining frontier spilled west of the Sierra Madre Occidental
from what are today Durango and Chihuahua. Reaction to the European
advance, which consisted of missionary efforts by Jesuits and despoliation
by military settlers and their civilian successors, varied as greatly as the indigenous culture groups in the region. Seris put up fierce resistance while
Ópatas largely accepted the Spanish presence by the end of the seventeenth
century.
It is stories of Spanish-Indian interactions centered on the northeastern
region known as Opatería that concerns David Yetman in Conflict in Colonial
Sonora. Rather than a cohesive regional history, however, he takes an episodic
approach; each of his chapters is based on individual or related documents
highlighting some aspect of the interactions among the three groups he
identifies as central to his study—Indians, Jesuits, and Spanish settlers. In
some cases it is Jesuits supporting Indians in their efforts to recover lands
taken by settlers, in others it is Jesuits calling on the military to return fugitive
neophytes or to help stamp out witchcraft. Some chapters point out—not
surprisingly—that missionaries did not always see eye to eye among themselves
and that intramural squabbling also affected the Spanish population, to say
nothing of intergroup hostilities among the various Natives of the region.
Along the way, Yetman has some interesting insights. In the first chapter,
which covers the efforts of the former residents of Tuape to recover their
lands from the heirs of Pedro de Perea, traditionally considered the original
Spanish colonizer of Sonora, he brings modern anthropological evidence to
bear on the case. Lacking a document establishing the final disposition of
the lands in question, Yetman asserts that the Natives must have recovered
at least some of their property since the beginning of the twentieth century,
as an ethnographic survey of the area found that most Natives still spoke
Ópata.
Unfortunately, a number of assertions are problematic. Yetman’s claim that
“allied indigenous forces drove all Spaniards from the northern Rio Grande
Valley and obliterated every possible trace of previous Spanish occupation”
is only partly true (p. 73). While the Pueblos drove Spanish settlers and
missionaries from New Mexico, they continued to plant Old World crops,
raise Spanish-introduced livestock, and produce woolens and leather goods,
despite calls from Pueblo Revolt leadership not to do so. Chapters dealing
with witchcraft and sorcery lack a broader context that would make them
more than curious stories of the confused relationship between Christianity
and Native beliefs. In the latter chapters, the author asserts that the Council of
the Indies was “the Crown’s administrative arm in Havana,” an error repeated
a number of times (p. 141).
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Although not as Indian-centered as other recent works, Conflict in Colonial
Sonora adds to the body of current scholarship highlighting the richness and
complexity of northern Mexico’s multiracial past.
Jesús F. de la Teja
Texas State University-San Marcos

We Became Mexican American: How Our Immigrant Family Survived To Pursue
the American Dream. By Carlos B. Gil. (Bloomington, Ind.: Xlibris, 2012. xix
+ 422 pp. 23 halftones, map, appendixes, glossary, index, endnotes, study questions. $26.99 cloth, isbn 978-1-4771-3655, $18.99 paper, isbn 978-1-4771-3654-6.)
In 1978 a young Ford Foundation Fellow began a series of interviews with
his mother and uncles, employing the newest techniques of oral history.
More than thirty years later Carlos Gil returned to those interviews, after a
long career as an academic historian, to craft the story of his family’s journey
from Mexico to California’s San Fernando Valley and its development over
three generations. In the process of telling this engaging story Gil comes to
terms with some of his own memories, raises valuable questions about writing
history, and provides poignant examples of many key themes in the recent
history of the American Southwest.
The story unfolds in three main sections. Part 1 focuses on the family’s
transition from Mexico to the United States and is largely a story of movement. Gil traces the journey of his uncle, Pascual, to the United States and
the subsequent efforts of his grandmother, Carlota, to reunite the family north
of the border. Part 2, the longest of the book, examines the family’s settled
life, including his newly-married parents, in San Fernando, California, from
the 1920s through the death of his parents’ generation. Part 3, the shortest,
briefly brings the family story up to the present through vignettes about Gil’s
own generation and the one that follows. The result is a picture of acculturation over generations. An afterword considers the absence of racial rhetoric
and political involvement in the family’s story, and four appendixes include
family trees, a bibliography, and an essay on piecing together the elements
of his father’s history.
We Became Mexican American is not a scholarly monograph, as Gil
states clearly in the introduction. There is little use of theory to help tease
out underlying meanings of his interviewees’ statements. The writing often
turns conversational, for example as Gil addresses the reader directly, or as he
ruminates on how he and his siblings recall the family history differently. He
regularly acknowledges having to make a guess about what someone “must
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have” felt, “probably” meant, or “no doubt” referred to, often going beyond
where academic histories dare to tread. This book is a family memoir written
largely for personal reasons.
Yet the Gil family story is an American story, with many strands that give
flesh and blood to familiar themes in American history. Gil has an academic
historian’s sure-handedness with the larger context, allowing him to situate
these family stories in ways that can illuminate the stories of many others.
For example, some of these contexts include decisions about how and when
to cross the border; the railroad, cotton field, and migrant labor streams
that family members waded into; negotiating generational differences over
culture and family life; the rewards and challenges of what we now call
small entrepreneurship; the process and relative benefits of renting versus
owning a family home, business, and other property; the contingencies
that can end in a moment the work of years; and the complex mixture of
individual initiative and the need for help. The Gil family story is one that
extols the value of hard work and determination without over-romanticizing
the challenges they faced. For the family, becoming Mexican American
involved something gained as well as something lost, and Gil is a fine guide
through that process.
Craig A. Kaplowitz
Judson University

Still the Arena of Civil War: Violence and Turmoil in Reconstruction Texas,
1865–1874. Edited by Kenneth W. Howell. (Denton: University of North
Texas Press, 2012. xii + 445 pp. 16 halftones, maps, tables, list of contributors,
index. $34.95 cloth, isbn 978-5744-1449-3.)
In a classic understatement, Texas State archivist Donaly Brice remarks,
“Violence has ever been associated with Texas” (p. 187). But if violence
has “ever been” associated with the state, the Reconstruction era after the
Civil War may, in fact, be the deadliest moment in an already infamous
history. Brice’s essay on the Republican-led Texas State Police’s attempts to
curtail the wave of post-war atrocities is one of fifteen engrossing—and often
disturbing—accounts of the turmoil facing Texas in the years following the
Civil War. Edited by Kenneth W. Howell of Prairie View A&M University,
Still the Arena of Civil War offers the most comprehensive set of studies to
date on Reconstruction-era Texas. It is fitting that such a complete assessment
could only come in the form of an edited collection, as the Texas Reconstruction experience is as varied as it is chaotic. Each of the volume’s chapters
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provides well researched, cogently argued, and lucidly written analyses of
distinctive elements of post-Civil War violence in Texas. Organized into four
sections covering government agents, violent actors, myriad victims, and the
geographic considerations of the state, Still the Arena of Civil War leaves few
stones unturned.
At heart was a conflict involving four major population groups—Anglo
Southerners, Tejanos, African Americans, and Comanches and Kiowas—over
control of the state’s political, social, and economic makeup. The context
of Reconstruction—a transition from slavery to freedom in the cotton belt’s
westernmost reach, military defeat (with little wartime footprint) for the
state’s white Confederate majority, ongoing efforts to “settle” the western
frontier, a bureaucratic struggle over the very meaning of law and order, and
a continuing scramble for competing land claims between older and newer
inhabitants of the state—all lent a special urgency to Texas’s Reconstruction
experience. As essays from Christopher Bean, William Richter, Charles
Spurlin, Richard McCaslin, and Dale Baum reveal, internal wrangling,
bureaucratic squabbling, and a perpetual shortage of manpower limited the
federal government’s reach in Texas. These scholars differ with one another
over the precise causes of the failure to provide justice for the state’s freed
people, but they weave common threads of lawlessness and racial violence
from the Red and Sabine River valleys in the state’s northeast to the Brazos,
Colorado, and Nueces valleys in the southeast.
James Smallwood details violent acts perpetrated by the Ku Klux Klan in
1868, which Carl Moneyhon demonstrates to be a statewide and organized
“armed wing” of the Democratic Party. That said, Mary Jo O’Rear highlights
the vigorous and free press that covered the state’s epidemic of violence
from all perspectives, despite the constant threats to the state’s Radicalsympathizing editors. Ronald Goodwin mines Work Projects Administration
slave narratives to provide an account of Reconstruction violence from the
perspective of the black victims, and Rebecca Kosary details the particularly
egregious violence committed against black women in Texas. In one of the
most intriguing essays of all, Andres Tijerina uncovers the struggle over
land at the heart of violence against Tejanos in South Texas. The last essays
in the volume from Howell, Douglas Kubicek, Carroll Scogin-Brincefield,
and John Gorman reinforce just how variegated the violence was across
the state’s diverse landscape.
If anything is missing from this comprehensive volume it would be a good
set of maps, and perhaps an essay on the experience of German immigrant
Unionists in the Texas Hill Country. But overall, Still the Arena of Civil War
offers a thorough, wide-ranging, and highly readable set of essays that will
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be sure to set the standard for Texas Reconstruction historiography for years
to come.
Aaron Astor
Maryville College

The Arhoolie Foundation’s Strachwitz Frontera Collection of Mexican and
Mexican American Recordings. By Agustín Gurza, with Jonathan Clark and
Chris Strachwitz. The Chicano Archives, vol. 6. (Los Angeles: UCLA Chicano
Studies Research Center Press, 2012; distributed by University of Washington
Press, Seattle. xiv + 226 pp. 68 halftones, appendixes, bibliography, index. $19.95
paper, isbn 978-0-8955-1148-5.)
The Arhoolie Foundation’s Strachwitz Frontera Collection of Mexican
and Mexican American Recordings by Agustín Gurza with Jonathan Clark
and Chris Strachwitz is a unique text with ten sections of various lengths—
including one brief section written by Strachwitz and another more substantive section written by Clark—and eleven appendixes, including a
reprint of a scholarly article by Guillermo E. Hernández (1999). Gurza’s
goal is to guide individuals through the Frontera Collection housed at
UCLA, which includes over 147,000 recordings and 1,500 assorted pieces
of related ephemera.
The impressive collection derives from Strachwitz’s half century of collecting music in the United States and Mexico. Much of the collection consists of
U.S.-Mexico border music, particularly corridos and other music indigenous
to greater Mexico. The first five sections of the book primarily pay homage
to Strachwitz’s life and work as a collector as well as the contributions of G.
Hernández and the Norteño group, Los Tigres del Norte. Hernández was a
scholar at UCLA who specialized in the corridos of Strachwitz’s collection,
and organized related academic conferences. Los Tigres donated $500,000
to preserve the collection. These first five sections of text make the case for
the significance of the collection and its online accessibility.
Gurza and Clark analyze the music itself in the next five sections of the
book. The section titled, “A Century of Corridos: The Musical History of
Mexico and Its People,” guides readers through the centerpiece of the Frontera Collection—corridos. Generally speaking, corridos are Spanish-language
border ballads, and Arhoolie owns four thousand of them. Gurza’s chapter
analyzes some of the corridos in the collection based on genre, theme, and
type of narration. His discussion parallels the schema created by Hernández
in his article provided in Appendix H.
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“Transcending Machismo: Songs of Loss and Love from the Frontera
Collection” is Gurza’s interpretation of over two thousand love songs in
the collection. He argues that “Mexican folk music is also a refuge for antimachismo, which is just another way of saying true love” (p. 70). In “Gringos,
Chinos and Pochos: The Roots of Intercultural Conflict,” Gurza reviews sets
of racist songs in the collection focused on Afro-mestizo, Anglo, and Asian
peoples, as well as U.S. citizens of Mexican descent.
Clark’s essay, “El Mariachi: From Rustic Roots to Golden Era,” provides a
concise history of mariachi music and lucidly explains the mixed—and often
contested—origins of mariachi in Mexico. Clark’s description of famous and
“lesser known but notable” mariachis provides useful information to help
listeners fully appreciate the collection.
The theme of the book and the content of the collection are highly
important for scholarship on the U.S. West, Borderlands, Southwest, and
Latin America. The book would benefit from closer editing for clarity and
consistency. The lack of a critical voice on issues of race, class, and sexuality
would also make it a challenge to use this text in the classroom. This volume,
however, succeeds in generating excitement about the collection itself. As I
read, I began pairing songs with my own research and with lectures for my
courses in anthropology, folklore, and Mexican American Studies. Primed
and ready to spend some quality time with the online collection, I turned to
UCLA’s website (http://frontera.library.ucla.edu/index.html) and learned that
I could only listen to fifty-second sections of the songs, a major limitation to
a collection that boasts of its lengthy corridos and online accessibility (p. 7).
On Arhoolie’s corporate website, I can purchase an entire song by the same
artists and of the same name. I was surprised, after days of email exchange,
to receive fuller access to the collection—exclusively for teaching “Mexican
American Folklore.” These publications, nonetheless, raise important and
timely questions related to the interaction between accessibility and capitalism as well as folklore dissemination and putting a price on education,
particularly when affiliated with a public university.
Margaret E. Dorsey
The University of Texas-Pan American
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Mexico’s Once and Future Revolution: Social Upheaval and the Challenge
of Rule since the Late Nineteenth Century. By Gilbert M. Joseph and Jürgen
Buchenau. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2013. x + 252 pp. 20
halftones, maps, table, notes, bibliographical essay, index. $23.95 paper, isbn
978-0-8223-5532-8.)
Rainbow Bridge to Monument Valley: Making the Modern Old West. By
Thomas J. Harvey. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2012. xv + 237
pp. 11 halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, isbn 978-08061-4321-7.)
Under the Eagle: Samuel Holiday, Navajo Code Talker. By Samuel Holiday
and Robert S. McPherson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2013.
xii + 266 pp. 30 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, isbn
978-0-8061-4389-7.)
Tracking the Texas Rangers: The Nineteenth Century. Edited by Bruce A.
Glasrud and Harold J. Weiss, Jr. No. 12 in the Frances B. Vick Series. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2013. xvi + 286 pp. 14 halftones, map,
selected bibliography, contributors, source credits, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn
978-1-57441-526-1.)
Revolution in the Andes: The Age of Túpac Amaru. By Sergio Serulnikov,
foreword by Charles F. Walker. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press,
2013. xvi + 159 pp. Maps, glossary, references, index. $22.95 paper, isbn 9780-8223-5498-7.)
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The Silver Madonna and Other Tales of America’s Greatest Lost Treasures.
By W. C. Jameson. (Lanham, Md.: Taylor Trade Publishing, an imprint of
Rowman and Littlefield, 2013. 189 pp. Map, a word about sources, about the
author. $16.95 paper, isbn 978-1-58979-839-7.)
Season of Terror: The Espinosas in Central Colorado, March–October 1863.
By Charles F. Price. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2013. xix + 331
pp. 57 halftones, maps, appendixes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn
978-1-60732-236-8.)
From Mountain Top to Valley Bottom: Understanding Past Land Use in the
Northern Rio Grande Valley, New Mexico. Edited by Bradley J. Vierra. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2013. xvi + 248 pp. 43 halftones, 19 maps,
21 tables, contributors, index. $60.00 cloth, isbn 978-1-60781-266-1.)
The First Rocky Mountaineers: Coloradans Before Colorado. By Marcel
Kornfeld. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2013. xxiv + 271 pp. 54
halftones, 85 line drawings, maps, 34 tables, appendix, references, index.
$65.00 cloth, isbn 978-1-60781-262-3.)

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History presents “Arte en la Charrería:
The Artisanship of Mexican Equestrian Culture.” The exhibition emphasizes
the rich legacy of tradition and valor, of honor and custom, and of war and
peace that surrounds the Mexican charro. It features leather work, costumes,
textiles, silver, and iron work that illustrate the life of these revered horsemen
and women. This exhibit runs through 30 March 2014. The Albuquerque
Museum of Art and History also presents “Behind Closed Doors: Art in the
Spanish American Home, 1492–1898,” opening on 16 February 2014. The
exhibit will run until 18 May 2014. The Albuquerque Museum of Art and
History is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW in Albuquerque. For more
information, visit the website: http://albuquerquemuseum.org.
The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum presents “Georgia O’Keeffe and Ansel Adams: The Hawaii Pictures,” opening on 7 February 2014. The exhibit reveals
how profoundly both artists were moved by their personal experiences in
Hawaii. It will run until 14 September 2014. The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum
is located at 217 Johnson Street in Santa Fe. For more information, call 505946-1000 or visit the website: www.okeeffemuseum.org.
The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center presents “Albuquerque Indian School
Retrospective with a Vision Forward.” The exhibit conveys the boarding
school experience through a historical beginning of harsh realities and
takes the visitor through a journey, a path of forcible education to lifetime
friendships. The exhibit runs through September 2015. The Indian Pueblo
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Cultural Center is located at 2401 12th Street NW in Albuquerque. For more
information, call 505-843-7270 or visit the website: http://indianpueblo.org.
The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture presents “Heartbeat: Music of
the Native Southwest.” The exhibition showcases over one hundred objects
relating to Southwestern Native dance and music. It will run through 1
April 2014. The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture is located at 710–708
Camino Lejo in Santa Fe. For more information, visit the website: http://
miaclab.org.
The National Hispanic Cultural Center presents “En la Cocina with San
Pascual.” The exhibit explores San Pascual’s image and highlights how artists creatively render this popular santo. The exhibit runs through June 2014.
The National Hispanic Cultural Center is located at 1701 4th Street SW in
Albuquerque. For more information, call 505-246-2261 or visit the website:
www.nationalhispaniccenter.org/index.php.
Calendar of Events
8–9 March The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum will
hold their 15th annual “Cowboy Days.” The event features horseback and
stagecoach rides, living history, children’s activities, and many other demonstrations. For more information, visit the website: www.nmfarmandranchmuseum.org.
12–16 March The American Society for Environmental History will hold its
2014 conference, “Crossing Divides,” at the Parc 55 Wyndham Hotel in San
Francisco, California. For more information, visit the website: http://aseh.
net/conference-workshops/2014-conference-san-francisco.
13–15 March The Indigenous Liberal Studies Department at the Institute of
American Indian Arts will hold an interdisciplinary conference exploring the
concept of progress. For more information, visit the website: www.iaia.edu/
academics/degree-programs/indigenous-liberal-studies/concept-of-progresscall-for-papers.
19–22 March The National Council on Public History announces its 2014
conference, “Sustainable Public History.” The conference will be held at the
Monterey Conference Center in Monterey, California. For more information, visit the website: http://ncph.org/cms/conferences/2014-annual-meeting.
2–5 April The Western Social Science Association will hold their 56th annual
conference at the Hyatt Regency Downtown in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
For more information, visit the website: http://wssa.asu.edu.
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3–6 April The Society for Military History will hold their 81st annual meeting,
“Transformational Conflicts: War and its Legacy Through History,” in Kansas
City, Missouri, at the Westin Kansas City at Crown Center. For more information, visit the website: www.smh-hq.org/2014/2014annualmeeting.html.
10–13 April The Organization of American Historians will hold their 2014
conference, “Crossing Borders” in Atlanta, Georgia, at the Hilton Atlanta.
For more information, visit the website: www.oah.org/meetings.
17–19 April The Southwestern Historical Association will hold its annual
meeting at the Grand Hyatt Riverwalk in San Antonio, Texas. For more
information, visit the website: www.swhist.org.
1–3 May The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its New Mexico
History Conference at Highlands University Student Union in Las Vegas,
New Mexico. For more information, visit the website: http://www.hsnm.org.
1–3 May The Western Association of Women Historians conference will be
held at the Kellogg West Conference Center at California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona in Pomona, California. For more information, visit the
website: www.wawh.org/conferences/2014/index.html.
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University of North Texas Press
The Roots of Latino Urban Agency
SHARON A. NAVARRO AND RODOLFO ROSALES, EDS.

The essays selected in this study collectively suggest
that political agency can encompass everything
from voting, lobbying, networking, grassroots
organizing, and mobilization, to dramatic protest.
$24.95 hardcover.

Tracking the Texas Rangers
The Twentieth Century

BRUCE A. GLASRUD AND HAROLD J. WEISS, JR., EDS.

This anthology gathers fifteen previously published
articles and chapter excerpts covering leaders
such as Captains Bill McDonald, “Lone Wolf”
Gonzaullas, and Barry Caver. $29.95 hardcover.

The Diaries of John Gregory Bourke, Vol. 5
May 23, 1881–August 26, 1881

EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY CHARLES M. ROBINSON

This fifth volume opens at Fort Wingate as Bourke
visits the Navajos. Next, at the Pine River Agency, he
is witness to the Sun Dance. He also travels among
the Zunis, the Rio Grande pueblos, and finally, visits
with the Hopis and attends the Hopi Snake dance.
$55.00 hardcover.

I Fought a Good Fight

A History of the Lipan Apaches

SHERRY ROBINSON

The story of the plains buffalo hunters and traders
who were one of the first groups to acquire horses,
and with this advantage they expanded from the
Panhandle across Texas and into Coahuila, coming
into conflict with the Comanches. $32.95 hardcover.

To order call 1-800-826-8911 http://unt.edu/untpress
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ANIMAL STORIES

A Lifetime Collection
By Max Evans
Illustrated by Keith Walters
$24.95 PAPERBACK · 440 PAGES · 44 B&W ILLUS.

Legendary western author Max Evans has spent his entire life
working with cows and horses. These rangeland animals, and
other creatures both domestic and wild, play pivotal roles in
his stories. This magnificent collection, beautifully illustrated
by cowboy artist Keith Walters, showcases twenty-six animal
tales penned by Evans during his long and celebrated career.

UNDER THE EAGLE

Samuel Holiday, Navajo Code Talker
By Samuel Holiday and Robert S. Mcpherson
$19.95 PAPERBACK · 288 PAGES · 30 B&W ILLUS.

Samuel Holiday was one of a small group of Navajo men
enlisted by the Marine Corps during World War II to use
their native language to transmit secret communications on
the battlefield. Based on extensive interviews with Robert S.
McPherson, Under the Eagle is Holiday’s vivid account of his
own story. It is the only book-length oral history of a Navajo
code talker in which the narrator relates his experiences in his
own voice and words.

THE OLD MAN’S LOVE STORY
By Rudolfo Anaya

$19.95 HARDCOVER · 176 PAGES

“There was an old man who dwelt in the land of New Mexico,
and he lost his wife.” From that opening line, this tender novella is at once universal and deeply personal. In The Old Man’s
Love Story, master storyteller Rudolfo Anaya crafts the tale of a
lifelong love that ultimately transcends death.

NEW MEXICO

A History
By Joseph P. Sánchez, Robert L. Spude, and Art Gómez
$26.95 HARDCOVER · 376 PAGES

New Mexico: A History is a vital source for anyone seeking
to understand the complex interactions of the indigenous inhabitants, Spanish settlers, immigrants, and
their descendants who have created New Mexico and
who shape its future.
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